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From the Guest Editor’s Desk…..
Dr. Nilesh N. Gawande
Principal,
Late B. S. Arts, Prof. N. G. Science
& A. G. Commerce College, Sakharkherda
Tq. Sindkhed Raja, Dist. Buldhana
It gives me immense pleasure and satisfaction to welcome
for National Conference on “Contemporary Innovations in
Library & Information Science, Social Science and technology for virtual World”
It is an era of knowledge and technology. Library science and Information
Technology plays vital role for the field. To share spread and develop branches of knowledge
social Interaction is Important. This conference is going to be milestone for the development
of knowledge as well as technology.
I enjoy interacting with scholars from different parts and looking forward for fourth
coming great experience. The conference is bound to provide platform to present various
problems in education era and at the same time will find solutions with the help of learned
discussions.
We will have a great time with fellow colleagues from all around the country. I also
take this opportunity to thanks all the delegates whose support has been important for the
success of conference. The college was started with B.A. as the main stream in the year
2000.The competence and Science stream introduced in 2008. And had 2F and 12B status by
UGC in the year 2009. The college has a promising infrastructure and natural atmosphere.
We have near about 1,50,000 sq .ft. construction and availability of play ground and indoor
stadium and central library having an on line access of knowledge.
Our college is running courses; B.Voc. courses at UG and Carrier Oriented
courses;Touriasm,Translation Proficiency,Information and Computer Technology. We have
facilities for certificate courses and foundation courses in Human rights education provided
by Sant.Gadage BaBa Amravati University. Under distance education we have B.A ,M.A by
Y.C.M.O.U. Nasik are available .
The college library has modest collection of books on various subjects. Being
spacious, it is also well ventilated and equipped with ultra modern facilities having separate
section for boys, girls and staff, stacking, journals and magazines, serve OPAC terminals.
The library has subscribed to NLIST consortia where various e-journals and e-books are
freely accessible.
To communicate character education has always been an important objective of our
education. We constantly endeavor to teach moral values and citizenship to the students.
Quality education is about developing virtues and good habits which lead students to
responsible and mature adulthood. We believe education is not just a process of giving
knowledge for future job but also a life long process, which creates an understanding of
moral and ethical values.
According to S.R. Rangaanathan, a “Contact between the right reader and right book,
at the right time and in the right personal way is essential”.
Thanks…….yours ever.
- Guest Editor
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Use of Social Medias for Libraries
Mr. Amol Bhaudas Meshram
Librarian
Sudhakarrao Naik Arts and
Umashankar Khetan Commerce college,
Akola - 444001 (M.S.)
Abstract :
Now a day's social media tools has became part of everyday activities of each and every
person without any discrimination on the basis of caste, creed, country, literate or illiterate, men
or women, boy or girl, educator or businessmen. Knowledge sharing is among the services
which are highly facilitated by social medias. Thus we can use social medias tools in our higher
learning institutions and their libraries to enhance Knowledge sharing practices. There are
many social medias tools available but few medias are more popular among the peoples,
communities they are e.g. Facebook, Twitter, Whatsapp, Instagram, YouTube, Pinterest etc.
Keywords : Social Media, Library, Academic Libraries.
introduction :Academic Libraries are known as a physical and at the same time virtual space for
learning in a higher education environment. Academic Libraries are contributing to the learning
process in different ways through the provision of digital as well as printed resources. In recent
years, Libraries have encounter some changes in their functions. Previously, Libraries offer
mainly face-to-face communication as users borrowed and returned books and material and
sought assistance from Librarians to find reference sources. Now a days due to improved webbased environment and fast internet, users of Academic Libraries prefer to interact with Libraries
via online and virtual services.
Social medias likes Blogs, wikis, YouTube, Facebook , Twitter and Whatsapp have
become increasingly accepted and widely-used among the students, learners, educators which
makes Librarians and Libraries to respond accordingly by applying some of these tools in
varying degrees to the provision of Library services. Social medias is accessible virtually
anywhere and has become an essential part of most people's daily lives. Participating in social
medias tools by the Librarians and Libraries, students and educators find an exciting new way to
create, learn and share information. Social medias and web 2.0 technologies have been shown to
faster active learning and social interactions and more so students who are users of academic
libraries find it more satisfying interacting with the online world. The social media phenomenon
enables Libraries to interact with their users easily, free of cost, anywhere and at any time.
Purpose
of Social Media in Library :In Libraries the use of social media is one form of relationship marketing that has the
potential to pay great dividends in the form of user loyalty, it creates an atmosphere n which
library users are connected with the Librarians. Social medias offers a two way communications
that will go a long way towards creating dynamic Libraries that are constantly evolving in
congruence with their users changing needs and expectations. Social medias has the potential for
information seekers and providers to achieve a win-win relationship. Librarians and Libraries
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can commonly use, Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Whatsapp to distribute news about events,
services or resources. Libraries are meant for education and lifelong learning, social media is
becoming more widespread in its types and uses.
For any Academic Libraries , one of the difficult thing is presenting social media.
Following are a few ideas of things one could post to ones accounts ,
• Library news and events
• New additions to your collections
• Links to articles, videos etc
• Community information
• Solicited feedback
• Responses to peoples
• Pictures, Photos
• Anything else
Marketing of Social Media Presence by Library :Having interesting and useful content to post is important, but how do you let users know
about your social medias availability?
Following are few strategies for marketing your social medias presence,
• Link wherever possible
• Talk to people
• Have instructional session
• Post web advertisements
• Build a group of friends
• Follow and be followed in return
• Give it time……
Types of Social Medias :Following are few social media tools that can be adopted by the Libraries suitable as per
their need and requirements,
Facebook :Facebook, is a online social media and social networking service site. The Facebook
service can be accessed from devices with internet connectivity, such as personal computer,
tablets and Smartphone's. After registering, users can create a customized profile revealing
information about themselves. Users can post text, photos and multimedia's of their own devising
and share it with other users as 'friends'. Facebook had more than 2.2 billons monthly active
users as of January 2018.
Twitter :Twitter, is an American online news and social networking service on which uses can
post and interact with messages known as "tweets". Registered users can post, like, and retweet
tweets , but unregistered users can only read them. Tweets were originally restricted to 140
characters, but on November 7, 2007 this limit was doubled. This social media is also one of the
most widely used across the globe. It is a real time communication social media.
Youtube :YouTube is an American Video-sharing website. YouTube allows users to upload views,
rate, share, add to favorite, report, comment on videos and subscribe to other users. Unregistered
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users can only watch videos on the site, while registered users are permitted to upload an
unlimited numbers of videos and add comments to videos. This YouTube media is also used by
the peoples across the globe to show their presence in the form of educator, promoting their
products, News , advertisements, Vlogs by bloggers etc.
Instagram :Instagram (also known as IG or insta) is a photo and video-sharing social networking
service owned by Facebook Inc. The app allow users to upload photos and videos to the service,
which can be edited with various filters, and organised with tags and location information. An
accounts post can be shared publicly or with pre-approved followers. Users can browse other
users contents by tag and locations and view trending contents. This is also used by widely
across the globe by the younger's and celebrities.
Pinterest : Pinterest is a social media web and mobile application that operates a software system
designed to discover information on the worldwide web, mainly using images and on a smaller
scale GIFs and videos. Pinterest is a free website that requires registration to use. Users can
upload, save, sort and manage images- known as pins- and other media content (e.g. Videos)
through collections known as pinboard. Content can also be found outside Pinterest and similarly
uploaded to a board via the "Pin it" button which can be downloaded to the bookmark bar on a
web browser, or be implemented by a webmaster directly on the website.
Whatsapp :Whatsapp is a freeware and cross platform messaging and voice over IP (VoIP) service
owned by Facebook Inc. The application allows the sending of text messages and voice calls, as
well as video calls, images and other media, documents and user location. The applications runs
form a mobile device. Upon installation, it creates a user account using ones phone number as
the username. Whatsapp software automatically compares all the phone number from the devices
address book with its central database of whatsapp users to automatically add contacts to the
users whatsapp contact for exchanging messages between two users. Whatsapp often updates the
app and add new features for the ease of the users and also the security of their personal data on
the device.
Which Social Media Is Suitable For Our Library :The most important part of choosing social media sites is only using the one which you
will have time to update. All Libraries at the very least should have a Facebook page, but the
option to expand further and get more from digital marketing is there. It is upto the Librarian and
the Library to find which media will be best for them to interact and communicate with their
users . If you are unsure about which media to use - check out the social media accounts of other
Libraries. Many Libraries are already using social medias account and these are great source if
you are stuck on what to post or just want to check out examples. Each social media account is
designed for interaction- likes or follow to have a feed of inspiration every time you log-in to
share, enjoy or imitate. So first decide which social media will be best for your library, talk to
some expert groups , learn the pros and cons, be sure about the availability of internet speed ,
9
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learn the intricacies of the media you are going to adopt for your library. Do some job on the
video editing software's available free for download or paid software, this will requires for
uploading properly finished videos on the YouTube.
Advantages Of Social Media :1. Social media captures potential users of Library
2. Social media offers more than just traditional ways of marketing library services
3. Social media helps students to use library
4. Social media allows users to create, connect, converse, to contribute, vote and
share information
5. It helps Libraries in building collaborative network with libraries
6. It helps Libraries to get closer to the users
7. Social media facilitates knowledge sharing
8. Social media helps to feed users with information
9. Social media helps in promoting distance learning
Use Of Youtube By S.N. And U.K. College Library :Sudhakarrao Naik and Umashankar Khetan College, Akola, Librarian had created
YouTube Channel named " MAmol Librarian" in the year 2018. The Librarian use the channel to
upload the photos and videos of the Activities and Programs organised by the College Library in
the academic session or year. The uploaded videos can be watched on the Android mobile with
or without YouTube app or on the personal computer with internet. The audience or the user can
subscribe the channel, like and dislike the Video , post comment on video, and also get alert of
the new video uploaded on the channel by touching the bell icon.

" Home page of YouTube channel"
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Conclusion :We all are in the age of Digital and fast internet speed and fast communication
technology. Post card, Post box and traditional Telephone are now gone history , we are using
social medias for fast and real-time communication with each other from one to one, one to
many and many to one. Apart from the voice calls and text messaging, real-time video
conferencing and calls are the latest boons of the fast internet and communication technology.
Taking this opportunity by the Academic Libraries and Librarians, one can use this social media
technology to reach out to the users and the potential users of Library. Social media will help
Libraries to provide fast and quick Library services to the users (Students, faculty and non
faculty members). Using social media is an innovative practice for the Library adopted by the
Librarian, this will helps to provide better Library services and updated news of the Library to
the users. Social media allows users to create, connect, converse, to contribute, share the
information among the groups.
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Means and Ways of Professional Development of Librarians
Ganesh W. Nishane
Librarian
M.J.F. College Bhatkuli

Dr. Ravindra D. Sarode
Associate Professor
DLISc. S.G.B. Amravati

Abstract:
The Professional Development is a continuous process. Information and
communication Technology (ICT) on library and Information centre have changed the
traditional way of librarianship. Library and Information science professionals is required to
upgrade their skills and knowledge through various ways. Continuous professional Development
is the only way to prove the value of libraries and librarianship. This paper discussed the means
and ways of professional Development of Librarians.
Introduction:
Librarians the world over are faced with the constant challenge of remaining abreast of
development in their field. Rapid changes in technologies and work places roles threaten to make
their skills absolute unless they undertake constant professional development. This international
collection presents a comprehensive overview of current continuing professional development
theory and practice for those who manage and work in library and information services. (Paul
and Watson, 2006).
We live rapidly in changing world where legislative, social and economic developments
directly affects the environment in which live and work, and where technological advances
provide radically different ways of working. Professional development opportunities provide a
means whereby we can keep abreast of these changes, broaden our skills and be more effective
in our work.
Professional Development:
professional development (pd) is quite a simply a means of supporting people in the
workplace to understand more about the environment in which they work, the job they do and
how to do it better. It is an ongoing process through our working lives.
Professional Development (PD)can be a part of an individuals personal ambition to be a better
practioner, enhance his/ her career prospects or to simply feel more confident about their work
and make it more personally fulfilling. It can be a step on the ladder to higher qualifications or
enhance job prospects or be required by professional bodies to maintain professional status. It
can be a part of meeting targets set by workforce performance management schemes or an
opportunity for individual to change their career paths.
While professional development is an important part of our working lives , it also
represents a means for college librarians to support their library staff. Professional development
can facilitate access to specialized structured training, help to review working practices and
contribute to a more effective and profitable library services. Indeed engaging library staff in
professional development activities can be invigorating for individuals and to overall business
overall alike.
Needs for Professional Development
For a new librarian, occupational training begins from the moment he/ she steps in to the
profession. Formal classroom instruction covers primarily generalized knowledge about the
12
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fundamental concepts and theories of library systems and operations. Each individual library ,
however, exhibits its own unique identity composed of organizational structure, types and
arrangements of information resources, clientele charectoristics and needs, and international
relations that all form the work place culture. New hires, whether fresh from school with a recent
curriculum, or with the advantage of years of practical experience, face the need of becoming
familiar with the new institutional identity. Professional development opportunities can help the
new librarian put theoretical knowledge in to practice, apply generalized concepts to specific
responsibilities, and become familiar with given job situations.
Changing Scenario:
Change is the rule of nature. Change is the only one phenomenon that never change. So we
have to accept changes, challenges and enjoy it. Some changes are also occurring in librarianship
profession. In which performance of college librarians will be assessed on the basis of
performance based assessment system (PBAS) in which course have been assigned to each sub
dimension or Academic Performance Indicator (API)
Today we are living in information age , an age where an enormous amount of
information is being generated every moment, creating problems in acquisition, processing and
disseminating of information. In order to collect , store and disseminate information of such high
magnitude, application of new technologies is required. The recent technological advances in
electronics have created a great impact on modern society. These advances have either provided
capabilities previously not known or resulted improved efficiency. Technology , especially
Information Technology (IT) have revolutionized the field of library and information services.
We live in rapidly changing world where legislative, social and economic developments
directly affects the environments in which we live and work and where technological advances
provide radically different ways of working. Professional development opportunities provide a
means whereby we can abreast of these changes , broaden our skills and be more effective in our
work.
Value of Professional Development
The changed library scenario and challenges could be best responded with sufficient
professional development on the part of college librarians. Librarians are professionally trained.
Before joining librarianship they had acquired knowledge and skills required for managing
libraries. However, once they are in librarianship they need to keep themselves updated about the
new technologies, trends and practices. Updated knowledge of modern technologies and trends
enables librarians to develop professionally. Professional development is the ability to carry out
professional activities effectively. A professionally developed person is an individual who has
updated knowledge and skills of professional practices. Innovations are the basis of many
developments in every walk of life. Professional development is needed to innovate library
practices. It is also needed to know and adopt innovative practices in librarianship. A librarian
without any professional development will not be able to create his own image. Professional
development builds an ability in the librarian which enables him to create his own identity. Many
library associations in the foreign countries invest considerable efforts in planning and
implementing Professional Development.
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Ways and Means of Professional Development
in conferences, seminars and workshops is the most common way for achieving
professional development. In fact conferences, seminars and workshops are used by almost all
librarians to enrich their knowledge and skills . Every college librarian should plan and
participate in at least two conferences every year. Librarians participating in
Enrolling and completing short term courses and refresher courses are some other ways
to keep learning for professional development. With the new initiatives of MHRD,UGC,
conferences, seminars and workshops should meet and discuss with as many fellow participate as
possible. Application of newly learnt techniques Active participation and practices help project
professional development.
Conducting research is another useful way to attain professional development. Research
is not only help to your development but it will also help the profession to develop. Similarly,
publication of research helps librarian in developing analytical and developing communication
skills.
ICSSR and other bodies are organized 3-6 days workshops. Attending such courses helps
LIS professionals in knowing modern technologies and their applications.
Participation in discussion/ forum groups on the internet is also useful way to attain
professional development. The discussion forum too regularly brings to us information about
new development with least efforts. Teaching to any course always help an individual in his
professional development.
In modern times a large amount of information about new practices and innovations is
disseminated through blogs and other social media. A librarian has to invest some time in
keeping track of new information on these new media. Similarly, library associations websites
particularly, the websites of American Library Associations (ALA) and its subsidiaries , websites
of chartered institute of library and information professionals (CILIP), IFLA Research library
Network (RLN), Association of college and research libraries etc. are very useful tools for
professional development.
ALA and many other library association and institution frequently conduct webinars of
one to three hours duration. These are very effective as the intended learner need not travel to the
place of seminar. From using local ICT infrastructure and can participate in the seminar
conducted from remote places. It saves time , money and efforts. Topics selected for the
webinars are very interesting.
MOOCs (Massive online open courses) is the latest tool available for professional
development. It is a facility to enroll and study a course of your interest through distance mode
by accessing and reading the course material provided online. At the end of the course
participant can appear for online examination and successful participant is awarded certificate
from the institute. Reputed institutes like Harward, MIT are offering MOOC courses. Library
professionals should use of the MOOC facilities for their professional development.
Conclusion:
The librarianship profession has undergone many changes in order to meet the current
and future information need of the society. The ever growing world of information, its
complexity and the use of the sophisticated technology on handling information has improved
the skills and efficiency of library staff at all levels. Library professionals should be encouraged
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and motivated to attend awareness programmes on information technology and make use of the
information technology facilities. Adequate IT infrastructure should made available for the
trained library professionals in order to put their knowledge on IT into to practice. Library
professionals should be encouraged to obtain an additional certificate, degree or even higher
degree in library software application.
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Abstract:
National Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) Policy A vibrant Intellectual Property (IP)
ecosystem will not only enhance the economic development of India, but also promote public
welfare by protecting the rights of all its citizens., The 21st century belongs to the knowledge era
and is driven by the knowledge economy. A nation-wide program of promotion should be
launched with an aim to improve the awareness about the benefits of IPRs and their value to the
rights-holders and the public. Such a program will build an atmosphere where creativity and
innovation are encouraged in public and private sectors, R&D centers, industry and academia,
leading to generation of protectable IP that can be commercialized .However, the success of the
IPR Policy of depends very much on the awareness level of students and teachers. To find out
awareness of higher education peoples in IPR. A descriptive study was conducted in Buldana
district M.S. India and find out more need knowledge dissemination in this subject.
Keywords: Intellectual property rights, higher education, copy right, patent, trademarks,
Introduction:
Intellectual property rights are like any other property right. They allow creators, or
owners, of patents, trademarks or copyrighted works to benefit from their own work or
investment in a creation. These rights are outlined in Article 27 of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, which provides for the right to benefit from the protection of moral and material
interests resulting from authorship of scientific, literary or artistic productions1. Broadly the IPRs
are divided into two categories: industrial and non-industrial property. Industrial Property
includes patent, trademarks, Geographical indications, Design, plant variety etc.Non industrial
property includes copyright.Intellectual property protects applications of ideas and information
that are of commercial value 2.
In the present time Intellectual property rights have become common subject in all the
disciplines of study. It is most important not only for the lawyers, judges, law students but also
engineers, scientists, artists, technicians, farmers, and as well as researchers also. At the
International level, WIPO, a specialized Agency of the United Nation play a significant role in
promoting the teaching of IP laws in universities. In 1981, the International Bureau of WIPO
initiated the establishment of a non-governmental organization called ATRIP (International
Association for the Advancement of Teaching and Research in Intellectual Property) 3. Further it
established the WIPO World Wide academy (WWA) 4, in order to serving as an educational
institution for teaching, training and research in IP.
For the purpose of IP awareness it provides professional training, policy training, as well
as distance learning education among others. In developing country like India under the Ministry
of Electronics & Information Technology Deity-IPR Cell is making considerable efforts to
improve the infrastructure and the vision of it is to creating awareness, facilitating support,
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promoting IPR in the field of ICTE and technologies 5. May 2016 marked a new era in the
history of IPR policy and regulation in India. The Union Cabinet on May-12- 2016 approved the
much anticipated "National Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) Policy" to lay the future roadmap
for intellectual property in India6. In this paper author write awareness of students and teacher in
higher education.
The National Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) Policy:
The National Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) Policy, recently approved by the Union
Cabinet, is a giant leap by the Government of India to spur creativity and stimulate innovation.In
the 21st century, a nation’s progress is catalyzed through its knowledge economy, which is
driven by the creative capabilities and leverage of its innovation. The policy reinforces the
strengths of IPRs to acquire both economic and social benefits on a bigger and higher scale for
India. A vibrant Intellectual Property (IP) ecosystem will not only enhance the economic
development of India, but also promote public welfare by protecting the rights of all its citizens.
The policy will also reinforce the IPR related service-delivery mechanism of the Government,
besides encompassing research and development organizations, educational institutions,
corporations, MSMEs, start-ups and other stakeholders in the creation of an innovationconducive ambience.
The 21st century belongs to the knowledge era and is driven by the knowledge economy.
A nation-wide program of promotion should be launched with an aim to improve the awareness
about the benefits of IPRs and their value to the rights-holders and the public. Such a program
will build an atmosphere where creativity and innovation are encouraged in public and private
sectors, R&D centers, industry and academia, leading to generation of protectable IP that can be
commercialized. It is also necessary to reach out to the less-visible IP generators and holders,
especially in rural and remote areas. The clarion call of the program would be the holistic slogan
The Policy lays down seven objectives which are elaborated with steps to be undertaken
by the identified nodal Ministry/ Department. The objectives are brief mentioned below.
Objectives:
1. IPR Awareness: Outreach and Promotion : To created public awareness about the
economic, social and cultural benefits of IPRs.
2. Generation of IPRs: To stimulate the generation.
3. Legal and Legislative Framework :
To have strong and effective IPR laws, which balance the interests of rights owners with
larger public interest.
4. Administration and Management: To modernize and strengthen service oriented IPR
administration.
5. Commercialization of IPR: Get value for IPRs through commercialization.
6. Enforcement and Adjudication: To strengthen the enforcement and adjudicatory
mechanisms for combating IPR infringements.
7. Human Capital Development: To strengthen and expand human resources, institutions
and capacities for teaching, training, research and skill building in IPRs.
Implementation:
Intellectual property in India is regulated by several laws, rules and regulations under the
jurisdiction of different Ministries/ Departments. A number of authorities and offices administer
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the laws. The legal provisions need to be implemented harmoniously so as to avoid conflict,
overlap or inconsistencies among them. It is necessary that the authorities concerned administer
the laws in coordination with each other in the interest of efficientadministration and user
satisfaction. Legal, technological, economic and socio-cultural issues arise in differentFelds of
IPR which intersect with each other and need to be addressed and resolved by consensus in the
best public interest. International, regional and bilateral negotiations require developing a
common nationalposition in consultation with different Ministries, authorities and stakeholders.
The present IPR Policy aims to integrate IPR as a policy and strategic tool in national
development plans. It foresees a coordinated and integrated development of IPR system in India
and the need for a holistic approach to be taken on IPR legal, administrative, institutional and
enforcement related matters. Thus, the Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion shall be
the nodal point to coordinate, guide and oversee implementation and future development of IPRs
in India. The responsibility for actual implementation of the plans of action will remain with the
Ministries/ Departments concerned in their assigned sphere of work. Public and private sector
institutions and other stakeholders, including State governments, will also be involved in the
implementation process7.
Objectives of the study:
To explore the level of awareness regarding IPR.
To examine the behavioral pattern regarding IPR awareness.
To identify the needs of awareness in higher education
Research Methodology:
The data was collected through the surveys.Questionnaire prepared with several objective
questions deals with IPR awareness .Personal interview and telephonic interview method is also
adopted in this study it help us to know the awareness of IPR.The core objective of this survey is
to investigate about the level of IPR awareness among studentsand teachers in higher
education.An analysis of every question has been made along with the question. Finally, in the
end, conclusion has been drawn. Suggestions have also been made.
Scope of Research:
The present research survey is conducted in Buldana District five colleges 50 students
and 50 teachers. Selected randomly to Ask the teachers and students about awareness regarding
IPR and IPR policy.
Data analysis and interpretation
Table No.1: Awareness on IPR on the base of kinds
About the IPR Information
Students
Long Form IPR
30%
Copyright
25%
Patent
10%
Design
10%
Geographical Tag
05%
IPR Policy 2016
00%

Teachers
70%
60%
40%
30%
20%
10%

Table No.2: Where you heart and know 1st time IPR
About the IPR Information
Students

Teachers
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News, Newspaper
About Neem,Basmati (Mashelkar)
About HMT (Khobragade Case)
Film , movies etc.
Conference, Seminar, Workshop
National Knowledge commission Report
TKDL
National IPR policy

35%
15%
00%
10%
00%
00%
00%
00%

60%
60%
25%
40%
30%
20%
10%
10%

Table No.3: National, State, Seminar, Conference, Workshop on IPR
Level
Organized
Attend
Students
Teacher
Students
National
00%
00%
00%
State
00%
10%
00%

Teachers
10%
30%

Table No.4: Awareness regarding the protection of IPR
Students
Teachers
00%
50%
Table No.5: Awareness about the use of IPR in the higher education.
Awareness
Students
Study
00%
Research
10%
Plagiarism
25%
Innovation
20%

Teachers
20%
50%
60%
40%

Table No. 6: Awareness about Education, Study, Courses, Research on IPR
Course organized by
Students
Teachers
University
00%
10%
Colleges
00%
00%
Open University
00%
10%
SWAYAM
10%
30%
Table No. 7: Awareness about National policy on IPR
awareness
Students
Grand for Conf./Workshop
00%
Education and Research
00%
Innovations
00%
Chair
00%

Teachers
20%
10%
10%
00%

Conclusion and Recommendations:
The finding of this survey reveals that not single teacher to knowThe National
Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) Policy it is shows their lack of information regarding
intellectual property rights. The finding of this study reveals that maximum number of
respondent are not aware of intellectual property rights. Although, some of them were only heard
about intellectual property rights. It was also observed that the teachers have a very little
knowledge about fair use of copyrighted material and use of patent in their research.
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On the basis of the above study following suggestions can be proposed:
a) Intellectual property rights education must be promoted among all the institutions of
higher learning.
b) UGC – HRDC Should be organized short term courses on IPR
c) University and institutions should organize seminar/workshop/conference on intellectual
property right for the students and staff.
d) students may be provide information about Swaym and other open University or part
time
courses on IPR and also provide information Plagiarism Fair use of copyright.
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Use of Internet Services in Matoshree Vimlabai Deshmukh College Amravati
Dr Nitesh V Chore,
Librarian
P R Pote College of enginee.&Management,Amravati.
Mangesh P Deshmukh
Librarian
Matoshree Vimlabai Deshmukh College,Amravati.
If we have watch television listened to the radio or read a newspaper you have probably
encountered a n advertisement that includes the unmistakable "Http;// " of a web address. At
work or after hours you have very likely heard people changing tales of their internet adventures
or been offered a business card which includes an Electronic mail address the internet has rapidly
become the province not just of programmers and scientists but also of educator business people,
students, hobbyists, Government officials, many other " Netizens" world wide and of course the
librarians. Web-based Library Services means, library services provided using Internet as
medium and library website as a gateway with the help of integrate library management system.
On the user perspective, web-based library services such as: online textbooks, databases,
tutorials and a virtual library of links to other useful resources. It provides the unique service of
linking to full-text articles, integrating library house-keeping operations, library policies, staff
listings, etc. for timely help. According to White (2001), it can be defined broadly as ‘an
information access service in which users ask questions via electronic means e.g. email or web
forms. In our work as librarians we are constantly reminded that despite the Internets rapid
growth and popularity, Technology training has not proceeded at the same phase. Many a time,
librarians are supposed to train others, often without having had access to the necessary leanings
tools them selves. In this thesis efforts are being made to provide the information, fundamental to
an Internet Education, in simple understandable terms with illustrative examples in a more
practical way. A wealth of information is available about the Internet and its user, from treatise
on the inner working of email to volumes describing the intricacies of networking technology.
This thesis is focused on the basic concept of the Internet what you need to get started and then
to take the resources available at your fingertip.
Research Methodology
By studding the infrastructure of Matoshree Vimlabai college library ,we have to make
various point regarding the use of Internet The data was collected by literature search and
experimental method. The main purpose of the present study was to study internet services
provide to the user in Matoshree Vimlabai Mahavidyalaya, Amravati
Objectives
To expose professional to the concept of Internet and its application in libraries and information
centers.
To aquanaut professional with basis on
To communicate on the Internet
To search for resources.
To provide professionals with the necessary knowledge and skills for setting up Internet
Information system in their libraries and Information centers not only as user but also as host.
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Scope Of Study
The scope is only library field to the imagination of Library professional. All that is
required by the today's professional is through understanding of change in the concept.
Librarianship and Psychological willingness to look upon the Internet and the WWW as an
opportunity to the challenger of Information resource management and Information
infrastructure development for sarenessing the benefit on the talk about Internet technology in
content of the libraries.
Need Of Internet
The Internet presents a challenge to all libraries since it is a totally new medium of
communication and information dissemination. Rather than the familiar range of information
collection development tools, Bibliographical resources and computerized databases, we are not
faced with a dynamic environment where existing procedure and workflows will no longer
apply. Matched with this new environment is a huge demand for access from users at all levels.
Librarians have played an intermediary role between people and the information they need.
Whether that information is in the form of a book or on an electronic database. As access to
information on Internet becomes more complex and the amount of information available more
and more overwhelming, librarians must themselves be comfortable with the emerging
technologies and learn to become technology resource for each, other and their community.
Librarians have a lot to offer to the information age as they have been managing complex
information for over 200 years. If they are smart, they could even rule the Net.
Librarians need to master not only the Internet access methodologies, but also the new
problem solving skills related to this technology - the skill and confidence to navigate and to
reach any electronic report
The rapid development of Internet and its growing applications in libraries and
information center in India has crested urgent need to train librarians and Information
professionals, who will in turn, train end user to use global Information resources. Development
of telecommunication in India has made Internet access possible and affordable for individual
libraries. In fact, most of the academic and research institute libraries including the University
libraries and the Information center's have already been connected on the Internet.
The academic spectrum of the college spans across Junior college, graduation, post
graduation and doctoral research programmers. It has well equipped laboratories with computer
department. Total 10 departments including various faculties. It has a well central library
supported by a spacious reading room, reference section and special reading room for
postgraduate and doctoral research student and provides the following Services:
OPAC service
Internet service
Lending service
Newspaper clipping service
Reference service
Bibliographical service
The scope of the present study was confined to Matoshree Vimlabai Deshmukh
Mahavidyalaya, central library, Amravati.
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Table -1 Present Collection Of The Library
Sr. No.
Title
1
Books
2
Journals
3
E-Book
4
News Papers(Daily)

No. of Books
42422
40
1000
11

Library Users
Students of Junior, Senior, PG Wing and teachers of all the faculties also the nonteaching are the regular members of the library. About 1500 students of all the faculties and
about 60 teachers availing the services of the library. Ex-teachers, Senior citizens, educationalist
and research scholars are visiting the library. As it is one of the leading library in commerce,
various persons of banking, trade and economic sector also visited this library from last 40 years.
Table 2 Library Staff.
Staff Position

No. of employees

The Librarian

1

Asst. Librarian
Support Staff

1
1

Table-3 Internet Services Users
Users
No. of Respondents
Yes
78
No
26
Not used Internet Services
2
78 respondents uses Internet services out of those 26 uses
respondents didn’t use internet.
Table-4 Free internet Use
Sr. No. Users Information
No. of Respondents
1
Yes
92
2
No
14

Percentage
73.58
24.53
1.89
internet. Till today 2

Percentage
86.79
13.21

Table-5 Type of Services offered by Library
Sr. No. Type of Services
No. of Respondents
Percentage
1
A Internet Services
83
78.30
2
A tailored website
23
21.70
83 respondents like to prefer a Internet Services, 23 use tailored website.
Conclusion
Thus Internet use in libraries to extend local collections to include information's sources
on the Internet. Internet provide online access to local and remote information sources. Through
Internet improve productivity of house keeping operations, deliver information to the desktop of
users, efficient information delivery and reach local and remote user. Internet extend information
content to full text, animations and multimedia, enable resource sharing among libraries and
foster professional development. Internet to take ease in availability of technologies for
digitization, indexing, retrieval and dissemination over intranets and the Internet.
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In addition, some organization has for their own internal network modified to Internet
principles and often connected to the Internet. Such Internet can be exploited the libraries to
make information and resources available to distance user as well.
Suggestions:
1. Every library must use the internet.
2. Give staff and user training for proper use of Internet.
3. Library period should be included in the time-table to give detail information to user
about Internet and its use in a library.
4. E-mail is not only used for one type of function but take its proper use for all library
functions.
5. For proper use of Internet, provide necessary knowledge and skill for setting up Internet
Information system in their library and Information center.
6. Librarian must try to provide internet facility to its user with minimum charges in any
time or it should be FREE of Cost
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Abstract:
College library is important part of institutions as well as other Department. After
information explosion information growing rapidly. in all subject .this information is a electronic
form. This resources storage and handling it a very crucial part. Librarian done it works
traditional as well as modern systematic manner. In this paper focus how to handling electronic
and traditional resources in college library.
Key words: Digital library, Electronic resources, Traditional resources, Library challenges.
Introduction:
One of the important criterions of any research is to evaluate information sources. In this
aspect both print and e-resources are made evaluation with the factors such as updating,
references, citations, convenience of reading and etc. The most revolutions of information
communication technology has forced to libraries for using resources. There is lots of difference
between print and traditional resources at the time of usage.
Digital VS Traditional college libraries:
The shift from traditional libraries to the digital is not merely a technological evolution,
but requires a change in the paradigm by which people e access and interacts with information.
A traditional library is characterized by the following:
• emphasis on storage and preservation of physical items, particularly books and
periodicals
• cataloging at a high level rather than one of detail, e.g., author and subject indexes as
opposed to full text
• browsing based on physical proximity of related materials, e.g., books on sociology are
near one another on the shelves
• passivity; information is physically assembled in one place; users must travel to the
library to learn what is there and make use of it
By contrast, a digital library differs from the above in the following ways:
• emphasis on access to digitized materials wherever they may be located,
with
digitization eliminating the need to own or store a physical item
• Cataloging down to individual words or glyphs.
• browsing based on hyperlinks, keyword, or any defined measure of relatedness; materials
on the same subject do not need to be near one another in any physical sense
• Broadcast technology; users need not visit a digital library except electronically; for them
the library exists at any place they can access it, e.g., home, school, office, or in a car.
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Some sources such as journal or newspaper articles can be found in both print and
digital format. However, much of what is found in the Internet does not have a print
equivalent, and hence, has low or no quality standards for publication.
So many considerable factors are available while using both Electronic and traditional
resources. They are given below:
Traditional Resources
Electronic Resources
Direct searching is not possible for all text.
Numbers of search options are available.
Reference is possible only on shelf search.
On line or virtual reference.
Available only at library opening hour.
Available in all 365 days per year.
Only one user access.
Multi user environment.
User access directly from library only.
User can access their requirement by anywhere
else
Not linked full text.
Indexing and abstracting service through
Direct link with full text record.
Reproduction is photocopying method, Reproduction is printing method. Easy
searching the required photocopy area is time searching
consuming.
There is no provision for editing.
Edit any part of the text is easy.
Particular article may be access from the hard Particular article may be download via internet
copy.
is easy.
Print journals consists information such as Some times e-journals are not containing
reviews, editorials, letters, advertisements.
information.
like
reviews,
editorial,
advertisements
Searching is only physical.
Searching of articles is screen and virtual one.
In circulation, document delivery or In Circulation, document delivery, Interlibrary
intercampus loan required.
loan is not required.
Physical retrieval. It consumes sometime for Visual retrieval is time saving unable to
searching.
physical retrieval. It depends on the availability
of network.
Delivery is delay because of travel the material Immediate delivery with cheap cost.
from one place to another place.
Equipment’s are no need to use the print Some equipment are essential for use the eresources.
resources.
Challenges to handling Resources in ICT Era for college library:
The advent of resources and their increased use have changed the library scenario from
physical to virtual. Users’ preferences are more for e-resources and virtual libraries with little
attraction for physical libraries. In spite of innumerable advantages of e-resources, there are
certain problems also relating to their acquisition, maintenance, management, etc. which need
collaborative efforts of professionals and all other bodies associated with creation, distribution
and use of these resources to establish the sound practices and the models.
Conclusion:
ICT has brought the revolutionary changes in the functioning of libraries and
information science .in College librarian work in different module. In the ICT era it not essay job
to handle all this operations. in time bond pried. but it a good opportunity to serve to services
like traditional as well as electronic way. Management of all types of documents, traditional and
electronics college librarian
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Abstract:
The paper presents citation analysis of Ph.D. theses submitted in the subject Economics
during 2003 to 2012. The study is based on the 723 citations appended to 07 Ph.D. theses . The
study presents analysis of citations on the basis of forms of literature, country wise scattering,
ranked list of cited journals , authorship pattern and chronological distribution .The study
revealed that journals are the preferred source of information and multiple authorship trend is
observed.
Keywords : Citation analysis , Ph.D. theses , Bradford law of scattering , Authorship pattern
Introduction
Citation analysis is an important area of research and citation refers to references in one
text to another text, with information on where that text can be found . Citation analysis is useful
to identify core journals, publication trends ,authorship pattern and so on in specific subject .
With citation analysis we can evaluate and interpret citations received by articles, authors,
institutions and other indications of scientific activity. Citation analysis is a major area of
bibliometric research , which uses various methods of citation analysis to establish relationships
between authors or their work.
Review of Literature
Garfield Eugene1 (1972) state that citation analysis would appear to be a great potential
value in the management of library journal collection. Analysis of the chronological distribution
of items cited can serve as a guide in determining the optimum size of back files. Martyn J.2
(1975) defined citation analysis as analysis of citations and emphasized that this technique is
used for putting things in some kind of rank or order. Gao W3.(2015) in his study states that
citation analysis provide valuable information on researchers information use behavior and helps
librarians make evidence based collection development decisions. Devi B.M. and Sankar
V.S.J4.(2014) in their study analysed the citation of Ph.D. theses in commerce awarded by
University of Kerala. The findings of the study were the journal articles are preferred source of
information ,Economic and Political Weekly got highest number of citations ,Bradfords Law of
Scattering did not fit with commerce literature.
Objectives of the Study
The objectives of the study are
1. To identify the forms of documents mostly cited by researchers.
2. To study the country wise distribution of citation.
3. To identify core journals.
4. To study the authorship pattern.
5. To study the chronological distribution of citation to determine the productive period of
literature.
Research Methodology
The source of the data for present study is the 07 Ph.D. theses submitted to Marathwada
Agricultural University, Parbhani during 2003 to 2012 in the subject Economics . Footnotes,
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references given in these theses were collected and recorded on data sheet. In all 723 citations
were found. As per objectives of the study citations were analysed and conclusions were drawn.
Data Analysis and Interpretation
Form wise Distribution
Table No.- 1 : Form wise Distribution of Citations
Sr.
Source
Of No.
of Percentage Cumulative Cumulative
Citations
Percentage
No.
Documents
Citations
1
Journals
508
70.26
508
70.26
2
Theses
74
10.24
582
80.50
3
Reports
65
8.99
647
89.49
4
Books
27
3.73
674
93.22
5
Conference papers
10
1.38
684
94.61
6
Websites
6
0.83
690
95.44
7
Other
33
4.56
723
100.00
Total
723
100.00
723
100.00
Data presented in above table shows the distribution of citations by form of information
in the field of Economics. It is observed from the above table that the Journal contributes the
highest number of citations accounting for 508 (70.26%) of the total 723 citations. This revealed
that journals are the most preferred source of information used by researchers in the field of
Economics. Theses 74 (10.24%) are the second most cited source of information, followed by
reports 65(8.99%), books 27(3.73%), conference papers 10(1.38%), website 6 (0.83%) and at
last other sources of information have 33(4.56%) citations.
Country wise Distribution of Citation
It is very important to determine the geographical scattering of cited information sources
while studying the use pattern of literature in a particular subject field.
Table No.- 2 : Country wise Distribution of Citations
Sr.
No.
of
Cumulative
Cumulative
Country
Percentage
No.
Citations
Citations
Percentage
1
India
670
92.67
670
92.67
2
U.S.A.
41
5.67
711
98.34
3
U.K.
6
0.83
717
99.17
4
China
2
0.28
719
99.45
5
Nigeria
2
0.28
721
99.72
6
Australia
1
0.14
722
99.86
7
Pakistan
1
0.14
723
100.00
100.00
Total
723
723
100.00
Data presented in table no. 2 shows the country wise distribution of citations. It is noticed
from the cited documents that the research scholars in Economics have referred the literature
from 7 countries. Of all the countries India dominates accounting for 670(92.67%) citations,
USA follows next with 41(5.67%) citations and UK occupies the third place with a total of 06
(0.83%) citations followed by china and Nigeria contributed 02(0.28%) citations each whereas
information sources published from Australia and Pakistan have 01(0.14%) citation each.
Hence from the study it is evident that research scholars in Economics preferred
information sources published in India.
Ranking of Journals
The rank list of journals is essentially a practical tool designed to help the library
professionals to select the journals having maximum utility in terms of practical use. Data
presented in table no.- 3 shows the list of cited journals according to their rank.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
8

10 9
11 9
12 9
13 10
14 11
15 11
16 12
17 12
18 13
19 14
Total

Indian Journal of Agriculture Economics
Journal of Agriculture Situation In India
Indian Journal Agriculture Marketing.
The Bihar Journal of Agricultural Marketing
Economic and Political Weekly
Manpower Journal
Karnataka Journal of Agricultural science
Indian Journal Pulses Research.
Maharashtra
Journal
Agriculture
Economics.
Journal Cotton Research And Development.
Journal
of Marathwada agricultural
University
Maharashtra Journal
of Agriculture
Extension Education
Kisan World Journal
Journal of Agriculture Update
Udyog Pragati Journal
Journal of Rural India
Yojana
50 journals each having two citations.
60 journals each having only one citation

Cumulative
Percentage

Percentage

Cumulative
Citations

No.
of
Citations

Name of Journal

Country

Rank

Sr. No.

Table No.- 3 : Ranking of Cited Journals

India
India
India
India
India
India
India
India
India

89
53
34
32
24
21
18
14
14

89
142
176
208
232
253
271
285
299

17.52
10.43
6.69
6.30
4.72
4.13
3.54
2.76
2.76

17.52
27.95
34.65
40.94
45.67
49.80
53.35
56.10
58.86

India
India

10
10

309
319

1.97
1.97

60.83
62.80

India

10

329

1.97

64.76

5
334
0.98
65.75
4
338
0.79
66.54
4
342
0.79
67.32
3
345
0.59
67.91
3
348
0.59
68.50
100 448
19.69
88.19
60 508
11.81
100.00
508 508
100.00 100.00
Ranking of the journals has been prepared on the basis of total citation frequency
received by each journal. The titles have been arranged in decreasing order of the number of
citations contributed. In the rank list of journals ‘Indian Journal of Agriculture Economics’
occupies the first rank, accounting to 89(17.52%) of the total citations followed by ‘Journal of
Agriculture Situation in India’ 53 (10.43%), and ‘Indian Journal Agriculture Marketing’
34(6.69%) citations occupied third rank.
Core journals are identified on the basis of rank list of cited journals. From the above
table it is found that first 3 ranked journals contribute 176(34.65%) citations. The first 3 journals
satisfying more than 1/3 rd needs of the users. These can be considered as core journal in the
subject Economics.
Application of Bradford’s Law of Scattering
For testing the algebraic interpretation of the Bradford law, the 127 journals were divided
in to three zones. The distribution of journals and corresponding number of citations in the three
zones is shown in the table no.- 3A.
Table No.- 3A : Scattering of Journals and Citations over Bradford's zone
Sr. No.
Zones
No. of Journals
No. of Citations
1.
Core zone
03
176
2.
Zone 1
16
176
3.
Zone 2
156
108
Total
127
508
1 x 3 : 5.33 x 3 : (5.33)2 x 3 x 1.27
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3 : 15.99 : 108.24
5.33 is Bradford’s multiplier, this was calculated by dividing journal of a zone by its
preceding zone. Bradford multiplier is expressed as the ratio of number of journals in any group
to the number of journals in any immediately preceding group.
In the present data 3 journals covered 176 citations, next 16 journals covered 176
citations and in the last zone 108 journals have 156 citations. In other words almost 1/3 of the
total citations have been covered by each group of the journals.
Here 3 represent the number of journals in the nucleus and n= 5.33 is a Bradford
multiplier. Bradford law of scattering should be 1 : 5.33 : 5.332 =1: n : n2
But in the present analysis Bradford law is in following form
1: 5.33: 5.332 x 1.27 It is not equal to 1: n: n2 but it is almost equal.
127.23 − 127
= 0.181%
Percentage of error =
127 × 100
Here the percentage of error is negligible. It is also observed that, the number of journals
contributing citations to each zone is increases by a multiplier of 5.33. So it can be said that the
distribution in present study follow Bradford’s law of scattering .
Graphical Formulation:
The graphical formulation is just the experimental verification of the verbal formulation
which observes certain regularity in the distribution of scientific publication.
The graph shows the cumulative number of journal titles on the X-axis and the
cumulative number of citations on the Y-axis. From the figure it is also confirms that Bradford’s
law of Scattering is valid for the data set.
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Figure No. : 1- Bradford’s Bibliograph
Authorship Pattern of Journal Citations
The characteristics of subject literature consist of not only the basic publishing patterns
but also the authors. Authorship has been analyzed to determine the percentage of singles, two,
three, four and above authors.
Data presented in table no.- 4 shows the authorship pattern of journal citations.
Table No.- 4 : Authorship Pattern of Journal Citations
Sr.
No.
of Citations
Percentage Cumulative
Cumulative
No.
Authors
Citations
Percentage
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1
1
169
33.27
169
33.27
2
2
189
37.20
358
70.47
3
3
112
22.05
470
92.52
4
4
30
5.91
500
98.43
5
5
8
1.57
508
100.00
Total
508
100.00
508.00
100.00
Above table shows the authorship pattern as reflected in journal citations. From the study
it is revealed that 169(33.27%) citation have been of single authors ,two authors contribution
accounts for 189(37.20% ) and three authors contributions accounted for 112(22.05%) citations
whereas 30(5.91%) and 3(1.57%) citations are of four authors and five authors journal articles
respectively.
Hence from the analysis it is observed that maximum citations have been contributed
under joint authorship. Hence, it can be said that there is an increasing trend towards multiple
authorship.
Country wise Distribution of Authors (Journal)
To explore the distribution of Indian author citations to foreign author’s citations, the
authors were classified into Indian authors and foreign author.
Table No.- 5 : Country wise Distribution of Authors
Sr.No. Authors
Citations
Percentage
1
Indian
476
93.70
2
Foreign
32
6.30
Total
508
100.00
From the study it is found that 476 (93.70%) citations are form Indian authors, while 32
(6.30%) citations are from foreign authors.
So it can be concluded that research scholars in subject Economics prefers journal articles
written by Indian authors.
Chronological Distribution of Journal Citations (Time Dispersion)
Table No. - 6 : Chronological Distribution of Journal Citations

Sr.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
Total

Period

Citations Percentage

Cumulative
Citations

Cumulative
Percentage

2003-2012
1993-2002
1983-1992
1973-1982
1963-1972

118
203
135
39
13
508

118
321
456
495
508
508

23.23
63.19
89.76
97.44
100.00
100.00

23.23
39.96
26.57
7.68
2.55
100.00

Data presented in above table shows the chronological distribution of journal citations,
for this purpose citations are grouped in span of 10 years, from 2012 to 1963.
From the analysis of data it is observed that highest number of journal citations (39.36%)
cited by the researchers is of the period ranging from 1993 to 2002, followed by the period 19831992 with 135 (26.57%) citations and from period 2003-2012, 118(23.23%) citations .Further
remaining 52(10.24%) citations are from the period of 20 years i.e. 1982 to 1963.
Further from the study it is observed that time span of 1993 to 2002 is most productive
with 203 (39.36%) citations.

Conclusion
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From the study it is observed that out of all the information sources, journals are the most
favored information source. In the present study citations are also analyzed on the basis of
country of their origin and it is evident that researchers preferred the documents/information
sources published from India. 92.67% citations i.e. out of 723 cited documents 670 cited
documents are published from India. Form the study of authorship pattern of journal citations it
is reveals that multiple authorship trend is observed. Chronological distribution of journal
citations reveals that time span of 1993 to 2002 is most productive with 39.96% citations.
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Abstract:
Electronic publishing and electronic resources are attracting users. Many studies shows
that libraries were started managing their collection with electronic. The present paper is based
on analytical study of use and user perception of electronic resources among faculty members.
Introduction:
The technology advancement is increasing day by day. These advancement and changing
trends have put forward new challenges before Library and information science professionals.
Tremendous growth & diversification of knowledge have emerged with multidisciplinary
subjects. Information has been identified as one of the vital resources needed for the success in
almost every major human endeavour. Collection, organization and dissemination of information
with economy and efficiency dampened on the skills and expertise of the librarians. Information
is needed in all aspects of society and in all disciplines. Innovative introduction of information
and communication technology boosted research activities in every subject areas all over the
world. Old technologies of information exchange are being replaced by new technologies and
methods. Over the last several years a significant transformation has been noticed in the
collection development policies and practices of academic and research libraries. Most of printed
resources are giving up before electronic resources and so that today electronic resources are
taking place of traditional resources. In fact new generation is demanding for these electronic
resources.
The electronic resources have brought up lot of popularity among the researchers. It is
only because most of the relevant electronic resources are now available throw the web. Anyone
can have access anywhere and from any corner of the world by round the clock i.e. 24x7. May be
that is the reason, various government and non government consortiums come in the market in
the last decade. Today research libraries and academic libraries are spending lot of money on
these electronic resources. Various consortiums are in the market having thousands of online
journals and databases, providing services round the clock only for users.
E-Resources:
Electronic resources are those resources which need computer access or any sort of
electronic product that deliver a collection of data. It may be text referring to full text databases,
electronic journals, image collections and other multimedia products and numerical, graphical or
time bound. These may be delivered on CD-ROM on tape via internet and so on. A number of
techniques and related standard have been deployed, which allow document to be created and
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distributed in electronic form by over past some years in order to fulfil the users demand and
provide better facilities. The electronic resources have a vast input on the collection of the
libraries and these are more useful due to their inherit capabilities for manipulation and
searching; provide information access in cheaper to acquiring information resources, saving in
storage and maintenance. E- Resources refer to any work encoded and made available for access
through the use of computer. It includes both online and electronic data in physical format. The
data may be stored at a remote server in electronic form and could be accessed electronically
using internet. This policy covers both free internet resources and electronic resources purchased
or licensed by the libraries from a commercial source, professional organization, non profit
organization or any external institution.
Electronic resources represent an increasingly important component of the collection
building activities of libraries. Electronic resources refer to those materials that require computer
access, whether through a personal computer, mainframe, or handheld mobile device. They may
either be accessed remotely via the Internet or locally.

Previous Studies
There are a number of studies related to the use and user perception of e-resources by the
users of various institutions and universities. There are many factors which affect the use of eresources. The related studies discuss some of these issues. Ibrahim A. M. (2004)1 reported
findings from a survey conducted to measure the use and perception of the United Arab Emirates
University (UAEU) faculty members of electronic resources. Questionnaires were sent to a
sample of 140 faculty members. Responses were received from 125 (89%) faculty members
Analysis confirmed frequency of use of electronic resources was low. Reasons cited were lack of
time because of the time needed to focus on teaching; lack of awareness to electronic resources
provided by the library; ineffective communication channels, and language barrier. Haridasan
and Khan (2009)2 in their study, ‘impact and use of e-resources by social scientists in
NASSDOC, India’, have identified the acceptance of e-resources in the National Social Science
Documentation Centre (NASSDOC) library in New Delhi, and determined their usage,
performance, degree of user satisfaction, and barriers faced in the access of e-resources.
Scope of The Study
The scope of the present study was restricted to the faculty members of Sunil Ramsingh
Chunawale Ayurved College, Aurangabad Dist. Buldana (M.S.). There are 34 faculties working
in the college of grade Lecturer, Reader and Professor.
Methodology
The study was based on survey method. A structured questionnaire was designed to
collect data from the faculty members of SRC Ayurved Mahavidyalaya, Aurangabad keeping in
mind the basic objectives of the study. The data was personally collected from the faculty
members. Besides, personal interviews were also conducted to assess the problems relating to
use of e-resources by the faculty members.
Analysis of Data
Out of 34 questionnaire only 30 (88.24 %) responded with the filled in questionnaire. The
questionnaires were edited where necessary. The data collected through the questionnaires was
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scrutinised, classified, and tabulated for better understanding and clarity. Five point Lickert scale
was used i.e poor to excellent, never to Always and not at all to very much options.
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Important Best Practices for College Library
Dr. Ashish A. Thanekar
Vidyasagar kala Mahavidyalaya
Khairi(Bijewada),Nagpur
thanekara@gmail.com
M.9922092549
Abstract :
This paper is focused on best practices to be followed by Indian academic librararies. It
discusses significance of introduce best practices in academic library to enable it to develop its
process and activities, optimize resource operation and bring high quality, resourceful services
to library users. This paper includes conventional best practices, information technology (IT)
based best practices like web page, institutional repositories, e-mail alerting services, extension
services and universal best practices also. This article will be constructive guide to other
academic libraries to search out a idea about various methods can be implement in their
respective libraries to provide their services helpful manner.
Keywords: Academic Libraries, ICT, Information Literacy, NAAC, Library Services, User
Education
Introduction:
Best practices are an activity that leads to a superior performance. Successfully
identifying and applying best practices can reduce cost and improve quality.1 These practices
will help to inculcate good environment among the user community Joseph M. Jaran, says2 that
21st Century is devoted to ‘Quality’ whereas 20th Centaury was for ‘Production.’ We have to
discuss the issue of quality to improve library customer satisfaction. Higher education’s experts
are much satisfaction concerned about quality of education provided by the universities and
colleges in India. There is apprehension that education received in these institution is not
commensurate with the fees charged from the students. Education experts feel that this is
cheating with the people. It is because of this reason. Government of India, UGC and NAAC are
seriously concerned as how to improve standards of education and establish best practices in the
universities and colleges and their libraries.1
Definitions:
Oxford English Dictionary describes ’Best practices as quality of most excellent or
desirable type or most appropriate, advantageous, highly improved, outstanding, par excellence
services or the customary or expected procedure or way of doing something that is usual or
expected way in a particular organization or situation, guidelines for good practices. In this
process of developing best practices we take action rather than good ideas, and we improve our
skills.’
According to National Board of Accreditation and Assessment (NAAC) “Best practice
may be innovative and be a philosophy, policy, strategy, program, process or practice that solve
a problem or create new opportunities and positively impact on organizations. Institutional
excellence is the aggregate of the best practices followed in different areas of institutional
activities.”
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NAAC recommended best practices:
NAAC website and they assure that regular updating will be made with consultations on
contributing
institutions. For college libraries NAAC has developed the following set of best practices for
college libraries:
• Computerization of library with standard software.
• Inclusion of sufficient information about the library in the college prospectus
•
Compiling student / teacher statistics
•
Displaying newspaper clippings and a clipping file maintained periodically.
• Career/ employment information services
• Internet facility to different user groups
• Information literacy programmes
• Suggestion Box
• Displaying New Arrivals
• Conduct book exhibition on different occasions
• Organizing book talks
• Instituting Annual Best Use Award for students
• Organizing competitions annually
• Conduct user survey periodically
However the above set of best practices for college libraries prepared by NAAC can not be
termed as the last word. The following set of practices too should have been included in it
.Making of a Path Finder to the library
• Keeping the library premises neat and clean
• Compiling a list of Current Serials/ catalogue of Journals.
• Updating and maintaining library website
• Maintaining useful statistics regarding the use of the library and displaying them on the
library walls
• Compiling checklists on different subject/topics as a part of documentation service
• Library Committee formation
• Distribution of useful handouts 2
Challenges in Front of College Library
Information explosion
•
Information Literacy about new technology
•
Challenging role of the Librarian
•
Information sharing in electronic formats.
•
Increased cost of the library documents
•
Database creation and maintenance
• But it is evident that modern University libraries are providing a greater range of services
than ever before, while librarians for their part are applying their traditional expertise in
exciting new ways
• It is very essential thing to developed a better services as compare to traditional ways
big challenges in front of library as well as Librarian.
Why Best Practices in College Libraries ?
• To magnetize & meet the user demand.
 T
 o maximize the utilization of library.
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T
 o identify the needs of the users.
Improving the learning experience
Digital solutions for students and scholars
• Supporting research
• Educating the User (Information Literacy)
• Advanced ICT skills
• Rethinking library spaces
Central
Best Practices in College Libraries:Here following are the best practices which is to be adopted in College libraries are
desorbed in briefly. For convenience we can group best practices in to five categories.
Traditional
Best IT
based
Best Other
Best General
Best
practices
Practices.
practices
Practices
&
Library Extension
services
Book Exhibition
Library Webpage
Inter Library Loan
Binding of Books and
Periodicals Volumes
Library Hour
OPAC
Document Delivery Regular
Library
Service
Advisory Committee
Meeting
Orientation
Electronic document External
Intercom Facility for
programme
Delivery Service
Membership Facility easy communication
among
Various
Departments
Library Brochure
Computerized
Learn and Earn Inclusive of Library
Library with Library Scheme
Information
in
Software
Prospects and College
Website
Book Review
CAS & SDI Services Reprography Service Pasting of Barcode
Spine lable and
Library Short term E-mail Service
Suggestion Box
Questions paperset of
Course
Previous and Current
Examination
Staff User Meet
Institutional
News
Paper Stamping in define
Repository
Clipping
place on the books
Book talk page
Develop
Virtual Feedback
Form Library Activity and
Presence
Service
Event
Readers Club
On line full text Library Help Desk
Display of Various
Service
Library Chart
Best Library user On line Reader Journal Alert
Use of Pesticides for
Award
Advisory Service
keeping away book
warm & damage of
books
Carrier Guidance Cell Develop Dynamic Library Security
Keeping the Library
Library web Page
Premises neat & Clean
Training to E-sources
Electronic Resources Special Facility to
Differently
Abled
person
Abstracting service
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Interaction
Author

with

Conclusion :It is suggested to UGC /NAAC that the best practices followed in British Libraries and
American Center The best practices will help for improving quality of library services. This will
createbest image of the library & library profession in the society Libraries operating in India
should have been taken into account There are areas which we have not been able to find out as
best practices. A few examples of The best practices are help for improving quality of library
services. The best practices adopted in academic institutes should bridge the gap between library
collection & user community for maximum utilization of the resources. Library adopted various
best practices in its administration, management, collection & services, extent of the use of
services and use of technology. Thus undertaking all above best practices by every college
Library create its own image in the mind of students & society. The nature of the students to look
Librarian became as not only the Teacher but as Information finder.
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Total Quality Management in Library
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Introduction :
The aim of any profit making organization or company is to earn profit & for do more &
more business. This can be achieved by having better quality in the business. Total quality
management is a step towards this desired goal. The concept of TQM has come out through the
meaning of quality. Therefore, it is necessary to understand the meaning of the word quality first.
Key words :- Organization, Quality improvement, activity, employees, services.
Definitions :TQM consists of continuous improvement activities involving everyone in the
organization. Managers & workers in a totally integrated effort towards improving performance
at every levels - U.S. Dept. of Defence.
Principal objectives of TQM :The principal objectives of TQM are - continuous improvement of the organization which be equal to or greater than that of any
competitor.
- continuous are relentlss cost reduction.
- Use of workers heads in addition to their hands.
- External & internal alignment.
- Total involvement, continuous improvement & leadership commitment.
- Requires fundamental changes in workers management, treating them as on ever
appreciating asset.
How TQM came :Basically this whole excercise started in the 1920's. Itself when F.W. Tylor published
"The principals of scientific management". This was the initiation of TQM in the world. In the
second world war, United States used this technique & W.E. Fleming helped U.S. to adopt this
approach. After the fall of world war-II, Japan was not able to compute with U.S. companies as
well as rest of the world. So Japan started using TQM in their production & Fleming helped them
in adopting this technique, while U.S. companie's dates than on quality.
Benefits of TQM : Work ifself becomes more interesting through greater involvement of employees.
 Increases in general productivity.
 Lower obsenteeism because of greater job interest & satisfaction to employees.
 Lower grievances among the employees;
 All round greater team spirit.
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TQM is Library & information services :Application of TQM approach in the context of library & information services seems to
be comparatively of recent origin. Library & information managers are these days over flooded
with advice as to how acquire & organise learning resources & satisfy the complex & ever
increasing information need of their users. However to achieve their goal, the question of
resource constrained regine has to be kept in mind without sacrificing the interests of the users.
The services offered, accordingly have to be internally efficient & externally effective. It is in
this context that the question of Total Quality becomes relevant in the management of library
services.
Other benefits of TQM :1) Empowered staff members develop a sense of self determination.
2) It helps in breaking down inter sectional barriers / statos in a library & promotes.
3) In TQM quality is high profile management tool. Its implementation in libraries improve the
image of the library staff & helps in public relation & marketing.
4) Reduction in user complaint & gain a competitive advantage, cover other information &
marketing.
5) It is an evolutionary process & can easily be incorporated into the already existing
management system of libraries.
6) It helps in googing users needs & expectitions in a proactive way & equip the librarians to
provide more & better services.
7) It reduces bureaucrocy, empower staff & create a team base culture in the library.
References :1. Mangla, P.B.; College Libraries in India : The Problems & Prospects, ILA Bull V. 17;
1981.
2. Kumar, P.S.; UGC schemes for the development of college libraries, Lucknow Libn, V12; 1980
3. Goil N.K.; College Library - Lib Nerald, 1962.
4. Bhat A. (2003) Digital Libraries Free Pint, P.No. 128, Core A, Mohammed (2001) Ebooks. Free Pint, P.No. 80; Lancaster, E.W. & Sandore, Beth (2001) Technology &
management in library & information services, London, Library Association.
5. Pal Amrit, Intemet & Librarines from Library & information studie in cyber age, Delhi,
2004.
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Mobile Technology in Library Services.
Dr. Dattatray R. Dhumale
Librarian
Janata kala Vanijya Mahavidyalaya,
Malkapur Dist.Buldhana.
Abstract :Libraries have always adopted new technology to assist in their objective of providing
clients with effective and efficient services as well as timely access to needed information.
Implementation of information and communication Technologies. Has charged the way people
access to relevant Information. Users wants easy and instant access to relevant information
putting pressure on library and information science professionals to think out of the box for
meeting their information needs. Application of mobile phones to provide library and
information services are a significant step in this direction. The development of mobile
technology has result in shift the academic environment from traditional to mobile learning.
This paper describes mobile Technology application in library & information services. Finally it
conceives the future of mobile library technology.
Introduction :Mobile Technology in general is any technology of mobile such technology as in cars
industry, note books personal digital Assistant sand, cellular phones mobile technology devices
are a combination of hard wave operating system networking and software mobile technology
used in a specific as the communication technology using unguided media transmission such as
radio wave infra-red and Bluetooth access so you can transfer any type of data with mobile
technology such as voice video texts image .
Mobile Technology Libraries :Mobile technology has now come up with libraries in hand trends .our librarians are in
move to determine these device are affecting information access and insure that they are
affecting information access and ensure that they are affecting information access and ensure that
they are communicating with patrons and providing web content in the most apron pirate and
effective ways our librarians must be prepared to take this challenges to increase the market and
demand for mobile access to personalized facts and information any time anywhere one one’s
own handheld device search histories and physical locations can be harnessed to produce more
accurate individualized information and services .Users are doesn’t want to wait for list of web
result libraries today are covering most of the technologies given by mobile industry cell phones
and mobile library contents in portable form suitable for small screen and delivering short
services in the form of contents information which device multiple searching features librarians
will need to become proficient in using these devices to enable users to access them anywhere
from any place. Mobile device today can run increasingly complex software interact with cloud
services. Play rich multimedia content and allow for advanced user interactivity new hardware
and technology such as Bluetooth and multi touch screen as well as text messaging smart phone
software application mobile websites global positioning system. Wi-Fi and media creation and
capture tools are all part of the mobile environment many of today’s mobile devices are
increasingly always on that is by default mint to be connected to a wireless network.
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Mobile phone and library services :Foursome years now people have been creating applications which can be down loaded
to mobile phone for some specific weeds. Exam, include mapping software games mobile email
clients photo video uploading software. Until recently the take up for these applications was
relatively low. But the advance i phone and android devices users sown load a great many more
application users enquiries can be handled promptly telephone and email. SMS facility which is
supported by almost all of the mobile phones can be used communicate to the new arrivals
upcoming events etc. Library can send one information to all of its or selected users. Libraries in
hand is latest trend because of advanced on mobile technology our libraries are in move to
determine how these device are affecting information access. And ensure that they are
communicating with patrons and providing web contents patterns and providing web contents in
the most appropriate and effective ways. Our librarians must nr prepared to take these challenges
and put his efforts to increase the market and demand increase the market and demand for mobile
access to personalized facts and information any time.
• Voice service :- voice service is the most basic and the first service supported by mobile
phones this service is widely used service.
• Multimedia Service :-Al most every mobile phones have the capability to store and
send ring tones. Photos audio or video files .they has become small multimedia consoles.
Multimedia Message service is not as popular as SMS. On the one hand because all
terminals have not Available this service and on the other hand because they have a high
price.
• Mobile OPAC :- On line public access catalogue (OPAC) served as the binding wine
between the user and the library collection with the advent of mobile service. New
mobile based OPAC are being developed for mobile users in various libraries.
Development of mobile optimized OPAC nicely cater for both the regular desktop OPAC
users and mobile OPAC users.
• Even in Data Service :- Second generation mobile network support internet connectively
so this connection can be the base to others services. Fir exam. E-mail in a terminal and
web browsing are now two of the main application of data service and it is expected to
grow in the future.
Advantages of Mobile Technology Services:1) Time Saving
2) Personalized Service
3) User friendly service
4) User Participation
5) Ability to access information
6) Student campus information service
Conclusion :Mobile Technology has become a very important part of our lives nowadays. Mobile
phones were developed primarily for communication purpose .Mobile phones have gained
importance in both the developed and developing countries. The mobile phone is a device that
enables users to communicate Cannot transact and innovate. Mobile device and mobile
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technology have potential to facilitate the teaching & learning process in a great way this
increase use of mobile phones provides an untapped resource for delivering library resources to
patrons. The mobile web is the next step for libraries in providing universal access to resource
and information.
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Innovative Library Services of
Kavikulaguru Kalidas Sanskrit University Library
Dr. Deepak Kapade
Kavikulguru Kalidas Sanskrit University,
Ramtek
Mail. kksulibrary@gmail.com,
Mob No. 9822923686
Abstract:
The paper presented Innovative Library Services of Kavikulaguru Kalidas Sanskrit
University Library Ramtek. It covered not only all traditional library services but also new
trends in library services which applying in the KKSU library. The paper listed the innovative
work, facilities, programmes and participations of library which are hopefully useful for
reference to develop their own college and universities libraries.
Key Words: Library Services, Best practices, innovative library system, library programmes,
Sanskrit Library, repository, developmental Libraries, University Library.
Introduction:
In India, day by day increase in the technological services. It’s highly impacted on the
learned society, academicians, researchers, students and also layman as well as on the libraries
and their services. Naturally technological changes adapted in the educational Institutes and also
service providers of the society including Government of India and various types of libraries.
Kavikulaguru Kalidas Sanskrit University:
The University was established on 18th September 1997. Kavikulaguru Kalidas Sanskrit
University of Maharashtra is unique in nature and is entirely different from all the existing
Sanskrit Universities in academic nature. The other Sanskrit Universities cater for traditional
learning in Sanskrit like Veda, Vedanta, Vyakarana, Nyaya, Mimamsa Dharmashastra and
Sahitya etc. Kavikulaguru Kalidas Sanskrit University has innovative academic programme and
syllabus having modern subjects associated with traditional Sanskrit. The University has special
emphasis on Science and Technology in ancient India as preserved in the Sanskrit texts (About
University , 2019)
University Library
The University Library was established immediately after the establishment of the
university. The library is the core part of any educational institute and it carries much more
importance in the Sanskrit university because it is a store house of ancient knowledge. This
Library not only contains published books but a number of MSS are preserved here.
Covered subject arias
Current Journals, books, rare books, Manuscripts and theses related to Veda-Vedanta,
Vyakaran, Sanskrit Literature, Indian Philosophy, Ancients Indian Science, Fine Arts, Astrology,
Medicine, Buddhism, Jainism, Education and Indology as well as library and Information
science etc.
Library Services and facilities
The library of KKSU are providing traditional services and facilities as well network base
services are as following.
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SERVISES

FACILITIES























Circulation Service
Book Reservation Service
Book Display New Arrivals
Journal Display Service
Reprographic Service
Bibliographic
Inter Library Loan Service
Reference service
Information services
Referral service
Newspaper clipping services
UGC
INFONET
e-journal
Consortium
 Plagiarism checkup
 Kindle books service
Source: (Services and Facilities of library, 2019)
Innovative work and services

Reading Room Facility
Periodical Facility
Newspaper Facility
Audio Visual Facility
Internet Facility
Manuscript Resource Facility
Departmental Lib. Facility
Special collection of
books on
Kavikulaguru kalidasa
 Collection of books on NET, SET & JRF,
Competitive Exams
 Special Collection on Govt. Rule &
Regulations
 WebOPAC (Online Public Access
Catalogue)

Work of library
Following of work has been doing form last five years, which is helping in improvement
for the NAAC purpose in the library as well as ready to lend a hand for providing library
services.
1. Started Diploma in Library & Information Science from 2015
2. MOU with INFLIBNET for Shodh-Ganga (Thesis database)
3. MOU with UGC Info net E Shodh Sindhu Consortium(5 Resources available)
4. MOU With NMM for Digitization of Manuscripts
5. Institutional Membership of NDL(National Digital Library)
6. Work of Manuscripts Resource Centre(Manuscripts Collect , Utilization of NMM
Funds for MRC)
7. Indoor and outdoor book/Manuscripts display/ training programmes
8. Started Competitive guidance center
9. Work of Publication section ( Books, Journal, Newsletter)
Innovative Services and Facilities
Providing following innovative services to the users according to the user’s requirement
with the help of computerization as well as the network oriented functions.
1 Smart Library membership Cards
2 Bar-coding of all Books
3 Computerized issue /return of books
4 Kindle books service ( Kindle App)
5 Digital Display Board ( I Display)
6 Electronics CD Storage Applications
7 Create database in Soul and Koha Library Software
8 D Space Software for Kalidas Repository
9 Newspaper Clippings service
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10 Web OPAC (Online Public Access Catalogue)
11 Services through website

Free e resources (Open access) (Kavikulaguru Kalidas Sanskrit University Library, 2019)

* E-journals (e-Resources Subscribed for Kavikulguru Kalidas Sanskrit Univerity, 2019)
12 Internet Facility
13 Departmental Lib. Facility
14 Redesigned Library Membership Pattern
15 Updating and maintaining library website
16 Developed Manuscript Resources (Collection)
17 Developed Collection of Question paper and Syllabus online
18 Developed Collection of books on NET, SET & JRF, Competitive Exams
19 Developed Audio Visual Collection for persons of disabilities
20 Developed Special collection of books on Kalidasa
21 Developed Special Collection on Govt. Rule & Regulations
22 Books against Deposit Scheme
23 Xerox Facility
24 Audio Book Reader And Recorder service ( ABRAR)

Programmes for Innovations
1 Lecture Series on research methodology (on the occasion of 'library week)
2 Ranganathan Jayanti Celebration every years
3 Manuscripts Awareness Programme
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4 INFLIB Regional Training programme for Library Automation (IRTPLA) 5 days
workshop
5 VachanPrna Din programme every year
6 Marathi Din/ PandharwadaProgramme /Marathi Easy Competition every years.
7 J gate Awareness programme
8 Library Orientation programmes every years
9 World E book Library Webinar arranged
10 Book Display Subject wise every year.
11 DLISc Student internship programme
12 Earn while learn programme

Innovative Participations
1 Prticipation in Bharatwani
2 Participations in Internet Archives
3 Participation in Vidvan Database of Inflibnet
Discussion
An innovative service of the library is not only element to developed library but also its
cover the work related to development as well as programmes related to user development are
the important factors. In the library system, step by step all factors should be develops time to
time and run for the users groups. Computerizations of library, development of repository,
databases, Digitization, networking, websites and free internet services etc. are the
simultaneously developed by the librarian and maintenance of that all factors are very important.
Results
*The Kavikulaguru Kalidas Sanskrit University library is one of the hubs of Sanskrit
information system.
*Now a day the library is going to developmental stage and electronic, digital and network
oriented services are available in the library.
*Some of innovative services are Digital Notice Board (I Display), ABRAR( Audio Book
Reader and Recorder)for a persons of disabilities and Electronic CD storage and database are
the advance services of the library system.
*Multiples nature of programmes arranged by the library which is useful for the users of the
library like Earn and Learn Scheme, DLISc Student internship programme, World E book
Library Webinar etc.
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WhatsApp: An Innovative Tool for Information Dissemination in Academic
Libraries
Dr. Ekta Ashok Menkudale
Librarian
Shivramji Moghe Mahavidyalaya,
Pandharkawada Dist. Yavatmal
E-mail – ekta.shete@gmail.com
Abstract :
The academic library plays an important role in enhancing and sustaining the quality of
higher education. It is expected that the college should introduce various innovative practices
which encourage the maximum learners to use the library. This paper discussed about how the
WhatsApps can play its part in libraries to improving innovating services.
Key words : Information Dissemination, WhatsApps and Library services.
Introduction :
In today’s life smart phone, internet and whatsapp have become basic needs of human
being. It is being used as information dissemination and communication tool in day to day life.
WhatsApp has become the first basic need among today’s young generation. This application is
more famous among any other social networking application. It connects the people in touch
with you from any corner of the world freely and quickly, therefore it is highly famous for
instant communication purpose.
WhatsApp has become the basic need of everybody’s life in today’s fast and hectic
world. It’s the first thing which is seen in the morning and last before closing the eyes. Various
messaging apps are used by the people but it is the most famous amongst all of them. Some other
apps are Instagram, Skype, Facebook, Google, Yahoo, Myspace, WeChat, etc.
Objectives:
• To study the use of Whatsapp in education field
• To explore the various aspects of WhatsApp used in education for academic activities.
Definition of Innovation :
Lueckeand Kat 2 (2003) defined the innovation as “Innovation is generally understood as
the successful introduction of a new thing or method. Innovation is an embodiment combination
or synthesis of knowledge in original relevant valued new product, processor or services.”
What is Innovation :
Innovation is introducing or using new ideas, techniques etc. in order to improve the
quality or to make the progress. Innovation is intrinsic to person as having a passion for quality
or betterment. Innovation is individual oriented and the overall objective of professional is to
improve the quality or services by using the change in the existing system and services.
In one way the librarian has to carry out a sort of empirical research and to identify the
problem of ideas, which needs to be improved or changed. Once this is done, the librarian should
try to find out how the particular problem was tackled in other libraries and adopt the same in his
own library. But it is not so easy, because this practice suited to one library may not be suitable
to other library or libraries. Under such circumstances, one has to make suitable modifications in
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the practice or in the system works out well, you will continue else, you will search for new
system or modify your own system. Earlier all library practices were based on “rule of thumb’ or
‘trial and error’ method.
Innovation in the context of libraries depends on the flair of the individuals, commitment
to the job, involvement in the services: sound theoretical background; desire to do something
good, betterment of current practice etc. and finding solutions for improvement and brings out
changes in the overall management of the organization.
About WhatsApp:
WhatsApp was founded by Jon Koum and Brian Action in 2009. It provides the
messaging facility on smart phone. It can be used to send text messages, phones, videos, audio,
video call, voice calls and document sharing. This service was started as an alternative to SMS
for sending messages which are used by more than 1 billion people across 180 countries of the
world freely through their internet connection.
This app is widely used by people for communication purpose. It’s easy to use, cost
effective which provides instant messaging service. Group service provided in this app stands as
a mass communication tool where one messages can be shared with lots of people at one time.
In the education field, this app has become very popular where various groups are formed
by students and teachers to send messages, notice, notes, timetable exam dates, web links, etc.

Features:
• Group Chat: This feature allows sharing messages, photos. Videos, audios to 5 groups at
a time.
• Voice and video Calls: Allows to voice and video calling.
• Whatapps Web and Desktop Apps: This feature allows using this app on your computer
and also on the web.
• Photos and videos: It provides built in camera to capture special moments which you can
share with your near ones.
• End to end encryption: It provides security by default.
• Documents: allows to share documents such as pdf, world, excel files.
• Voice Messages: Recorded voice messages can be sent using this feature.
Advantages:
1. Instant messaging service is provided in this app compared to SMS service and the user
comes to know that the message has reached to the other party and its read by the
receiver or not.
2. The application is freely available for the users for installation with its features. The user
has to bear data connection changes only for using the app.
3. An application is very easy to use, at one click user can send messages, photos, images
and audio-videos files. All the messages sent to one person can be viewed files.
4. All the messages sent to one person can be viewed and are saved properly at one place.
5. Group chatting saves lots of time by providing one message to many people at one time.
6. Whatsapp breaks geographical boundaries with no charges.
7. It’s very speedy messaging service.
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Disadvantages:
1. Consumes lot of space of the mobile for downloading media files.
2. Anyone can have access to other contacts, profile pictures and con send text messages to
them.
3. It has decreased the concentration in the classroom among students.
4. It has also decreased face to face communications in personal relations.
5. It has become a basic need of human being, their day rises with looking at Whatsapp in
the morning and it sets with the same.
Notes, time table, notices, news updates, book chapter clippings, topic discussions,
subject contents, activities photo sharing, examination guidance, syllabus queries this all
academic information we shared in Whatsapp. It can be concluded from the study that WhatsApp
is used 100% as a communication tool for sharing networking applications.
Library web portal for Mobile :To create with the information needs to users through mobile the library system should be
integrated with digital technology. Following are some requisites before going for mobile
services through web portal.
1) Digitalized information databases
2) Electronic information delivery
3) Plan of electronic information access system.
4) Information products in e-farm
Following are some services to be provided through Mobile :
1) Library alerts – User knows when reserved items are ready for collection, when books
are due for renewal or are overdue.
2) SMS/MMS is used to refer the service which allows the user to send a query by text
massage and receive a reply the same.
MMS – Offers automatic and immediate delivery of personal massages.
3) Mobile OPAC – The library catalogue should be made accessible through mobile phone.
This will help in knowing the status of the library book.
4) Mobile Content Delivery – e-books are already accessible via some mobile phones.
5) CAS / SDI services.
6) E-mails – regarding library transaction
7) Library, catalogue, loans and preservation service.
8) Create whatsapp groups and send free e-book, e-journals, e-paper on mobile.
9) Book exhibition through whatsapp.
10) Telephonic renewal facility
11) Carrier employment information service through whatapp groups.
Conclusion :
What is best today may not be the best tomorrow. Therefore we are requiring to keep
moving your targets and setting new goalposts. Innovative library services are an attitude, an
approach or a philosophy based on the desire for continuous learning and improvement. The
sense of curiosity willingness to change and learn from experience of others and pursuit for
superior performance can lead the librarians and libraries to innovative library services.
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The library is the only centralized location where new and emerging technologies
can be combined with traditional knowledge resources in a user focused, service rich
environment that supports today’s social and educational patterns of learning, teaching and
research. These and many more best and innovative practices can attract and retain students in
the library.
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Paradigm Shift from System to Paperless Library
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Librarian
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Abstract:
The society where paper work is replaced by electronic and digital gadgets is called
paperless society. In today’s electronic world, making multiple copies of e book has become easy
and the cost of print version has risen very high. Besides this, the space required for storing
print version is vast. Hence libraries are turning into electronic and digitized form. Today’s
youth is tech savvy and loves to learn electronically rather than the old method of books. With
the help of document management software, a number of libraries have turned into paperless
successfully. They are offering services to their clientele at a click and within few minutes. This
has also reduced the work of stock verification and weeding out of obsolete literature. Students
today a number of data storage medias like pen drives, hard disk etc. where they can store a
number of e books, and also the cost of e books is much lower than print version. Publishers also
are creating electronic version of books that can be read on kindle. Paperless library has
reduced the physical, geographical and time barriers. The paper discusses electronic library,
virtual library, digital library and modern data storage mediums.
Key words: electronic library, virtual library, digital library, metadata, storage media.
Introduction:
Every body is familiar with the old picture of searching catalogue and books in library for
hours. But students of today loves to carry their library in their mobile phones and laptops.
Bookless libraries are public, academic and school libraries that do not have any printed books.
Instead they offer all-digital collections of literary works, reading material and scientific and
academic research material. A bookless library typically uses the space that would have once
been used for books to offer public computers, e-readers and other technology used to consume
and produce digital medias. Over the last decade, driven by changes in scholarly communication
several major research libraries have successfully become bookless. Electronic, Digital and
Virtual libraries are the examples of paperless library.
Electronic Library, Digital Library and Virtual Library:
Whilst the library of the past was defined by transactional services – lending and
returning of books – nowadays the dynamics of the library has changed by adding a relational
side to all its processes. This way, modern libraries are shifting from focusing on transactional
services, and have become relational which creates more value for the users.
Electronic Library:
When automated libraries go for LAN (Local Area Networking) and CD-ROM
networking and started procuring E-journals and other similar kinds of publications then it is
known as electronic library. The resources of the electronic libraries are in both print and
electronic form. The electronic media are used for storage, retrieval and delivery of information.
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Digital Library:
It is a later stage of electronic library. In digital library high speed optical fiber are used
for LAN and the access is over WAN and provide a wide range of Internet based services i.e.
audio and video conferencing and like other. The majority of the holding of a digital library is in
the computer readable form and also acts as a point of access to other online sources.
Virtual Library:
It is a companion term to digital library, brought forth by the National Science
Foundation. The concept of virtual library also emerged simultaneously with electronic library
and digital library. This emergence is perhaps because all the information uses are at present
through networked libraries at the desktop which is quite virtual (practical) without the physical
existence of books on shelves. A virtual library can be simply defined as the internet-based
digital library or a library without walls. The concept of virtual library is that any person who has
a computer and connection to the library networks can access not only the resources of that
library but also a variety of information available through national and international networks
like internet and intranet without being physically present in the library.
Electronic Libraries
Physical site and/ or website that provide 24 hour online access to digitized audio, video
and written material. An electronic library is a library consisting of electronic materials and
services. Electronic material can include all digital materials, as well as a variety of analog
formats that require electricity to use. For example, video tapes are an analog format that
requires electronic equipments to view. Thus the term ‘electronic library’ encompasses all the
material that can be held by a digital library and is therefore more inclusive. It is however, out of
style. Examples of e-resources are electronic journals (e-journal), electronic books (e-book)
online databases in varied digital formats, Adobe Acrobat documents (.pdf), WebPages (.htm,
.html, .asp etc) and more.
Functions of Electronic Libraries
1. To manage large amount of digital / electronic contents.
2. To enble one to perform searches that are not practical manually.
3. To manage contents from multiple locations.
4. to preserve unique collections through digitization.
5. to enable greater access to information.
6. to provide means to enrich the teaching and learning environment.
7. to increase user effectiveness and productivity.
Advantages of Electronic Libraries
1. these libraries have tremendous capacity to store huge data.
2. saves a lot of space in the library.
3. can be updated every minute.
4. afford large and multi approach searching capabilities.
5. Boolean search is possible.
6. Quick, accurate and easy to locate information.
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Benefits of Electronic Library
When using electronic information sources lot of benefits are obtain by the users that they are:
1. E-libraries are the best tool for providing online resources for research which will make
easy to its users.
2. Retrospective search is easy and most convenient than print resource.
3. Literacy is increases when searching made by the educators.
4. Searching of index is also easy.
5. It supports for searching with the combination of keyword.
6. While searching made by patrons for their project to retrieve a manageable amount of
content, quickly and easily.
7. Provision for simultaneous access of multiple file.
8. E-libraries facilitate to its patrons for research solution.
9. Provision for print out and saved the down load items for future references.
10. The distance learners are also searching their requirement from e-library.
11. E-Library provides the benefit to integrated search to dictionary, encyclopedia, almanacs,
and etc. through the reference desk.
12. The simplest functionality like Point-and-click promotes the users interest.
Digital Libraries
Electronic publishing and information accessing have become easy and convenient
mainlybecause of Internet and World Wide Web technologies. Most of the digital libraries were
developed in the past by taking up projects based on specific disciplines and then developed into
a full fledged Digital Libraries. The inter networking communication links, low cost storage
solutions, powerful desktop and workstation based servers and multimedia hardware and
software technologies are now available for initiating the Digital Library projects.
Definitions
A digital library is a library consisting of digital materials and services. Digital materials
are items that are stored, processed and transferred via digital (binary) devices and networks.
Digital services are services (such as reference assistance) that are delivered digitally over
computer networks. One of the best examples of a digital library is the U.S. Library of Congress.
Some standard definition are:
According to Michael Lesk “Digital libraries are organized collections of digital
information. They combine the structuring and gathering of information, which libraries and
archives have always done, with the digital representation that computers have made possible.”
According to William Arms “ An informal definition of a digital library is a managed collection
of information, with associated services, where the information is stored in digital formats and
accessible over a network. A crucial part of this definition is that the information is managed. A
stream of data sent to earth from a satellite is not a librry. The same data, when organized
systematically, becomes a digital library collection.” According to Harter “ A digital library
contains digital representation of the objects found in it. It is also assumed that digital library will
be accessed via the Internet, though not necessarily to everyone. But the idea of digitization is
perhaps the only characteristic of a digital library on which there is universal agreement.
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Purpose of Digital Library
• To expedite the systematic development of procedures to collect, store, organize
information in digital form.
• To promote efficient delivery of information economically to all the users.
• To encourage cooperative efforts to save and share the investments in research resources,
computing and communication network.
• To strenghthen communication and collaboration between and among research, business
government and educational institutions.
• To take leadership role in the generation and dissemination of knowledge in the thrust areas
of research.
Features of Digital Libraries
 No physical boundary. The user of a digital library need not to go to the library
physically; people from all over the world can gain access to the same information, as
long as an Internet connection is available.
 Round the clock availability A major advantage of digital libraries is that people can
gain access 24/7 to the information.
 Multiple access. The same resources can be used simultaneously by a number of
institutions and patrons. This may not be the case for copyrighted material: a library may
have a license for "lending out" only one copy at a time; this is achieved with a system of
digital rights management where a resource can become inaccessible after expiration of
the lending period or after the lender chooses to make it inaccessible (equivalent to
returning the resource).
 Information retrieval. The user is able to use any search term (word, phrase, title, name,
subject) to search the entire collection. Digital libraries can provide very user-friendly
interfaces, giving click able access to its resources.
 Preservation and conservation. Digitization is not a long-term preservation solution for
physical collections, but does succeed in providing access copies for materials that would
otherwise fall to degradation from repeated use. Digitized collections and born-digital
objects pose many preservation and conservation concerns that analog materials do not.
Please see the following "Problems" section of this page for examples.
 Space. Whereas traditional libraries are limited by storage space, digital libraries have the
potential to store much more information, simply because digital information requires
very little physical space to contain them and media storage technologies are more
affordable than ever before.
 Added value. Certain characteristics of objects, primarily the quality of images, may be
improved. Digitization can enhance legibility and remove visible flaws such as stains and
discoloration.
 Easily accessible.
The advantages of digital libraries include
• Nearly unlimited storage space at a much lower cost
• Re-allocate funds from some staff, collection maintenance, and additional books.
• No physical boundary
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Round the clock availability
Multiple access
Enhanced information retrieval.
Preservation for some print material
Added value
Universal accessibility

Limitations
• Lack of screening or validation
• Lack of preservation of a fixed copy (for the record and for duplicating scientific
research)
• Lack of preservation of “best in class”
• Difficulty in knowing and locating everything that is available, and differentiating
valuable from useless information.
• Job loss for traditional publishers and librarians
• Costs are spread and many become hidden.
Virtual Library
Virtual library is a library in which the holdings are found in electronic stacks. It is a
library that exists without any regard to a physical space or location. It is a technological way to
bring together the resources of various libraries and information services both internal and
external, all in one place, so users can find what they need quickly and easily.
A virtual library is defined as a computer based , tele communication connected
information system providing services as any conventional library does. But it is a collection of
documents, being continuously built and individually configured by the user, which expands
beyond any single library collection. As a concept of library science, the definition of the virtual
library tends to reflect the views of librarians and information specialists. Seen from this point of
view, the major task of virtual library is to facilitate access to information on matters users
considers important. The basic task is not to give one view but to give a variety of views into
public and private matters.
Scope of Virtual Library
The virtual library is a creation of an interaction and cooperative process of libraries and
readers. It is based on a system, disintegrated by a central administration nor a hierarchical
structure. In such a library it is not the books that are at issue, rather it is information.
Information is for use, in terms of equality and equity every one should be able to benefit from
access to information to realize his knowledge potential. In the virtual library, digitized
electronic books and navigation system are available. The reader may search concurrently one or
more collections of different libraries. He may provide his interface with intelligent agents to
keep abreast with current affairs.
Use of ‘IT’ in libraries
The acquisition, processing, storage and dissemination of vocal, pictorial, textual, graphic
and numeric information by a microelectronic based combination of computing and
telecommunication is IT. It is a combination of various technologies and its major components
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are computers, telecommunications and reprography. Use of IT in libraries can broadly be
grouped into two main categories: Creation of information, knowledge and its dissemination and
communication to the end user. Second aspect of it is related to the in–house processes and
activities of libraries.

Trends in electronic collection development
The concept of what constitutes collection development has changed and perhaps we
should look for a new definition of the role of a librarian. We have moved from a time of huge
resources to a time of largely static budgets with many more demands on these funds. This has
shifted the focus of collection development from local collection building to more co-operative
ventures and towards a heavier reliance on resource sharing. Main changes or the new trends,
which have come on the forefront during the recent years, are detailed below:
Co- existence of two information systems: print and digital
The collection development and collection management embraces two information
systems i.e. print and digital. In the libraries of some reputed institution like IITs, information
and communication technology was adopted at an early stage and has adopted separate
techniques suitable for development of both print and electronic collection. But in most of the
Institutes, there are no clear–cut set of rules/ policies for development of both these medias. It is
appropriate to recall the conclusion drawn by Satija and Sasikala (2005) that “the new
technology is in no way in conflict with print document rather our so called hybrid libraries are
the harmonious blend of tradition and modernity”.
Change in the role of librarian
The very important role that emerges from our librarians is a redefinition of their role as
information mediators. To make these role even more important, librarians need to add value to
the information as it moves through this chain. The added value does not come from passively
relaying the information we receive from the producers on to the consumers. The added value
comes from insisting on quality products at reasonable prices and from value added by the
library’s own organizing, linking, and retrieval and access systems.
Image Formats
There are basically five formats for storing images.
TIFF (also known as TIF), file types ending in .tif
TIFF stands for Tagged Image File Format. TIFF images create very large file sizes.
TIFF images are uncompressed and thus contain a lot of detailed image data (which is why the
files are so big) TIFFs are also extremely flexible in terms of color (they can be grayscale, or
CMYK for print, or RGB for web) and content (layers, image tags).
TIFF is the most common file type used in photo software (such as Photoshop), as well as page
layout software (such as Quark and InDesign), again because a TIFF contains a lot of image data.
JPEG (also known as JPG), file types ending in .jpg
JPEG stands for Joint Photographic Experts Group, which created this standard for this
type of image formatting. JPEG files are images that have been compressed to store a lot of
information in a small-size file. Most digital cameras store photos in JPEG format, because then
you can take more photos on one camera card than you can with other formats.
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A JPEG is compressed in a way that loses some of the image detail during the compression in
order to make the file small (and thus called “lossy” compression).
JPEG files are usually used for photographs on the web, because they create a small file that is
easily loaded on a web page and also looks good.
JPEG files are bad for line drawings or logos or graphics, as the compression makes them look
“bitmappy” (jagged lines instead of straight ones).

GIF, file types ending in .gif
GIF stands for Graphic Interchange Format. This format compresses images but, as
different from JPEG, the compression is lossless (no detail is lost in the compression, but the file
can’t be made as small as a JPEG).
GIFs also have an extremely limited color range suitable for the web but not for printing. This
format is never used for photography, because of the limited number of colors. GIFs can also be
used for animations.
PNG, file types ending in .png
PNG stands for Portable Network Graphics. It was created as an open format to replace
GIF, because the patent for GIF was owned by one company and nobody else wanted to pay
licensing fees. It also allows for a full range of color and better compression.
It’s used almost exclusively for web images, never for print images. For photographs, PNG is not
as good as JPEG, because it creates a larger file. But for images with some text, or line art, it’s
better, because the images look less “bitmappy.”
When you take a screenshot on your Mac, the resulting image is a PNG–probably because most
screenshots are a mix of images and text.
Raw image files
Raw image files contain data from a digital camera (usually). The files are called raw
because they haven’t been processed and therefore can’t be edited or printed yet. There are a lot
of different raw formats–each camera company often has its own proprietary format.
Raw files usually contain a vast amount of data that is uncompressed. Because of this, the size of
a raw file is extremely large. Usually they are converted to TIFF before editing and colorcorrecting.
Storage Media in Digital Library
Using Digital Storage Media
Advantages:
• Space saving and portable; volumes of data can be stored on a single piece of media.
• Data can be located, accessed, and modified quickly.
Disadvantages:
• Hardware and software obsolescence can render data irretrievable.
• Media can fail suddenly or unpredictably.
Backup and Migration :
Routine backups of all data should be taken regardless of the type of digital storage media used.
• Back up data regularly to multiple locations.
• Keep updated backups of varying media in several off-site locations to reduce the risk of data
loss due to accidents or disasters.
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Make backups using varied media (such as different disks purchased from different sources)
in case of unforeseeable manufacturing weaknesses or defects.
Digital storage technology evolves quickly. Developing and implementing a strategy to
systematically migrate digital data to the most appropriate storage media is vital. Failure to do so
can render data difficult or impossible to retrieve because of hardware or software obsolescence.
Floppy disks were commonplace at one time but have now all but disappeared; PCs sold today
rarely include the drives necessary to read them. Produce hard copies on archival paper or
microforms of important data wherever possible. This prevents data loss due to obsolescence or
unexpected media failure. Archival paper can endure centuries, while the lifespan of digital
formats is limited to years, or decades at best.

•

Media Types:
There are three types of digital storage media.
 Flash Memory Media
 Writable Optical Media
 Magnetic Media
Conclusion:
The introduction of information technology has significantly expanded the range of
services. Libraries services has got affected of technology and providing services in the form of
digital and electronic library. Thus beside playing its prime job of information provider, it is also
playing a multitasking job of informational, educational, recreational, leisure, publishing,
advertising and mediation. the library uses a range of different management tools from the
program oriented planning ad project work to search for hidden opportunities to position itself as
a social and technologically modernized institute of new contemporary knowledge promotion,
able to participate along with other social institutions in development of the successful and
competent personality of a country citizen. Only in this case, the library will be in great demand
and remain a significant social institution of culture in future.
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Plagiarism: Understand, Detect and Prevent
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Abstract:
Plagiarism means stealing the intellectual output of others without mentioning the credit
of the original author. Present paper explains the word plagiarism, its etymology, definitions,
areas, types; the ways to detect and prevent Plagiarism. The paper also highlights University
Grants Commission’s Promotion of Academic Integrity and Prevention of Plagiarism in Higher
Educational Institutions Regulations, 2018.)
Keywords: Academic Integrity, Plagiarism,
Introduction:
The University Grants Commission issued Promotion of Academic and Prevention of
plagiarism in higher educational institutions regulation, 2018. It is an important regulation to
curb the virus of plagiarism from research and publications. Plagiarism is harming the quality in
research and publication at all level. Plagiarism detection tools will help in finding the plagiarism
in the publication. But detection and punishment is not the solution to the problem. It is essential
to create awareness amongst authors, researcher about the harmfulness of the plagiarism.
Understanding, detecting and preventing are the better steps to follow in controlling the
plagiarism.
Objectives of the paper:
The objectives of the paper are,
i) To understand the concept Plagiarism;
ii) To know various tools and techniques to find out plagiarism;
iii) To suggest different measures to prevent the plagiarism; and
iv) To introduce the University Grants Commission’s Promotion of Academic and
Prevention of plagiarism in higher educational institutions regulation 2018.
Definitional analysis:
Academic integrity:
“Academic Integrity” is the intellectual honesty in proposing, performing and reporting
any activity, which leads to the creation of intellectual property; (UGC, 2018).
Plagiarism
“Plagiarism” means the practice of taking someone else’s work or idea and passing them as
one’s own (UGC, 2018).
Understanding Plagiarism:
The world plagiarism originated from Latin word plagiarius means to kidnapper, seducer,
plunderer, one who kidnaps the child or slave of another," (Etymonline , 2019). Plagiarism is an
act of taking the writings or creative work of another person and passing them off as one’s own.
It is an act of presenting the words, ideas, images, sounds, or the creative expression of others as
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your own. It involves “submitting work created by a professional service (either in whole or in
part), and used without attribution.
Plagiarism means copying, stealing, or cheating. According to the Merriam-Webster
Dictionary, to “plagiarize” means, to steal and pass off (the ideas or words of another) as one's
own; to use (another's production) without crediting the source; to commit literary theft; and to
present as new and original an idea or product derived from an existing source.

Areas of Plagiarism:
Plagiarism can occur in respect to all types of sources and media: text, illustrations,
mathematical derivations, computer code, etc., material downloaded from websites or drawn
from manuscripts or other media; published and unpublished material, including lecture handouts
and other students' work.
Reasons for Plagiarism:
The keymotive why authors plagiarize is that non-understanding the meaning of
plagiarism.Study Pressure, disorganization, poor Study habits, cut-and-paste culture, English as
the international language, lack of understanding of seriousness of plagiarism, lack of strict
Academic Discipline, careless attitude and lack of referencing skills are few reasons authors go
for plagiarism. (Gaur, 2014)
Kinds of Plagiarism:
There are different ways to differentiate the kinds of plagiarism. Broadly various experts
classified the plagiarism as Intentional and unintentional plagiarism, Common plagiarism, Direct
and Self plagiarism, Plagiarism of data and Plagiarism of Text.
The word intentional itself means the plagiarism done intentionally. Whereas
unintentional plagiarism is done without knowing, the unintentional plagiarism is also called as
an accidental plagiarism (Arthi&Bohra, 2014).
Common types of plagiarism are Clone means submitting another’s work, word-forword, as one’s own, CTRL-C copy and paste as it is, find and replace means changing key words
and phrases but retaining the essential content of the source, remix means paraphrases from
multiple sources, made to fit together, recycle means borrows generously from the writer’s
previous work without citation, Hybrid means combines perfectly cited sources with copied
passages without citation, Mashup means mixes copied material from multiple sources, 404
Error means include citations to non-existent or inaccurate information about sources, aggregator
means include proper citation to sources but the paper contains almost no original work, Retweet means includes proper citation, but relies too closely on the text’s original wording
Source(Plagiarism, 2019).
Direct plagiarism means copying something word for word and Self-plagiarism means
Re-using a paper that you wrote previously. (Gaur, 2014)
Plagiarism of data means a researcher takes the data, tables or figures from a published
paper and uses them, often slightly modified to give some credibility, in his or her own paper,
pretending they are his or her own results. Such cases are clearly theft and falsification of data
and are regarded as a major breach of research ethics. Plagiarism of text means Plagiarism of text
probably occurs more frequently and for a variety of reasons. There are many situations in which
the words used by one author so clearly express a situation that another author uses exactly those
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words, because he or she cannot think of a better way to describe that situation (Plagiarism,
2019)

Detecting plagiarism
There are many plagiarism tools to check plagiarism in the document. Plagiarism
detection is the process of locating instances of plagiarism within a work or document. The
widespread use of computers and the advent of the Internet has made it easier to plagiarize the
work of others. Most cases of plagiarism are found in academia, where documents are typically
essays or reports. However, plagiarism can be found in virtually any field, including novels,
scientific papers, art designs, and source code.
Detection of plagiarism can be either manual or software-assisted. Manual detection
requires substantial effort and excellent memory, and is impractical in cases where too many
documents must be compared, or original documents are not available for comparison. Softwareassisted detection allows vast collections of documents to be compared to each other, making
successful detection much more likely (Wikipedia, 2019)
Preventing plagiarism:
A plagiarism can be prevented by attributing proper references, mentioning sources of
information, acknowledge, provide footnote wherever necessary, use quotation marks,
paraphrase the original work, and avoid self-plagiarism. (Vij, Soni&Makhdumi, 2009) The
finestway for preventing plagiarism just be true. Cite correctly to give appropriate credit.
Acknowledge the author of the original work you've used. (Gaur, 2015).
UGC Promotion of Academic Integrity and Prevention of Plagiarism in Higher
Educational Institutions Regulations, 2018
The title of the regulation is “University Grants Commission (Promotion of Academic
Integrity and Prevention of Plagiarism in Higher Educational Institutions) Regulations, 2018”. It
shall apply to the students, faculty, researchers and staff of all Higher Educational Institutions in
the country. The regulation came into force from 31/07/2018. It has definitions, objectives,
duties of Higher Educational Institutions, Awareness Programs and trainings,Curbing Plagiarism,
Similarity
checks
for
exclusion
from
plagiarism,
Levels
of
PlagiarismDetection/Reporting/Handling of Plagiarism, Departmental Academic Integrity Panel
(DAIP), and Institutional Academic Integrity Panel (IAIP).
.
Conclusion:
The University Grants Commission takes initiative first by providing anti plagiarism to
every university and made it compulsory to go through plagiarism test. Further it has issued
regulation for academic integrity. Provisions in the regulation have few limitations like one may
easily run away from liability under the regulation;the freedom of 14 consecutive words from
preexisting works will help Author with proficient in language (Singh, D, 2019). Do not
understand meaning of ‘Withdrawing Manuscript? For a published work.Two tier committees for
small institutions may not be useful (Naik, G C, 2018). However these difficulties can be sorted
out in next amendment. Prevention of plagiarism is important and plagiarism may be prevented
by honest behavior by students, teachers and institutions.
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Abstract:
N-LIST- “National Library and Information Services Infrastructure for Scholarly
Content”, jointly executed by UGC-INFONET Digital library Consortium, INFLIBNET Centre
and INDEST-AICTE Consortium, IIT Delhi launched in 2010, pursuits at getting admission to
selected e-sources to college students and teachers of affiliated faculties at inexpensive price.
Target is ascertaining the awareness of N-list programme among teachers need for introductory
programmes and the numerous suggestions put forward. The questionnaire method used for the
study. The questionnaires ware developed and distributed by way of Google form to Librarians
of seven colleges.
Introduction:
Library is a repository of knowledge resources. It is an important
part of the
educational gadget whose prime motive is to serve users like students, teachers , researchers
and staff. computer systems and associated electronic assets have come to play a primary
role in education. electronic assets are the prime substances and they turn out to be a
commonplace element of the suite of most educational library sources today.
Being collectively executed by the UGC-INFONET Digital Library Consortium,
INFLIBNET Centre and the INDEST-AICTE Consortium, IIT Delhi provides for i) cross
subscription to e-resources subscribed by the two Consortia, i.e. subscription to INDESTAICTE resources for universities and UGC-INFONET resources for technical institutions; and
ii) access to selected e-resources to colleges. The N-LIST project provides access to eresources to students, researchers and faculty from colleges and other beneficiary
institutions through server(s) installed at the INFLIBNET Centre. The authorized users from
colleges can get information about e-resources and download articles as per their need directly
from publisher’s websites, if they are duly authenticated as eligible users through servers
occupied by INFLIBNET center.
Geographical Background of the study:
The Anjangaon surji, Achalpur and Daryapur these three tahasils are situated in Amravati
district in Maharashtra State. All the higher education colleges in this area are affiliated to Sant
Gadge Baba Amravati University, Amravati. There are total seven higher education colleges in
this area. Approximately 125 permanent teachers and 9 to 10 thousand students are admitted
every year in these colleges.
Objectives of the Study:
1To find the awareness of N-LIST programme of college teachers
2.To examine the frequency of access of the N-LIST
3.To ascertain the need for user orientation programme
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4.To examine the infrastructure facility for N-LIST

Scope of the Study:
The study was conducted through librarians of selected Arts, Commerce and Science
colleges in defined area. Scope of the study is defined only for the colleges from Anjangaon
Surji, Achalpur and Daryapur tahasil only. In this area there are seven colleges affiliated with
Sant Gadge Baba Amravati University.
Methodology:
The survey method was adopted, using questionnaire as a tool for data collection. The
questionnaires ware developed and distributed by Google form to Librarians of Seven colleges.
Data was also taken from the N-LIST website.
Analysis of the Data
Questionnaires were distributed among the Librarians of 7 colleges. 100% of
questionnaires were duly filled and returned. Data related to the following aspects are analyzed
for the study.
Graph 1 & 2: Completion of the NAAC accreditation.

Survey was conducted among teachers and questionnaire ware distributed to librarians of
seven colleges, Graph 1 showing that the academic point of view all college have completed
their NAAC accreditation.
Graph 2 shows that the all colleges are completed their NAAC, there are 57.1% colleges
are completed the first cycle they are preparing for second cycle, and 42.9% colleges are
completed their second cycle, they are preparing for next cycle.

Graph 3: Subscription of N-LIST

Graph 4: Current Status of N-LIST

In graph 3 there are 85.7% college have subscribed the NLIST and 14.3% colleges still
not subscribed NLIST. Graph 4 shows that there are 66.7% college status is enable to access and
33.3% college status is not enable to access.
Graph 5: Subscription of N-LIST only for the NAAC point of view
In graph 5 there are 71.4% colleges says that
their objective of NLIST subscription is not
only for NAAC point of view and 28.6%
colleges indicating that in some extent they
have subscribed NLIST to the NAAC point
of view.
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Graph 6: User friendly teachers with N-LIST

Graph 6 shows that 71.4% teachers are not
user friendly with NLIST use, 28.6%
teachers are user friendly in below 40%

Graph 7: Number of pages viewed by teachers in last five years

In the proportion of graph 7, maximum college data showing that between 201 to 400 pages are
viewed by teachers, at the same time some college teachers have viewed above 800 pages.
Graph 8 and 9: User awareness programme

In graph 8 there are 66.7% librarians have taken the User Awareness programme about
NLIST in their colleges and 33.3% librarians could not take the programme like this. At the same
time graph 9 is showing that 75% librarians give the information directly to users and only 25%
librarians give the information through display.
Graph 10: Proper infrastructure and ICT facility for using N-LIST
By the graph 10 the result indicating 50%
college have not the proper infrastructure
and ICT facility for using NLIST, only
16.7% colleges have some facility. There
are 33.3% collegs have full facility for
NLIST use and promotion.
Conclusion & suggestion :
1.In user point of view which colleges are not subscribed N-LIST they need to subscribe
N-LIST.
2.In the research point of view it is very needful to get user friendly with N-LIST, whenever the
teacher will be user friendly, they can take a lot of benefit of e-recourses.
3.Librarian must take user education programme in their colleges for all users.
4.College administration need to provide the proper infrastructure to the library for ICT facility
then they can promote of N-LIST service to the users.
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Abstract:
Purpose
The present paper is compilation of subject gateways in the subject area Agriculture and
their usefulness in the agricultural teaching and learning process. The paper aims to discuss
these issues.
Design/methodology/approach
Researcher compiled list by visiting agricultural university and research institute
libraries web sites, OA forums/blogs, etc.
Findings
Need of the scientific information of the agricultural scientist fulfill through the searching
of subject gateways.
Originality/value
One of the first studies to report subject gateways in the agriculture subject area.
Keywords- Subject Gateways, Agriculture Gateways, Novagate, Agrigate
Introduction:
One of the many requirements to improve scientific research in the country is the easy
access to scientific literature. Fortunately the information technology (IT) revolution has brought
information to our doorsteps. Due to advancement of Information and Communication
Technology, revolutionary changes are taken place in accessing information through Internet by
using Search Engines. One of the major problems in accessing information through search
engines is that it is very difficult and time consuming to get reliable and relevant information in
the limited time In order to save time of user (Ranganathan’s Fourth Law), it is necessary to
make awareness of ideas and tricks and tools for proper use of internet information.
Institutional and individual access to Internet in the country is expanding rapidly, published
information is not within easy reach of most of the scientists in universities and other research
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institutions. An effective and efficient way to provide easy access to quality information on
internet is through subject gateways in specific areas. To meet the information requirement of the
scientific and academic community in the digital era, various departments have developed
Subject Gateways in their respective areas and some are in developing process. Some agriculture
Subject Gateways are introduced in this article.

What is Subject Gateways
Subject gateways is nothing but the facility that allows easier access to networked-based
resources in a definite subject area. The emergence of a subject gateway as an Internet service
resulted from a reaction of information professionals to the poor performance of search tools on
the Web. As is widely known, most search engines index only a fraction of total Internet
resources. Despite the ongoing development and increasing sophistication of some of the
popular search engines they are still not reliable for finding relevant items quickly. So what is a
subject gateway and what are some of its key features? According to one authoritative source, “a
subject gateway is a Web site that provides searchable and browsable access
to online resources focused around a specific subject.” It provides a resource discovery
mechanism for accessing “a collection of high quality,
evaluated resources identified to support research in a particular subject discipline.” The
resources are evaluated and described by information specialists in the field, for example science
librarians or educationalists, and are often made freely available via the World Wide Web. Some
subject gateways also offer access to print resources. The issue of provision of integrated access
and access to resources which are not freely available online has been debated in Australia in the
last few years.
Aim of subject gateways : To help users locate relevant and high quality resources on the
Internet.
Difference between a ‘Subject Gateway’ and a ‘Search Engine’?
Search Engines
Subject gateways
Built by robots
Built by humans
Exhaustive indexing
Selective catalogues
Automatically generated metadata
Human generated metadata
Features of subject gateways
1. Each resource selected is evaluated against explicitly defined quality selection criteria.
2. Resources are classified using a range of schemes, e.g.-DDC, MESH
3. Metadata ( standard resource description) are provided based on a particular standard
e.g. Dublin Core
4. Written resource descriptions are provided for each resource, often by library subject
specialists.
5. Currency of resources is checked by link checking software (e.g. ROADS), databases
such as OMNI.
6. Institutional commitments are the vital component for continued development of a
subject gateway.
Benefit of gateways
Don’t Search, Find it
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-What’s where?
-What’s what?
-What’s good?
*Diverse resources brought together Spectrum of resources on Internet
*Description -Research, learning, leisure,enrichment-all brought together

Agriculture Subject Gateways
Agricultural Economics/Extension/Marketing
http://www.ageconsearch.-umn.-edu
AgEcon Search is a free-to-user Web site that contains the full text of working papers,
conference papers and journal articles in applied economics, including the subtopics of
agricultural, consumer, energy, environmental, and resource economics. Contributors include
academic institutions, government agencies, professional associations, and non-government
organizations. AgEcon Search is maintained at the University of Minnesota by the Dept. of
Applied Economics and University Libraries, and the Agricultural and Applied Economics
Association is also a main sponsor.
Department of Agriculture & Cooperation http://www.agricoop.nic.in
Ministry of Agriculture Portal

http://www.dacnet.nic.in

Nafed

http://www.nafed-india.com

IFFCO

http://www.iffco.nic.in

Kribhco

http://www.kribhco.net

NCUI

http://www.ncui.net

Agro e-commerce Portal

http://www.agroecommerce.com

HAFED

http://www.hafed.nic.in

NCCF

http://www.nccf-india.com

NCDC

http://www.ncdc.nic.in

NDDB

http://www.nddb.org

ITC

http://www.itcibd.com

FIEO

http://www.fieo.org

Digital Mandi, IIT Kanpur

http://www.digitalmandi.net

National Multi Commodity Exchange

http://www.nmce.com

NCDEX Commodity Exchange

http://www.ncdex.com

MCX Commodity Exchange

http://www.mcxindia.com

Department of Fertilizers

http://www.fert.nic.in

Agri. Market Rates website (NIC)

http://www.agmarknet.nic.in

Fertilizer Association of India

http://www.faidelhi.org

Krishi World Website Portal

http://www.krishiworld.com

Ikisan Portal

http://www.ikisan.com

Agronet Website

http://www.indiaagronet.com
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Mahindra Kisan Website

http://www.mahindrakisanmitra.com

Agriwatch Portal

http://www.agriwatch.com

Commodity Portal

http://www.indiancommodity.com

Uttam Krishi Portal

http://www.uttam krishi.com

Kisan Ayog Website

http://www.kisanayog.org

www.indg.in/agriculture/
www.indg.in aims to disseminate useful information about improved technology to the
farming community and service providers in the rural areas.
www.naarm.ernet.in/index.php?option=com_content&view
The Agricultural Gateway to India is a website designed to satisfy the information needs for
agriculture in India.
Internet Directory for Botany:
Subject coverage: Botany and Ecology
The Internet Directory of Botany is an index to botanical information available on the Internet. It
consists of two parts, an alphabetical directory and a categorical directory.
http://www.botany.net/
Seed Science & Technology
http://www.seednet.gov.in
It is a comprehensive source for seed, seed statistics, National seed plan, seed acts, seed
rules, New seed policy etc.
e-Learning in Agriculture
http://tnau.ac.in/eagri/index.html
Tamil Nadu Agricultural University initiated E-learning in teaching as an attempt to
improve the learning process, encourage knowledge transfer and compliment their existing
learning environment. For a vast country like ours, with a large population, limited resources and
remote geographical regions, E-learning holds the key to better education and provide better
access to knowledge resources for the student community.
e-Courses
http://ecourses.iasri.res.in/
Under financial support of NAIP, all the e-Course Contents available on this website
have been developed by subject matter specialist of the respective disciplines at State
Agricultural Universities in India and Deemed Universities of ICAR, New Delhi. The courses
material is prepared as per ICAR approved syllabus for the benefit of under-graduate students
already enrolled in Indian Agricultural Universities.
Agrigate:
A subject information gateway for resources, both online and offline, identified as
valuable to those participating in agriculture research. The purpose of Agrigate is to support the
identification and dissemination of high quality research materials.
Subject coverage: Agriculture, Forestry, Environment, Food, Science, Horticulture
http://www.agrigate.edu.au/
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Novagate:
It is a gateway to selected Internet resources in the fields of forestry, veterinary,
agricultural, food and environmental sciences.
Subject coverage: Forestry, Veterinary, Agriculture, Food Sciences and Environmental
Sciences
http://novagate.nova-university.org/
Statistical Information Gateways
a) http://www.indiastat.com (access on subscription basis)
b) http://mahades.maharashtra.gov.in
(For District Socio Economic Reports of Maharashtra)
c) http://agricoop.nic.in/Agristatistics.htm
d) http://eands.dacnet.nic.in
e) http://www.fao.org
f) Govt. of India Portal (http://india.gov.in)
g) Govt. of Maharashtra Portal http://www.maharashtra.gov.in/
Lot of socio economic indicators, statistical information of
Maharashtra’s economy, general information and agricultural figures are available on this portal
free of cost. One can download latest Economic Survey of Maharashtra 2011-12 in pdf format.
h) National Horticultural Board : http://nhb.gov.in/
i) IASRI, New Delhi portal http://www.iasri.res.in/
j) District Information http://www.districts.nic.in/
k) APEDA www.apeda.com
l) Census of India http://censusofindia.gov.in
m) http://www.worldstat.com/
www.worldstat.com is an educational site that gives you access to
updated statistics for a fact-based education in order to ensure a greater understanding of the ...
n) agcensus.nic.in
Maps/Atlases
a) www.mapsofindia.com/
Maps of India is the largest resource of maps on India. This site provides all types of India
map Outline maps, Physical maps, Political maps, Reference maps ...
b) http://wikimapia.org
Wikimapia is an online editable map - you can describe any place on Earth. Or
just surf the map discovering tonns of already marked places.
c) http://maps.google.com/
d) http://www.mapquest.com/
e) Other URLs for Atlas and Maps
http://maptown.com/
http://www.mapsofworld.com/
http://www.worldatlas.com/aatlas/world.htm
http://www.flags.net/
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Newspapers
A) Indian Newspapers :
i)
http://www.indiapress.org/
ii)
http://newspapers.com/
iii)
http://www.newspapers.co.in/
iv)
http://epapergallery.com
B) International Newspapers
i)
http://allyoucanread.com/
ii)
http://www.onlinenewspapers.com/
iii)
http://www.world-newspapers.com/
iv)
http://www.epapercatalog.com/
Weather
http://www.fallingrain.com/world/IN/
Directory of Cities and Towns in India
http://www.weather-forecast.com/maps
http://www.weather-forecast.com/maps/India
The India Weather Map shows the weather forecast for the next 10 days. Control the
animation using the slide bar found beneath the weather map. Select from the other forecast
maps (on the right) to view the temperature, cloud cover, wind and precipitation for this country
on a large scale with animation. You can also get the latest temperature, weather and wind
observations from actual weather stations under the live weather section.
Conclusion:Gateways, in every discipline and subjects help the users in Academic Libraries where
the thrust is on Cutting edge technologies. Gateways serve as a ready reference tool. It is hoped
that this compilation will be useful to the Departmental needs. While studies of such nature can
never be all comprehensive and complete, attempts should be made to narrow down on the
resources and services, thus helping the users. Updating of resources in such compilations are
absolutely necessary, only then will this gateway be of importance and relevant.
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Human Rights in Global Perspective
Dr. Laxman Gajanan Kolte
Professor Colony,
Hedgewar Nagar, Malkpaur,
Dist- Buldana.
Mobile No. 9623191944
Email- lgkolte@gmail.com
Human beings are rational beings. They by virtue of their being human possess certain
basic and inalienable rights which are commonly known as human rights. Since these rights
belong to them because of their very existence, they become operative with their birth. Human
rights are, therefore inherent in all the individuals irrespective of their caste, creed, religion, sex
and nationality. These rights are all essential for all the individuals as they are consonant with
their freedom and dignity and are conductive to physical, moral, social and spiritual welfare.
They are also necessary as they provide suitable conditions for the material and moral uplift of
the people. Because of their significance to human beings human rights are also sometimes
referred to a ‘Fundamental rights’, basic rights, inherent rights, natural rights and birth rights.
Although it is difficult to define the expression ‘human rights’, it can be said that the ideal of
human rights is bound up with the idea of human dignity. All those rights which are essential for
the maintenance of human dignity may be called human rights. Thus, human rights are based on
elementary human needs as imperatives. Some of these human needs are elemental for sheer
physical survival and health. Others are elemental for psychic survival and health. Thus, human
rights can be perceived and enumerated.
Human rights being immunities done that there is a guarantee that certain things cannot
or ought not to be done to a person against his will. According to this concept, human beings, by
virtue of their humanity, ought to be protected against unjust and degrading treatment. In other
words, human rights are exemptions from the operations of arbitrary power. An individual can
seek human rights only in an organized community. i.e. a State or in other words, where civil,
social order exists. No one can imagine to invoke them in a state of anarchy where there is hardly
any just power to which a citizen can appeal against the violation of rights. Thus the principle of
the protection of human rights is derived from the concept of man as a person and his
relationship with organized society which cannot be separated from universal human nature.
The present day human rights movement is the result of the experiences of the World
nd
War 2 . During thewar, shocking crimes were committed against the humanity and there was a
total suppression of fundamental human rights. Nazi leaders of Germany had established a
regime of complete lawlessness and tyranny. They had barbarously neglect human values and
dignity within its territories under its occupation. It was at that time realized that the restoration
of the freedoms and rights to the people is one of essential conditions for the establishment of
international peace and security.
This convection was reflected in the various declarations of the states made from time to
time. Notable amongst them was the ‘Four Freedoms’ proclaimed by the president Franklin D.
Roosevelt on January 6, 1941. The Atlantic Charter of August 14, 1941 had also cherished the
hope for a peace which assures freedom to all individuals from fear and want. The Declaration of
the United Nations signed on January 1, 1942 at Washington confirmed the Principles of the
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Atlantic Charter when it proclaimed that the protection of human rights in all countries was to be
one of the results which were desired to be obtained from the victory over the Axis.
Thus the idea for the protection for the human rights and fundamental freedom was
conceived in these declarations. When the founders of the United Nations met at SanFrancisco
Conference it was expressed by several delegates that the United Nations should establish an
‘International Bill of Rights’. Although that could not be done it was well realized by the
members that it should be obligations of the international community to co-operate in eradicating
the scourges of war, and they were therefore determined that the promotion and respect for
human rights which at present constitutes so important and so conspicuous be an integral part of
the U.N. Charter.
The result was that the Charter contains a number of provisions for promotion and
protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms. The Preamble of the Charter in its first
substantive paragraph laid down that ‘ the peoples of the United Nations determined to re-affirm
faith in fundamental human rights in the dignity and worth of human person, in the equal rights
of men and women and of nations large and small….. ‘One of the purposes, therefore, as set out
in paragraph 3 Charter was the achievement of ‘ international co-operations in promoting and
encouraging respect for human rights and for fundamental freedoms for the primary aim of the
United Nations in the sphere of human rights was the achievement by each individual of
maximum freedom and dignity. Member of United Nations pledged themselves under Article 56
of the charter to take joint and separate action in co-operation with the organization for the
achievement of the purpose set forth in Article 55 which includes the universal respect for and
observance of human right and fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to race, sex,
language or religion.
A decade after the entry into force of the charter of the United Nations and after some
early adhoc human rights assistance activities, The General Assembly officially established the
United Nations program me of Advisory services in the Field of human rights, including
advisory services of experts fellowships and scholarships, and seminars. Subsequent by the
General Assembly increased the services available under the program me to include regional and
national human rights training courses. On the basis of these resolutions, Activities under the
program me have been carried out in numerous countries in each of World’s regions for some 40
years.
The program me was further strengthened when the voluntary fund for Advisory Services
and Technical Assistance in the field of Human Rights was established by the Secretary-General
in November 1987 pursuant to the Commission on Human Rights resolution 1987/38 of 10
March 1987 and the Economic and Social Council decision 1987/147 of 29 May 1987. The
objective of the trust fund is to provide additional financial support for practical activities and
other international instruments on human rights promulgated by the United Nations its
specialized agencies or regional organizations.
The Technical cooperation program of the Centre for Human Rights, in partnership with
other United Nations organs, governments and non-governments and organizations, offers
support to States seeking to strengthen these elements. As already indicated, such support takes
the form of compressive country programs and targeted projects, in the form of advisory
services of experts, training courses, workshops and seminars, information and documentation
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projects, fellowships and some forms of financial assistance in the substantive areas described
below :1. National Plans of Action.
2. Constitutional Assistance.
3. Electoral Assistance.
4. Legislative Reform Assistance.
5. Assistance in the Establishment and Strengthening of national institutions.
6. Administration of Justice: Judges Magistrate, Lowers, Prosecutors, Police and prison
Officials.
7. Human Rights Training for the Armed Forces.
8. Human Rights Support to Parliaments.
9. Curriculum Development and Education for Human Rights.
10. Treaty Reporting and Inter-national Obligations and Training of Government Officials.
11. Support to NGOs and Civil society.
12. Information and Documentation Project.
13. Regional Institutions and Activities.
14. Peace- keeping and Training International civil Servants.
15. Needs Assessments for Human Rights, Democracy and the Rule of Law.
16. Human Rights fellowships.
The Technical Cooperation Program enjoys close cooperation with non-governmental
organizations, regional institutions, Universities, and a numbers of United Nations Specialized
agencies and human rights treaty and Charter based bodies, as well as with international
Committee of Red Cross. This cooperation has been further enhanced by the new approach of the
Centre for Human Rights to needs assessment and project formulation which involves the full
partnership of all organizations and States engaged in human rights assistance. In pursuing an
integrated and coordinated approach to human rights, the program has sought to solidify a
cooperative framework which includes the sharing of expertise and resources from all available
sources.
Under the United Nations Program approach the Centre works closely with other United
Nations agencies and program active in the country concerned, cooperating with the
Organization’s Resident Coordinator in ensuring that the Centre’s contribution is part of a
coordinated United Nations. System intervenes and complementary to the projects of other actors
in support of the Government’s goals program and plans of action. The Centre’s technical
cooperation activities are therefore placed in the context of asingle, unified pursuit of national
development objectives through cohesive nationalprogram which merge United Nations. System
inputs with national inputs and those of other actors to achieve government objectives for the
promotion and protection of human rights. In every case, the focus is on capacity building, aimed
at sustained development progress and the eventual obsolescence of external assistance.
The Centre for Human Rights, which develops and implements the program under the
overall direction of High Commissioner for Human Rights, is the only unit in the United Nations
system which specifically and exclusively charged with institutional responsibility for human
rights.This includes gathering and analyzing information on the human rights situation in all
countries and keeping such situations under periodic review; providing sustentative services to
United Nations bodies in the development of international human rights standards, assessing the
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human right’s needs, including institutional needs, of individual members states; developing
technical cooperation programs aimed at building and strengthening national human rights and
legal infrastructures; and producing human rights information and training materials.
In additional in connection with its mandated functions, the Centre for Human Rights
continually gathers information and materials on the human rights activities of member States,
inter-governmental and non-governmental organizations, specialized institutions and other
United Nations actors.
All these capacities are the bases for the Centre’s Technical cooperation program and for
its efforts to assist states in strengthening the rule of law in their respective jurisdictions.

References:1. Document of American Foreign Relations, Vol.3 (P.26)
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Access to E-Resources under N-List Consortium: A Survey of Selected
College Libraries in Wardha District (M.S.)
Prof. Dr. Milind B. Ghangare
Librarian
Aniket College of Social Work,
Wardha, Maharashtra.
Email: ghangaremilind10@gmail.com.
Abstract:
Library consortia or consortium is now being overheard globally. It is more because of
electronic or digital form of information. Consortia are all about sharing resources and
improving access to information. These resources are shared among libraries that have common
mission, goals and users and act on those commonalties. Before we are sharing own library
resources through inter library loan, but in this information communication technology (ICT)
age it has gained momentum even in the developing countries. When library consortiums are
framed, the existing environment about users’ preferences and difficulties need to be studied.
The main objective of this study is to find out the Access to E-resources under N-LIST
consortium; A survey of College Libraries in Wardha District, Survey method used for this
study, the study was conducted on a sample of selected 25 college librarians who subscribe the
N-List consortia subscriber colleges in Wardha District out of that 22 librarians have good
responses The findings of this study are mainly applicable to the librarian of Arts, Commerce &
Science colleges which is located in Wardha District.
.
Keywards : Library consortia, E-resources, N-LIST , Academic Library.
Introduction:
In the Indian scenario the concepts of establishing digital libraries are coming forward.
These libraries are also having traditional collections. Besides the common online e-resources,
they are procuring bibliographical and full text databases in CD-ROM and DVD-ROM format;
all these e-resources may also be accessed over the internet on IP based identification of users.
College libraries are playing a major role to further improve the status of higher
education system in India. Increasing cost of information, shrinking budget and modes of
formation of subject; and subscription of les number of scholarly journals from overseas by
college, keeping all these things in view, the INFLIBNET has launched N-LIST consortium
which is one of the biggest and ambitious programe in the history of higher education in India.
The main objective of these programme is to facility the research and academic community of
the country by providing them nascent, authentic state of the art technology. Presently
31,25,000+e-books and 6000+scholarly e-journals with bibliographic database and one portal
provided to E-resources for universities are being provided under this programme and a total
number of 3080 colleges have registered themselves with the N-LIST programme.
The main objective of this study is to find out the Access to E-resources under N-LIST
consortium; a survey of academic libraries in Wardha District in particular, the study focuses on
the other objectives to find out the frequency using by librarian towards N-LIST consortium also
to find out the awareness of N-LIST consortia in Librarians.
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The increasing role of technology has a significant impact on the changing role of
libraries and librarians. New technologies are dramatically increasing the accessibility of
Information and libraries are adapting to the evolving need of users that emerge from the
adoption of these new technologies ICT tools can be used to find, explore, analyze, exchange and
present information responsibly and with discrimination. ICT can be employed to give users
quick access to ideas and experiences from a wide range of people, communities and cultures.
The electronic resources are becoming more and more available in the libraries. The print
media is now being digitized, which increases the availability of books and journals in the
electronic format. The electronic books are helpful because of their portability and its feature of
incorporating more than one book in a single hand held device. The published material is also
available on open access. This helps the poorer people also to get the information required free
of cost.

Objective of the study:
The main objective of this study is to find out the of Access to E-resources under N-LIST
consortium; A survey of Academic Libraries in Wardha District of Maharashtra state in India. In
Particular, the study focuses on the following objectives;
1. To find out the preferred publishers for searching the e-books & full test e-journals.
2. To find out the awareness of N-LIST consortia in librarians.
3. To find out frequency using by librarians forwards N-LIST consortium.
Scope & Limitations of study:
The main objective of this study is limited to selected 22 colleges in Wardha District of
Maharashtra state, who are subscribing N-LIST consortium in academic year 2016-2017, 22
librarians have given good response. The findings of this study are mainly applicable to the
librarian of Arts, Commerce & Science colleges which is located in Wardha District of
Maharashtra state in India.
Methodology:
Survey method used for this study, the study was conducted on a sample of selected 25
college librarians who subscribe the N-List consortia subscriber colleges in Wardha District out
of that 22 librarians have good responses. The questionnaires where distributed to the librarian/
library in-charge through e-mail.
Data Analysis:
The collected data and information will be analyzed by applying statistical method and
certain techniques of research methodology the data were collected using questionnaires were
conducted for analysis. Percentage method is used to derive findings. The following tables show
the responses of the librarians relating to the problem under study.
Awareness of N-List Consortium:
Respondents were asked about awareness of N-List consortium. The responses received
are presented in Table 1.
Table – 1
Awareness of Librarian about N-List Consortium
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Sr. No.
1.
2.

Awareness
Aware
Not aware
Total

Frequency
22
00
22

Percentage
100
00
100

It is observed from the respondent that majority of the librarians are aware about NList consortium.

Time spent for using electronic resources:
Respondents were asked about time spent for using electronic resources under N-List
consortium. The responses received are tabulated in table-2.
Table – 2
Time spend for using electronic resources under N-List Consortium.
Sr. No.
Time Spent
Frequency
Percentage
1.
Everyday
13
60
2.
Once a week
06
28
3.
Once a month
02
10
4.
Only a few time
01
5
Total
22
100

It was reveals that the table-2 indicate that mostly librarians are using N-List everyday
(60%) followed by 28% Librarians using N-List once in week 10% Librarians once use a N-list
month.
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Performance of place for accessing to the E-Journals / E-Resources:
Respondents were asked about opinion about preference of place for accessing to the EJournals / E-Resources. The responses received are presented in table-3.
Table – 3
Place of Accessing to the E-Journals / E-Resources.
Sr. No.
Place
Frequency
1.
Internet café
02
2.
Library
15
3.
Home
04
4.
Any other
01
Total
22

Percentage
09
68
18
4.5
100

The table-3 indicates that library is the most preferred place for accessing e-resources
68% followed by 18% librarian accesses N-List in home and 9% in Internet café.

Respondents were asked about preference of publisher for browsing and downloading Ebooks:
The responses received one tabulated in Table-4
Table – 4
Most preferred publisher for browsing and downloading E-books.
Sr. No. Publisher
Frequency
Percentage
1.
E-Library
05
24
2.
Hindustan book agency
11
50
3.
Oxford scholarship
16
75
4.
Springer e-books
13
60
5
Cambridge books online
09
45
6
Sage publication E-books
12
60
7
Taylor and fancies e-books
08
40
8
mc-Graw Hill
09
45
Total
22
100
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It is observed from the table no 4 nearly 75% librarians download e-books from oxford
scholarship. 60% librarian browsing Springer e-books, saga publication e-books. 50% librarian
used Hindustan book agency for download an e-books followed by 45% librarian download ebooks from mc-graw Hill.
Procedure to browse e-resources through the N-List:
Respondents were asked about procedure to browse e-resources through the N-LIST. The
responses received are presented in Table-5.

Table – 5
Procedure to browse e-resources through the N-LIST
Sr. No.
Procedure
Frequency
1.
Subject wise
15
2.
Journal title
04
3.
Publisher wise
02
4.
Words in title
01
Total
22

Percentage
68
18
09
04
100

It was found that the table 5 shows that 68% librarians browse e-resources subject wise,
followed by 18% librarians browse e-resources journal title 89% browse publisher wise eresources.
N-LIST impact on quality of research work:
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Respondents were asked about N-LIST impact on quality of research work. The
responses received are tabulated in table-6.

Table – 6
N-LIST impact on quality of research work
Sr. No. Impact
Frequency
1.
Yes
20
2.
No
02
Total
22

Percentage
90
10
100

It was reveals from the table No. 6 that 90% librarians feel that N-LIST is helpful for
quality in research work, when 10% librarians feel that open access resources are also helpful for
research work.

Opinion about electronic resources and services provided through N-LIST:
Table – 7
Electronic Resources and Services provided through N-LIST
Sr. No. Opinion
Frequency
1.
Access up to date information
15
2.
Better quality
20
3.
Easier access
13
4.
Reliable cost
22
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It is observed from the table-7 that all librarian agree with N-LIST consortia is in reliable
cost, followed by 90% librarian feel that electronic resources and services provided through NLIST are better quality. 70% librarians feel that N-LIST provides up to date information.
Rating of E-resources available under N-LIST consortium:
Respondents were asked about rating of E-Resources available under N-LIST
consortium. The responses received are presented in table 8.

Table – 8
Rating of E-Resources Available Under N-List Consortium.
Sr. No.
Rating
Frequency
1.
Useful
02
2.
Highly useful
20
3.
Les useful
-4.
Not useful
-Total
22

Percentage
10
90
--100

It is observed from the table no 8 that 20 (90%) librarians feel that e-resources available
under N-LIST consortium are highly useful, as per 02 (10%) librarians e-resources available
under N-LIST consortium are useful.

Major Findings:
• All librarians are aware that N-LIST consortium.
• Mostly librarians are using N-LIST once in a week.
• All librarians agree with N-LIST consortia is in reliable cost.
• Library is the most preferred place for accessing e-resources 48% followed by 18%
librarian aces N-LIST in home and 9% in Internet café.
• 90% librarians feel that N-LIST is helpful for quality in research work, when 10%
librarians feel that open access resources are also helpful for research work.
• Majority librarians state that electronic resources and services provided through N-LIST
are better quality and 70% librarians feel that N-LIST provides up to date information.
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Suggestions:
There are suggestions regarding N-LIST consortium has given below:





N-LIST training programme should be organized one in a year university wise.
There should be quick helpline for solution the minor problems regarding N-LIST.
It should be provision of regional language resources in N-LIST.

Conclusion:
During last five years information communication technologies have significant impact
on the higher education sector as well as on the libraries all over world. Libraries strive to
reposition themselves in the digital environment and try to reconfigure their role, the librarian
experiment the use of tools of the ICT like E-resources, library automation Digital library etc. to
advocate, promote and raise awareness about library collections and services. . These resources
are shared among libraries that have common mission, goals and users and act on those
commonalties. Before we are sharing own library resources through inter library loan, but in this
information communication technology (ICT) age it has gained momentum even in the
developing countries. When library consortiums are framed, the existing environment about
users’ preferences and difficulties need to be studied.
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E- Books Awareness amongst the Students: A Case study
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Abstract :
This paper discussed survey of e-book awareness and usage by undergraduate students.
The sampling method was adopted to collect the responses from undergraduate students. In this
survey author found that e-book awareness was low amongst the students. Students always
prefer to read printed books which are available in library.
Introduction
Bringing technology into classrooms has had a positive impact on the quality of
education delivered. Students and teachers unanimously agree upon the benefits of using eBooks
in education. The aim of eBooks is to simplify and enhance the overall learning experience.
Digital Books make the learning process more interactive and engaging. Instead of listening to
one person continuously talking, students can now actively participate in the learning process.
Integrating eBooks into classroom teaching makes learning a fun and engaging experience. Gone
are the days when students had to carry a bag full of books every day to classrooms and back
home.
With eBooks entering the educational domain, one device is enough to include the entire
year’s syllabus. These digital books can be introduced to students at a very young age, right from
kindergarten to university level, ensuring that learning never becomes boring for them.
An effective learning system must ensure that students are actively involved in the learning
process. eBooks have brought about an educational reform which helps students to learn better
and faster.
A book available in an electronic format called the eBook or digital book, which can be
downloaded very easily by using a computer, laptop, tablet, PDA, Smartphone, Mac or any other
technology based reading device. An eBook is just like a normally printed textbook that can have
a table of contents, numbered pages, images, and graphics. Currently, the online or distant
learning environment is very popular and well-liked approach for those who don’t have enough
time to attend a traditional classroom. In this technological era, the eBooks are very popular
among students and it has made online education even more interesting, convenient and
affordable.
Over the last several years, eBooks and eJournals have rapidly gained acceptance among
University Libraries and their users. This sharp growth has occurred for a variety of reasons.
eBooks have allowed libraries to continue to acquire new content despite tighter budgets and
limited physical space. In addition, publishers have made eBooks more attractive through ‘big
deal’ type offers that provide large collections of content at attractive prices. The rapid
acquisition of eBooks has changed the character of Library catalogs, providing patrons with
access to much more information than has been previously available and altering the manner in
which patrons interact with materials. The growth of eBooks has been well documented, but
changing usage models and patrons’ views on eBooks and how those views may differ from
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print and other resources has not been well understood. This survey has investigated e-book
awareness amongst undergraduate students in academic library and their level of e-book usage.

Objectives
The main objectives of this study were
1. To assess students awareness of the availability of free e-books;
2. To study the purpose of e books reading;
3. To identify the reasons why students don’t use e-books.
Area of the Study
In order to study the awareness of e-Books amongst the students . The undergraduate
students studied in various colleges from Art faculty in Amaravati city were selected for the
study.
Methodology
Sampling method was employed to generate a sample of students consisting of
undergraduate from different colleges in Amravati city. Responses collected from the students
with the help of well framed questionnaire from selected sample. Total 500 students from
various colleges were selected for the study. The data was analysed on the basis of collected
data. Whenever needed literature also studied during the research.
Analysis of Data
A total of 460 of responses were returned in the full survey out of a target population of
500. The target population consisted of all undergraduate students. The survey showed that 55%
of the respondents were female, 45% of them were male, with the remainder declining not
answer to the question.
Table1. Awareness of the Availability of free e-Books
S. N.
Awareness of Availabiltiy of ebooks
Reespodents
Percentage
1.
Aware
390
84
2.
Not Aware
70
15
Given the definition of an e-Book as “an electronic form of a book that can be viewed and read
on a computer or portable device e.g. Palm”, 84% of the respondents signified that they were
familiar with the term e-Book. However a majority of them 15% pointed out that they were not
aware of the e-book availability.
Table2. Purposes of using e-Books
S. N. Purpose of using e-books

Respondents
(Ranks)
1
To read as a recommended course book
323
2
To read as a textbook for a course
243
3
To look up the answer to a specific question
256
4
To support research work
128
5
To find materials for a project or essay
111
6
Others
33
Purposes for Using e-Books Table 2 ranks the purposes for which students used e-Books.
The survey revealed that students who selected ‘other’ noted in their comments that reading for
pleasure and leisure was the main purpose for reading an e-Book. Purpose of using e-Books 323
to read as a recommended course book , while 243 to read as a textbook for a course 256 to look
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up the answer to a specific question and 128 To support research work 111 respondents read
eBooks for the purpose to find materials for a project or essay Note. A respondent could select
more than one reason.
Reasons Why Students Do Not Use e-Books
The reasons why participants had not used e-books. “not aware of their availability” and
“prefer printed books” were the top two reasons, although students also pointed out that “they
dislike reading on screen” which was often described as causing eyestrain over extended periods.
In the main, students who unswered “other” stated that they had “no need to use e-books” and
that they “do not
know how to access e-books”.

Table3. Reasons for not using e-Books
Respondents Percentage
S. N. Reasons
1
Not aware of their availability
348
75
2
Prefer printed books
325
70
3
Dislike reading on screen
256
55
4
e-books are not as portable as printed books
145
31
5
It takes time to get familiar with the technology
126
27
6
No relevant e-book titles are available
110
23
e-books need special equipment (e.g. a
7
computer with network access or a dedicated ebook
80
17
reader)
Table 3 summarises the reasons why participants had not used e-books. “not aware of
their availability” and “prefer printed books” were the top two reasons, although students also
pointed out that “they dislike reading on screen” which was often described as causing eyestrain
over extended periods. In the main, students who answered “other” stated that they had “no need
to use e-books” and that they “do not know how to access e-books”.
Conclusion
In this new environment, the librarian’s role will change. Librarians need to be
knowledgeable about e-books and tutor students on the options available when they are using the
service. In order to become an effective instructor and intermediary for users, librarians should
fully understand about the e-books service and always keep abreast of rapidly changing e-book
technology. Continuing education about such service in the form of workshops has therefore
become necessary. In order to encourage remote library users to use the electronic resources,
library should incorporate individual titles in the library catalogue together with other electronic
resources such as electronic journals, web pages, images and full text resources. By doing this,
users are given the opportunity to search and retrieve relevant electronic-based resources through
the web-based catalogues.
The survey found that e-book awareness amongst students is good. This is demonstrated
by a lack of awareness regarding e-book availability being the main reason for not using e-books.
Additionally, comments from non-users highlighted that e-books were not widely advertised
throughout the university which most probably contributed to the lack of awareness and non
usage.
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Introduction
The traditional libraries are shifted towards digital due to the growth of internet, ways
of communications, and advance technology. The users’ approaches towards library has been
tremendously changed, they becomes hi-tech users. Users’ desires highly summarized
information on their work places within right time, right cost with a right manner. For
developing digital libraries and effective utilization of digitized materials, digitization should
be done scientifically. Then, definitely library professionals act as a bridge between digital
information and user community.
Digital Library Meaning and Concept:
The Digital Library Federation defines digital libraries as, “Organizations that provide
the resources, including the specialized staff, to select, structure, offer intellectual access to,
interpret, distribute, preserve the integrity of, and ensure the persistence over time of
collections of digital works so that they are readily available for use by a defined community
or set of communities” (Shiri 2003).
‘Digital library’ is a growing area of research and development. Most of the LIS
researcher attracted toward this research topics because it has vital importance in the context
of academic libraries. So, the large numbers of researchers are involved in it, therefore,
multiple definitions have been found. One common aspect among these definitions is, ‘digital
libraries are an electronic information collections or digital objects’ (Berkeley, 1999). Digital
objects include text images, maps, videos, catalogues, indices, scientific, business, and
government data sets as well as hyper textual multimedia compositions of such elements.
Need/Purpose of Digital Library:
It is need of era while considering every aspects of library such as Users, Staff,
Services, Space, and Economy etc. The purpose of digital library are• Act as a bridge between learners and knowledge with contributing lifelong
learning opportunities.
• Attract users and increase the footfall in a library,
• Avoid duplication of work,
• Collect, store, organize and retrieve reading material in digital objects,
• Compete other libraries,
• Reduce digital gap between users, researchers, and educational communities and,
• Save the time of users through promoting economic and efficient delivery of
digital information.
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Basic Requirement for Digitization:
The Internet and World Wide Web (WWW) provide the momentum and technological
environment for digitization process. There are number of requirements of tools, equipments
and other materials. These are categorized in to three basic requirements which are
Humanware, Hardware and Software. The details of the requirement for digitization process
for academic libraries are• Audio visual: Color TV, VCR, DVD, Sound box, Telephone, etc.
• Computer: Server, P.C. with multimedia, UPS, etc.
• Humanware: Skill persons, supervisor, techno-expert etc.
• Network: LAN, MAN, WAN, Wireless Network, Internet, etc.
• Printer: Laser printer, Dot matrix, Barcode printer, Digital graphic printer, etc.
• Scanner: Scan jet, flatbed, Sheet feeder, Drum scanner, Slide scanner, Microfilming
scanner, Digital camera, Barcode scanner, etc.
• Software: Any suitable software, which is interconnected and suitable for LAN and
WAN connection.
• Storage devices: Optical storage device, CD-ROM, Jukebox, etc.
Adoptable Process for Digitization:
The digitization of material is a difficult task. It requires various skill and knowledge
of digitization. The process must be done very finely. Therefore, it is essential to everyone to
follow appropriate procedure. It has following essential steps• Indexing and Metadata conversion
• Information Retrieval Procedure
• Inspection of digitized information
• PDF Creation and use of OCR
• Scanning of written documents
• Screening and content selection
• Written Policy
Challenges In Digitization: in the Context of Academic Libraries:
All over the world the large number of library professional are involved in digitization
and micro research was done on it, still there exist some limitation in the digitization process
and maintenance of the system. The some troubles occurs in digitization are as1.1 Willingness of Librarians, Authority and Higher Management
In every institute most are ready to do any job and others are denied. Sometime due to
complex nature of process support staffs are not ready to work or their interests became less
due to routine job.
1.2 Selection of Written Documents
The demand of document is fluctuated time to time. Greater demand may be becomes
obsolete in future. Complex nature and multidisciplinary approaches of various subjects
becomes the reason of evolution of printing materials. So, before selecting documents for
digitization it should be verified from subject experts.
1.3 Advancement in Technology (IT & ICT)
The rapid changes occur in technology due to research and development. Sometime,
this advancement in technology becomes the trouble while doing digitization. For this proper
training, demonstration and orientation about advancement in technology is essential.
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1.4 Durability of Storage media after digitization
The documents digitized and stored in such media become useless and their
maintenance will be more difficult than print media. Ex: previously use of magnetic tapes and
CD-ROM discs is more, now DVDs replace both. The life of these media and improvements
of storage medium put serious questions about the future of digitized materials and their
alteration.
1.5 Cost of Storage System/Economy of Process
The cost of storage system is more, so periodic transfer from one system to another
system is not affordable. Storage system has regular maintenance for effectively use. At the
time of data shifting there is probability of loss of data.
1.6 Multilingual Text Support and Multi-paging System
Language is the problem while digitizing documents, sometime software are not
support multilingual text documents Ex: Two or more languages in a single document. Multipaging is another trouble for digitization.
1.7 Legal, Copyright and other Issue
The issue regarding copyright has faced troubles in digitization. The knowledge of
copyright act and technology act with its amendments is essential for library professionals.
Digitization violates the copyright law as the thought content of one author can be freely
transfer by other without his acknowledgement. So, one difficulty to overcome for digital
libraries is the way to distribute information.
Researcher sometime use graphs, data from books and journals without prior
permission of the author. In a digital library users are always demanding back issues of
journals and rare historical archives for which the library has no copyright so, librarians must
be given permission to digitize copyright works in connection with digitization (Devi, 2005).
1.8 Application of Digitized Information/Products
Though, the digitization is expensive there is need of utility audit of digitized
information. The following are the various problems in utility of digitized information.
• Online reading causes several problems to the health of the user, and requires more
money for downloading and printing it.
• Serious readers always prefer printed version than digital.
• Some writers and reading community feel that, ‘Reading is dying’.
• The bandwidth and connectivity is the problem for online resources.
• The reading of a book from online is laborious task.
• The typographic standards in titles, headings, subheadings, typefaces,
paragraphing and folios, followed by printed sources are lacking in digital
information.
Conclusion
To increase the utility of digital information library professionals should followed
scientific procedure of digitization. With the help of adoptable methods library professionals
can reduce the digital gap between its users and information. The emergence of E-journals
reduces the burden of their procurement and save storage of space. Due to digitization the
working style of library professional has changed sometime they face the problems of digital
technology, finance, staff training, manpower, infrastructure etc.
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As well as know a Library is store-house of inherited knowledge and wisdom of the
world systematically stacked and made available for the use of any individual. The librarian is a
technocrat who operates the libra-material-machinery for the benefit of the society. He holds the
key to the material that generally evades the lay aspirant for knowledge and it is he who is to
open up the wealth of information lying piled up in the form of books and periodicals, accessible
only to a few who belong to the intellectual aristocracy. The technique of the Librarian lies in
locating the wanted information and retailing it out to the genuine consumer, with the least delay
and at the shortest notice. When we call the library machinery, and the Librarian a technocrat, it
is necessary to emphasis the fact that this technocrat ought to know how to work the machinery.
Otherwise he finds himself in the predicament of the Pakistani technocrat in the recent IndoPakistan war, operating the most sophisticated American air-craft without knowing how to do it.
One arduous task before our democracy is to educated its masses. It is the responsibility of a
democratic state to carry knowledge to the common man so that he, thus enlightened, might turn
out to e a bulwark of its ideals.
There is no gainsaying that in a democracy opportunities for acquiring knowledge should
be within the reach of every aspirant, whatever the disparity in the levels of intelligence. In this
context libraries and librarians have a unique role to play. Life has been complex in the modern
world which is gradually shrinking into a small place. Nothing in the world seems to have an
absolute and independent entity as such. Every day we are getting aware of the inter-dependence
and the inter-relatedness of the various fields of human activity. It may sound odd to any that a
knowledge of the rudiments of Physics, Astronomy Anthropology and Psychology and various
other branches of learning is essential for the full understanding and appreciation of say, a
modern poem, or a modern novel.
All the same it is true. “All knowledge, all our knowledge, has been built up
communally.” Real progress is possible only when knowledge is pooled together and shared
equally. Thus, a library is a pool wherein lies knowledge flowing into it form various sources in
the form of books and periodicals, The librarians is a responsible individual who is to classify the
confusion of material that flows in constantly and give it at least a semblance of order and
systems. As a custodian of knowledge great responsibility lies on his shoulders. Unless he is well
equipped for the ask he cannot be of any use to the society. The problem before us now is to
explore by what means a state of society can equip a librarian to play his key role efficiently,
purposefully and emphatically.
Basically, the responsibility of the state or society does not end when its starts a library
and keeps it in-change of a librarian. It is also the responsibility of the society to create ideal
conditions for the working of the machinery as well. Two things that can go a long way in
improving the maintenance and working of the libraries, two things that necessarily add to the
efficiency of the librarian are: (1) Library personnel exchange, and (2) In service training of the
personnel, countries that are for advance in the techniques of library maintenance have
experimented with them with remarkable results.
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In fact, Library personnel exchange programme has innumerable merits that cannot easily
be overlooked. Experience in various places and situation will sharpen the mental facilities of the
librarians and thus the whole society would stand to gain. Weak spots shall have a wave of
occasional change when the librarians get transferred and the likes and dislikes, academic and
political, with the ambition and the expectation of the management. The whole library takes into
a new line of arrangement, new acquisition programme, thereby forging on interdocumentary
relationship, more and more complex penumbral relationship developing as tool and instrumental
discipline, because of regrouped placement of books personnel and periodicals. The sense of
complacency dampens the vigour and vitality which it is result of prolonged stay at the one and
the same place.
Not only the society loses the enthusiasm for new learning and benefits likely to accrue to
the society but also the vices that can likely crop up such as Identifying personnel likes and
dislikes, interests and bias with the Institution itself thereby allowing a perverted development
advocating a particular angle or view point.
Let us now have a peep into the exchange of thought content. Periodical conferences of
this type, seminars. Meetings occasional visits to the neighboring libraries will develop the
exchange of thoughts and mutual consultations on the day to day problems of identical interests
will be there for increasing the technical efficiency of the library personnel. Librarians should be
deputed to attend national and state level Library Conferences. Seminars and symposia, and
made free to ventilate the lessons drawn out of their experiences. For all those purposes the
management should give them practical encouragement by meeting their T.A. and D.A. To
eradicate the inherent evils of inefficiency arising out of ill-equipped and unqualified libraries
and improper services rendered by mere replicas of librarians who are giving room to incessant
complaints, the resources funds space and co-operation amongst libraries and shortage of well
qualified and intelligent workers are to be improved. By achieving this goal of rendering services
trot the readers the scope and status of the Library profession will be improved. Then inservice
training has two nuances. In the primary sense it means training a non-trained person. In the
secondary sense it means bringing his knowledge upto date so as to equip him to utilize the latest
developing techniques and devices and exploit them for the benefit of the society.
Staff members are expected to have a basic knowledge of library objectives, operation
and techniques. Each library has a certain number of individual aims and procedures. Providing
professional literature, instituting planned reading courses encouraging meetings of special
groups, sponsoring group discussions, conferences, arranging special studies of library problems
to staff members offering intermittent or occasional professional course, participating in cooperative programmes etc., shall ensure not only continuity of their objective policies and
services of a particular library but also help material in stimulating morale and reducing turnover
among the more capable members of the staff.
It is remarkable that the post-independence period in India which has seen tremendous
progress in developmental activities of the country has also seen tremendous explosion in the
field of education. The library which is one of the important agencies of education. Has also got
its share of progress in a remarkable proportion. Public libraries have been spread in rural parts
of the country also. The library has become an inevitable and inseparable part of a university or
college from the time of their inception to impart education through printed word of the book
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along with the spoken word of the teacher. This expansion in the educational values and
activities of the library has created some problems.
So to meet these demands of the readers the library personnel should adopt all means in
their profession. They can do so by attaining proficiency in the library techniques which improve
from time to time so as to help the readers to get the requisite information. To bring them in
touch with latest developments and techniques in the field of library science and to serve the
reader best in-service Training is necessary. In-service training means a programme by which all
persons in the profession learn and grow together but not a programme to fill the vacancies with
trained personnel. Such programs will help to bring together the birds of the same feather and
create a climate for ‘emotional integration’ amongst them (when these programmes take lace on
national level these will help for National Integration also). This will help for mutual exchange
of ideas regarding their profession and thus mutual co-operation also in the solution of
organizational and other problems of the profession. Conflicts between administrative values and
goal values are more easily solved when discussed frankly.
So not only the librarian but the administrative head of the library should also participate
in in-service programme.”In-service education training is a basic need of any professional
worker and facilities ought to be provided by those responsible in this field..” Universities can
extend their services to Colleges and Colleges to schools. In-service programmes in schools
should be so planned as to train the untrained staff who are incharge of libraries. Extension of
services can be done even outside of their premises either through the visits of the staff for
consultations, lectures or through conducting courses. These programmes may be of temporary
or of regular nature. These would be in-service courses because those participating in them does
so along with their regular job work. The improvement in the techniques of library service
should be taken up on national scale. It should not be limited to a particular region or state. Then
only the libraries can work on new and efficient lines. Then only the libraries can become the
potential agency of education in the country. So in order to take up this responsibility of infusing
new spirit into the library personnel and revitalizing the libraries to serve the cause of education
there should be one National Agency on the lines of NCERT or a separate permanent cell in the
NCERT.
These study visits National Libraries and well developed University libraries will help a
lot to observe and learn the progress made in methods and techniques of Library service. These
can be applied and tried in the libraries when they go back to their institutes. Provision should be
made by the Universities to the in-service personnel, especially to college librarians who are
insisted of higher academic or professional qualifications by the U.G.C. to do Masters course in
library science as part time students. University Grants Commission should give financial
assistance to take up research Projects. Encouragement should be given by the U.G.C. by
granting scholarships liberally to those librarians who are interested in research work which is
very much lacking in the field in our country. Exchange of library personnel is not existent in
India. It is a novel issue. This will take place where there is surplus of trained staff on one side
and death of it on the other side and between the personnel who are technically well trained
according to time-to-time-improvements and the personnel who are not abrest of changes and
developments in the field. The services of trained College Librarians may be lent to the newly
started Colleges or Universities till adequate trained staff is appointed.
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The assistance of librarians of foreign countries who are working in India under some
programme or other may be taken by local librarians since the former have certainly new
methods and techniques to be learnt by us. We should not feel shy to learn from the learnt and to
follow the path which leads to progress. Either the government or U.G.C. or private bodies
should send library personnel to foreign countries where new methods and techniques are
evolved and adopted in library service, which will give them a fresh outlook and understanding
towards their profession and will leash new air into their professional work.
How much do we know beyond generalities and how do we know what could be of
specific interest to Indian librarians? How much do we know about India and the needs of its
academic community?
1. The Indian Academic Market is-economically-of greatest importance to our company
2. The contribution of Indian researchers to our STM journal and book publications are
considerable
3. Our second largest book customer in the world is and Indian bookseller and
4. Without the help of this bookseller and his numerous colleagues our service to you
and our knowledge of your needs would be a fraction of what it is now.
And now let us come to the point. The question as we understand it is whether the
triangular relationship is necessary and whether it works to all our satisfaction. We can answer
tow simple questions immediately:
a) Do we need libraries and librarians? Of course, as academic research and teaching would
come to a complete stand still without them.
b) Do we need publisher? We feel that even at the dawn of document delivery, electronic
publishing and publishing on demand its role as a disseminator of scientific knowledge is
immeasurable.
Which leaves us with the question whether the booktrade still plays a crucial role in our
trinity. We know that many publishers- in a time of scarcity and constantly increasing overheadsare forced to ask themselves whether a direct link publisher: end-customer would not be more
effective and more economical? My answer is, that today both publisher and library need the
booktrade as the go-between more than ever before.
To serve the need of its academic customers properly the publisher depends to a great
extent upon the bookseller’s practical knowledge of the market and his willingness and
capability to act as a fire-brigade. Last but not least, the bookseller acts as the publisher’s
translator. Not everywhere in the academic world is English the lingua franca as it is in India.
Structured queries
With search engines that support Boolean operators and parentheses, a technique
traditionally used by librarians can be applied. A user who is looking for documents that cover
several topics or facets may want to describe each of them by a disjunction of characteristic
words, such as vehicles OR cars OR automobiles. A faceted query is a conjunction of such
facets; e.g. a query such as (electronic OR computerized OR DRE) AND (voting OR elections
OR election OR balloting OR electoral) is likely to find documents about electronic voting even
if they omit one of the words “electronic” and “voting” , or even both.
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Abstract:
Nowadays, social media has gained immeasurable place in the development of every
field. Social media has become an important part of making communication conveniently with
people of every country. In the globalized era, people use technology for public and academic
use. The term Social Media Technology refers to web-based and mobile applications. It allows
students to create, engage, and share knowledge in digital environments through multi-way
communication. Social Media Technology has made the current generation faster. Social Media
has brought drastic change in the process of developing literature. It has made convenient and
provided effective platform to review the existing literature. Social Media has become the
important baseline for literary survey and research.
Keywords: Social Media, technology, education, literature, communication
No part of the world is escaped from the encroachment of social media. In recent age
public has a fascination of social media for connecting with each other. One of the most
important ways in which society is now connected is through social media such as social
networking sites. In the age of globalization, it is observed that students and higher education
institutions are utilizing social media more and more. There are still enormous challenges in
trying to understand the new dynamics generated by social media in higher education,
particularly for the context of community colleges.
The use of social media is easy for young generation as compare to books, or other text
materials. It reduces the time of going to library and getting books related to literature. However,
the learners may use social media sources like Facebook, twitter, flicker, Youtube, WhatsApp,
and other so many tools of social media to improve their literature. Literary scholars can see the
pictures of any author, his biography, background, history and literary contribution through
online media on a single click.
The phenomenon of digital living is to a high extent influenced by the introduction of
new media into society. Today, social media are affecting the digital world and are setting the
agenda for social connectedness in private, public and commercial networks. A look into the
literature on social media within the field of Information Systems sparked an interest among the
literary scholars in exploring a new research perspective for social media. Social media help in
reviewing the existing literature. In recent years this accommodation has also come to include
new technologies such as social media, which are being increasingly applied in both
organizations and network settings. As a result social media are afforded abilities by different
users and we see how this motivates and creates the basis for use and reuse of the technology as
part of the networked structure. In the private sphere, social media have become the platform
where people communicate and share information with friends and family.
Today, we are living in the age of technology, competition, and social networking.
Nowadays, the whole world has become like a signal country. All most all the people, male and
female from boys to old age people and from the lower class people to the upper class use
various social media tools for different purposes. It was found that social media plays a
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significant role in development of literature of literary scholars at university level. Social media
is used specifically by community, literary scholars and colleges across the India. Experts and
knowledgeable research scholars can use social media for better understanding.
The ubiquity of social media as Facebook, Twitter is no more apparent than at the
university. Social media are increasingly visible in higher educational field. It functions like
instructors who look to technology to mediate and enhance their instruction as well as promote
active learning for students. Social media can be used as an effective educational tool. Students
can acquire the Empirical evidence, however, has lagged in supporting the claim. Most of the
existing research on literature can be studied effectively through the help of social media in the
higher.
The emergence of Internet-based social media has made it possible for one person to
communicate with hundreds or even thousands of other people about English literature. Social
media playing an increasingly important role as information sources for literary scholars.
Nowadays, the importance of social media has increased in the field of literature. Hence, Literary
Scholars argue for the integration of social media as an educational tool in the college classroom.
But still there are some problems in the use of social media. Data available on social media are
limited. Social media cannot be used successfully in rural area due to some technical problems.
But though having some problems young generation of today prefers social media because of its
convenience and easiness.
After all it is clear that the role of social media is dominant in literary development as
well as in English language development. The contribution of social media in developing
literature is really remarkable. Social media facilitate the literary scholars to learn new terms,
words and phrases and to improve their literary thinking. Social media plays an important role in
vocabulary development of literary scholars at university level. It facilitates the literary scholars
to learn new literary words and vocabulary suitable for them. It is easy for literary scholars as
compare to books reading and other text materials, and arouse the interest of literary scholars
towards the literary learning. The literary scholars can use the facility of social media tools for a
long enough period of time without any hesitation, unwillingness or boredom.
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Abstract:
This research paper highlights the of open sources software meaning and features of
open source library management software, criteria of selection of best open source library
management software, their, advantages and limitations. Open source library management
software is a solution to reducing that cost. The paper describes in feature of some of the open
source library management software.
Keywords: Open source software, digital library software, GSDL, Koha, E-Prints, New Genlib,
Introduction:
New technologies and with them, new opportunities, come and go at an ever increasing
speed. The Free and Open Source Software (FOSS) movement is one such development that is
playing out before us today.
Definition
“Briefly, OSS/FS programs are programs whose licenses give users the freedom to run
the program for any purpose, to study and modify the program, and to redistribute copies of
either the original or modified program (without having to pay royalties to previous
developers).” (David Wheeler,
Open source software (OSS) is computer software whose source code is available under a
license for users to look at and modify freely and permits users study, change, and improve the
software, and to redistribute it in modified or unmodified form.
Types of Software
Although in the cyber age freeware, open source, and shareware are commonly used as
synonyms. Actually there is difference between these terminologies and their use.
(a) Proprietary (Commercial) Software
User has to purchase proprietary software for its use and in course of time he becomes
totally dependent on the commercial developer and has to pay high cost for its purchase,
maintenance, and improvement. User is unable to modify software for his own needs, makes him
feel helpless at the mercy of external software.
(b) Shareware Software
Shareware can be downloaded free of cost to try as a sample, but for the ultimate use,
user is supposed to pay for it. It is developed and released by someone who keeps full control of
the intellectual property. The user does not have access to the source code and cannot modify it.
There is also no collaboration or community around shareware.
(c) Freeware Software
Freeware is the software which can be downloaded, used and copied without restrictions.
No access to the source code, no community, no development, and no improvement can be
possible.
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(d) Free/Open Source Software (FOSS)
The FOSS or free/libre/open-source software (FLOSS) is software that is both fre;le
software and open source. It is liberally licensed to grant users the right to use, copy, study,
change, and improve its design through the availability of its source code rather than its cost.
This approach has gained both momentum and acceptance as the potential benefits have been
increasingly recognized by both individuals and corporations as free software.
History of open source software
The development of three operating systems –UNIX, GNU, and Linux- formed the
foundation of the pen source movement , from its inception open source has been closely
associated with academia UNIX had its root in the joint venture launched in the late 1960 by
Bell Labs and MIT to create a new operating system, which they named UNIX, to provide more
flexibility to users. Academic institutions could purchase UNIX source codes at a price
considerably lower than that paid by corporatios and government agencies. In 1975, ken
Thompson joined the University of California, Berkeley, along with two other graduate students,
Bill Joy and Chuck Haley. In 1977 the trio began distributing an open source version of UNIX
called BSD. The following year saw the release of revised edition called 2BSD.
The MIT Artificial Intelligence lab launched a similar endeavor in which the code was enhanced
by passing it among the programmers the venture lost momentum in the face of advances in
computer science.
Programmer Richard Stallan founded the GNU project in 1948. The GNU General Public
License allows users to modify the code and distribute the improved version under the same
license. The GNU operating system lacked a kernel, however, until Linus Torvalds developed
the Linux Kernel. In 1992, the Linux kernel was integrated with the GNU operating system .
Linux become more sophisticated over time with the help of programmers who worked to
improved the kernel and create Linux-adapted software. the following years witnessed the
introduction of many commercial and enhanced versions of the Linux operating system by
vendors such as Red Hat, Mandriva, and Novell. Linux is still available as free open source
software.
Advantages of OSS
 Free redistribution
 Code of software is open to modify
 Derived works
 Integrity of the author’s source code
 Distribution of license
 License must not be specific to a product.
 Use without restriction
 Reduced cost
 Mature software
Limitations with OSS
 Lack of formal support and training
 support provided through mailing lists and discussion forums.
 Installing and maintaining OSS generally requires a technical knowledge
 OSS are also not known for ease of use as the focus is usually on functionality.
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 With no vendor responsible for the software,
 Depend on the user/ developer’s communities
 Documentation manuals of OSS are not very simple.
Open Source Library Management Software:
Open source LMS is a valuable catalyst for change in terms of exploring possibilities and
pushing boundaries for the community. There are many open source LMS being used in the
libraries. In India also, some libraries like, Delhi Public Library, British Council Library, Mysore
University Library, etc., are using OSS. Some of open source LMS are:
7.1 Koha (http://koha-community.org)
Koha is a promising full featured open source integrated library system (ILS) created in
1999 by Katipo Communications for the Horowhenua Library Trust in New Zealand, and
currently being used by thousands of libraries all over the world. It includes modules for
circulation, cataloging, acquisitions, serials, reserves, patron management, branch relationships,
and more. Koha has web-based Interfaces. Koha is built using library ILS standards and uses the
OPAC (online public access catalog) interface. In addition, Koha has no vendor-lock in, so
libraries can receive technical support from any party from they want. It is distributed under the
free open source general public license (GPL). It supports MARC 21 and UNIMARC support,
Z39.50. It also has a provision for online reservations and renewals,
7.2 NewGenlib
NewGenLib, an integrated LMS is open source under the most widely used free software
license, GNU GPL.NewGenLib is the result of collaboration between specialists in library
automation and software specialists. The software was developed over a four-year joint effort
between a professional charitable trust, Kesavan Institute of Information and Knowledge
Management (KIIKM) and a fledgling software development company. Libraries in India still do
not generally use international metadata and interoperability standards (e.g., MARC-2l, Dublin
Core, OAI-PMH) and it is believed that this puts them at a great disadvantage when it comes to
sharing metadata and building union catalogues and networking. The fact that libraries are not
networked and hence are handicapped in sharing costly bibliographic and full-text resources
among themselves, the importance of providing a software that would allow both library
management and the creation of institutional open access repositories increases.
7.3 Php My Library
PhpMyLibrary is a PHP/MySQL web-based library automation application meant for
smaller libraries. The software has the facilities of cataloguing, circulation, and OPAC module.
The software also has an import export feature. It strictly follows the USMARC standard for
adding materials. This software is compatible with the content management system and have as
facility of Online reservation system for library and also supports import from ISIS database with
an ISIS2MARC program.
7.4 Open Biblio
OpenBiblio is an easy to use, open source, automated library software written in PHP.
This software has facilities of OPAC, circulation, cataloging, and other administrative work.
OpenBiblio is well documented, easy to install with minimal expertise and designed with
common library feature.
7.5 Avanti
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Avanti MicroLCS Software is developed by Avanti Library Systems in Java language.
This is a small, simple, and easy to install and use open source software. it is a platform
independent, and can run on any system that supports a Java runtime environment. This software
is useful for small libraries, it has a powerful and very flexible architecture that allows it to be
adapted for use in libraries of any type. This software incorporate standards such as MARC and
Z39.50 as modules and interfaces.
7.6 Greenstone Digital Library
The Greenstone digital library software is an open source system for the construction and
presentation of information collections. Greenstone is a suite of software for building digital
library collections. It is not a digital library but a tool for building digital libraries. It provides a
new way of organising information and publishing it on the internet in the form of a fullysearchable, metadata-driven digital library. It has been developed and distributed in cooperation
with UNESCO and the Human Info NGO in Belgium. It is multilingual software, issued under
the terms of the GNU GPL Greenstone runs on all versions of Windows, and Unix/Linux, and
Mac OS-X and is very easy to install. It has two separate interactive interfaces, the Reader
interface and the Librarian interface. End users access the digital library through the Reader
interface, which operates within a web browser. The reader’s interface is available in the
following languages: Arabic, Armenian, Bengali, Catalan, Croatian, Czech, Chinese (both
simplified and traditional), Dutch, English, Farsi, Finnish, French, Galician, Georgian, German,
Greek, Hebrew, Hindi, Indonesian, Italian, Japanese, Kannada, Kazakh, Kyrgyz, Latvian, Maori,
Mongolian, Portuguese (BR and PT versions), Russian, Serbian, Spanish, Thai, Turkish,
Ukrainian, and Vietnamese.
7.7 DSpace (http://dspace.org )
It provides tools for management of digital assets, and is commonly used for building
institutional repositories. It was basically designed to manage, host, preserve and enable
distribution of the scholarly output of MIT’s faculty. In India, many institutions have taken steps
to use DSpace for building digital repositories/institutional repositories. DSpace has more
number of features over EPrints hence is heavily used across world. Prominent features of
DSpace are that it supports unique identification number for every digital document that is added
into DSpace repository, provides digital preservation support, has excellent work-flow
management, has access control privacy and management, support authentication and
authorization policies at all levels.
7.8 E-Prints (http://www.eprints.org)
E-Prints has been developed at the University of Southampton School of Electronics and
Computer Science in 2000 and released under a GPL license for building open access
repositories that are compliant with the Open Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata
Harvesting (OAI-PMH). It shares many of the features commonly seen in document
management systems, but is primarily used for institutional repositories and scientific journals.
7.9 CDS-Invenio (http://invenio-software.org/)
CDS-Invenio is web-based integrated digital library software developed by CERN. It is a
powerful, flexible digital library system suitable to handle very large collections of full-text
documents. It tries to combine the best of the traditional library world and modern information
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retrieval technology. It has an excellent authentication and authorisation policy support. CDSInvenio has grown into a large software suite intended to cope with large collections (almost 1
million records at CERN), and with advanced library-type functionalities. CDS-Invenio allow to
catalogue print as well as digital documents with several advance features. It uses MARC-21
bibliographic standard. CDS-Invenio though supports very good functionality, due to its small
user-base it is not used by many libraries across world.
7.10 Fedora
Fedora software gives organisations a flexible serviceoriented architecture for managing
and delivering their digital content. Digital objects exist within a repository architecture that
supports a variety of management functions. All functions of Fedora, both at the object and
repository level, are exposed as web services. These functions can be protected with fine-grained
access control policies. This unique combination of features makes Fedora an attractive solution
in a variety of domains. Some examples of applications that are built upon Fedora include library
collections management, multimedia authoring systems, archival repositories, institutional
repositories, and digital libraries for education.

Library Website/Content Management/
8.1 Knowledge Management Software
Library website maintenance is one of primary activity of any library. So far, most of the
libraries are creating only html pages of information available in their libraries and publish this
information from the organizational websites. Some libraries use free web logs to create blog of
their library and disseminate information about their services. Creating blog is an easy way of
publishing information about library, services provided by library and any other useful
information about the library. There are certain limitations to either use html or blog services. A
web presence is critical for almost every library, but creating websites can be daunting. It can
take a lot of time, money and technical expertise, which are often in short supply. It is difficult to
maintain library websites with updates and with new desirable features demand from user
community. Here, an open source content management system (CMS) can help. The CMS tools
allow to easily create complex library websites with lot of new features. The CMS is a software
program that makes building and maintaining websites faster and easier. The CMS lets one build
a website that can be quickly and easily updated by non-technical staff members. These open
source systems are created and supported by a community of developers, and can be downloaded
without cost. Both their feature sets and their price tags make open source systems particularly
attractive to libraries. CMS stores actual content (text and images) on a back end database. The
system then automatically pulls the content out and show it on the appropriate pages. There are
several free OSS available which are heavily used all over the world to maintain institutions web
sites hence same can be used for managing library websites as well. The well known among
these software are Drupal, Plone, Joomla, WordPress (http://wordpress.org), etc. These software
also can be used to play a key role in ‘Knowledge Management’ projects. Using Joomla, Plone,
Drupal or WordPress is very easy and these software can handle large volumes of data and can
provide several Web 2.0 services. Plone is difficult system to learn and install. WordPress,
Joomla, and Drupal are fairly easy systems to get installation done and build library web sites.
Among these three WordPress is the easiest to learn and implement but can be used for small
website management.
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8.1.1 Drupal (http://drupal.org)
It can be a great choice for libraries for building their websites and handling complex
volume of data. Along with publishing information about library, Drupal also allows to support
creating blogs for every user, handling of thousands of pages, storing formatted bibliographic
Information, automatically building site map from menus and content categories, providing tags
to every content, providing social bookmarking support, photo/video sharing, RSS feeds support,
faceted search feature, maintaining user profiles, taking user polls, etc. Several Web 2.0 features
are supported in drupal. Drupal also allow to create a library catalog by importing MARC
records. Drupal uses a classification system for all content in its system that can allow to place
content virtually anywhere on the site at any given time11. Flexible and powerful Drupal is a
great choice for complex site maintenance.
8.1.2 Kompozer (http://kompozer.net)
It is used to design simple webpages in html format. It is an open source web file
management system and easy-to-use WYSIWYG (What-You-See-Is-What-You-Get) webpage
creating/editing. Kompozer is designed to be extremely easy to use, making it useful for non
technical computer users who can create attractive, professional websites/webpages without
needing to know HTML or web coding.
8.2 Citation Management Software
8.1.1 Zotero (http://www.zotero.org)
It is a free web-based easy to use citation management tool. It helps one to collect, organise, cite
and share his/her research sources. Zotero is a firefox plugin and a standalone application. It
lives right where one does his/her work in the web browser itself. Zotero allows to grab books,
articles, webpages, and whatever else one find and allows to cite and then organise and generate
bibliography in different standard format such as National Library of Medicine, American
Psychological Association, American Political Science Association, Chicago Manual of Style,
etc., and allow to easily cite references while writing articles, thesis, reports. Zotero not only
allows to manage all references as per different categories but as well allow to upload full-text of
files along with each reference and these full text files are indexed so it allows to search inside
the pdf files which are uploaded on a Zotero server.
Conclusion
Open source offers useful savings in time, money, and resources. Large percentage of
library professionals have recognised potential for OSS systems and applications. With
exponential growth of information, user expectations are growing and more and more
‘personalised’ services are required by users and there is a great opportunity for librarians to play
a leading role in organising and presenting filtered information by making use of these OSS
tools.
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Abstract:
This research paper is gives an importance of Continuous Learning in Career
Development of library professionals. The definitions or related terms and concept are given in
the research paper. The importance of skills while working efficiently in library and information
center is also given in this paper. The author concentrates on the planning, benefits, resources,
and activities of continuous learning. Also, suggest the various opportunities of career
development.
Keywords : Information and Communication Technology, Career Development, Continuous
Learning, Life Long Learning, and Continuous Learning Activities, etc.
Introduction :
The new millennium has brought changes in many domains including the field of
librarianship. The nature and functioning of libraries shifted toward modernization. Academic
librarians are faces the different types of problems one of them is advancement in Information
and Communication Technology (ICT). Continuous Learning activities are the solution to solve
this treads. Rapid changes in technology and workplace roles threaten to make their skills
obsolete unless they undertake constant Career Development. On a personal level, continuous
learning is about the constant expansion of skills and skill-sets through learning and increasing
knowledge.
As life changes the need to adapt both professionally and personally is as real as the
changes themselves. On a professional level, continuous learning is about further expanding our
skill-set in response to a changing environment and new developments. This is very important
because to respond to changes daily; for example, the introduction of e-services in the libraries
created a need for library staff to train on computers and electronic resources to complete tasks
and offers services more efficiently.
1. Definitions Of Terms And Concepts
It is important to define the meanings of concepts form the basis for describing and
explaining phenomena and processes in a field of research study. (Kulkarni, 2012).
1.1 Continuous Learning
According to HRSDC (2012) the changing definitions of continuous learning is,
“Continuous learning refers to the ability to continually develop and improve one’s skills and
knowledge in order to perform effectively and adapt to changes in the workplace”.
According to Website Bersin by Deloitte (2018), ‘Continuous learning’ refers to the
ongoing development of skills, abilities, and knowledge through different means (including work
on the job, training, experiences, communications, etc.), and is part of an individual’s ongoing
professional life at work and outside of work. It is an approach to learning in which corporate
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resources, expectations, and culture encourage employees to learn continuously throughout their
tenure with the organization.
1.2 Lifelong Learning
According to department of Education and Science, Dublin (2000, “Lifelong learning is
the ongoing, voluntary, and self-motivated”. According to Commission of the European
Communities, “Pursuit of knowledge for either personal or professional reasons, therefore, it not
only enhances social inclusion, active citizenship, and personal development, but also selfsustainability, as well as competitiveness and employability”.
1.3 Continuous Learning for Individuals and Groups
On an individual level, continuous learning is defined by the practices the individual
carries out daily in order to continue increasing knowledge. For example:
• Asking for help when something is not understood
• Observing more experienced staffs at library
• Trying new ways of doing things and exploring alternative methods
• Practicing what has been learnt already
• Finding ways to improve such as taking up training programs or online seminars outside
of work place
In the library and information center, continuous learning has to do with shaping a team
to adapt to changes in the modern environment. This is very important because the everchanging demands of library users that any team be up to date with the latest knowledge and also
be flexible and easily adaptable to any changes that may be required.
1.4 Importance of Continuous Learning
In a rapidly evolving libraries and information centers, where technology and best
practices can change at rapid speed, it’s essential that knowledge and skills of library
professionals are kept fresh and current. The library professionals can acquire latest information
trends, aware of key insights and can apply these to library and information centers. It is the
process through which library professional becomes as a proactive employee with an intuitive
understanding the role. Continuous learning is essential to delivering real and tangible results for
a team, project, and users of library or wider organization.
1.5 Importance of Skills in Career Development
The skills are vital importance while performing job in library and information center.
Due to advancement in technology and its vast use in the library, the complete functioning was
changed. The federal government, since 1994, has surveyed more than 3000 Canadians in
workplaces in all sectors and of all types and sizes of organizations. All were asked what
workplace Essential Skills they felt was needed in order for workers to be most effective,
efficient and productive. These essential skills are Reading, Document Use, Numeracy, Writing,
Oral Communication, Working with others, Thinking, Digital Technology, and Continuous
Learning (Workplace Education Manitoba, 2016). These all nine skills are playing an important
role in career development of library professionals.

2. Benefits of Continuous Learning
Continuous learning increases the organization’s collective knowledge through
enablement and empowerment. Once library staff are enabled and empowered, they will find
ways to increase their knowledge and share it within the other library staffs. The benefits of
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continuous learning are mainly divided according to various factors such as economic,
intellectual, cognitive, social and spiritual benefits. The following are the list of benefits of
continuous learning for library professionals.
• It helps to acquire knowledge and skills that are great for Curriculum Vitae as well as
being a benefit to the library and its users.
• It leads to an enriching life of self-fulfillment.
• It helps to make new relation, friends and establish valuable relationship.
• It helps to exceed library users and stakeholder expectations by delivering a high quality
services, ensuring staff remain competitive, relevant and employable.
• It keeps library professionals involved as active contributors to LIS field.
• It helps to find meaning in our lives.
• It helps us adapt to change and to implement in libraries.
• It makes the work place a better place with healthy environment.
• It Increases wisdom of library professionals.
• It helps to open the mind and creates a curious.

3. Continuous Learning Plan For Library And Information Center
After, decided the benefit of continuous learning, there is a need to implement a
structured training plan into library and information center. The policy must be in written form
and it will be reviewed and modified according to need. The following are the steps of planning
of continuous learning in libraries.
1. Decide the library goals:
Identify some training courses and ask library staff to try them out. Consider the library
objectives and make sure that the training plan supports these goals.
2. Identification of gaps in skills:
Examine the library staff’s current skills and knowledge. Identify what skills they need to
work better in library. See if there are any gaps and set training to help them to develop in
these areas.
3. Decision of training methods:
Continued education and learning can be provided to staff in several different formats. For
example, it could include intense courses or more flexible options which fit around work
schedules. Training can also take place in library or away from the working place, in training
centers, or even online.
4. Communication with library staff:
Before, taking any final decisions, communication with library staff is essential. Librarians
must take the time to speak with library staff. There’s no point in implementing a training
plan that library staff don’t want to use. Ask them what they think would be most beneficial
for their and where they think they need extra support.
5. Review effectiveness and Feed Back:
Once your training plan has been implemented, it’s important to monitor it. Ensure library
staffs are carrying out training on a regular basis and see whether there are any changes and
improvements in library. For example, are library users happier, from exciting services and
are library services getting done quicker, or to a higher quality services?
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4. Resources For Continuing Learning And Education
It is responsibility of individuals to mentor new professionals and the responsibility of
working institutions to provide mechanisms which enable librarians to plan and undertake
learning and other development activities. Mentoring programmes to assist members in their
ongoing career development. The following are the resources of continuous learning• Website, Portals, Online demonstrations and training institutions,
• Career Development Fellowship Programmes (IFLA/OCLC Fellowship),
• Employing Institutions,
• Professional Learning Communities,
• WebJunction: where public library staffs gather to build the knowledge, skills and
support we need to power relevant, vibrant libraries,
• Professional Associations (ILA, IASLIC, IFLA, SLA etc.),
• Networking of employees and Social Networking,
• Government Regulating Agencies (UGC, AICTE etc.) and
• Library and Information Science education programmes (Degree, Diploma and
Certificates).
5. Continuous Learning Activities
Continuous learning should be engaging, fun and satisfying, both personally and
professionally. There are lots of courses/programmes for library professionals such as: Online
Courses, Seminars, Workshops, Networking Events, Coaching, Mentoring, Bespoke Training,
In-service Training etc. If there were nothing in-house training courses, use social media to
research and get recommendations for alternatives from the wider online community. Some
support can be taken form colleagues those having more advanced skills. They might even offer
to share their skills and knowledge.
Learning activities are very important to increase skills and knowledge of library
professionals. Professionals kept current knowledge, new developments, gaining expertise and
more skills by doing following activities at workplace or out of workplace.
• Professional conferences, especially those sponsored by library professionals association,
publishing groups, or academic societies
• Courses or distance learning Programmes (IGNOU-MBA, PGDLAN) etc.
• Independent self study, self reading and witting.
• Job rotation or transfer of job.
• Master new technologies, earn advanced degrees, audit relevant courses and learn new
languages and learn about library space planning.
• Monitoring new developments in the field by joining appropriate List-servs, e-discussion
groups, networking and Social (Whatsapp) groups.
• Participating in conferences, seminars, webinars, workshop etc. as a speaker, facilitator,
reactor, trainer or mentor.
• Reading professional literature in print of online such as e-newsletters, web-based
resources such as magazines, journals, full text articles
6. Career Opportunities For Library Professionals
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Librarianship as a profession provides a variety of employment opportunities. Today
there are a number of career prospects in Library and Information Science. The qualified
professionals are employed in various libraries and information Centers. Trained library
professionals can find opportunities for employment both as teacher and as a Librarian (Jaiswal,
2008).
Those are already in service can improve their qualification with the help of continuous
learning resources and activities. The promotion and advancement in career is possible with the
help of these resources.
In library and information science the designations could be Librarian, Documentation
Officer, Deputy Librarian, Assistant Librarian, Information Scientist (Library Science/
Documentation), Library and Information Officer, Knowledge Manager/ Officer, Reference
Librarian, Information Executive, Director/Head of Library Services, Information Officer, and
Information Analyst etc. The following are the working places where career opportunities
available for library science professionals.
• Academic Libraries: School, College, and Universities.
• Central and State Government Libraries.
• Digital Library Projects: Digital Library of India, NIC Projects etc.
• Foreign Embassies and High Commissions.
• International Centers: WHO, UNESCO, UNO, World Bank etc.
• Library Networks: INFLIBNET, DELNET etc.
• Ministries and other government departments.
• National and International Level Documentation Centers.
• National Museum and Archives;
• R&D Centre: ICAR, CSIR, DRDO, ICSSR, ICHR, ICMR, ICFRE, etc.
• Special Libraries: Database provider Firm, Publishing Companies, Newspaper, News
Channels, Radio Stations etc.
• Training Centers: Banks, NGOs, and Business Houses (Jaiswal, 2008).

7. Conclusion
The computer and information technology is now being widely used in libraries and
information centers to process, store, retrieve and disseminate information. The functioning of
library is changed and to sustain this changing environment the library professional must have
current knowledge of ICT and its related technologies. The continuous learning is the best
solution to acquire current knowledge.
Development is a continuous process. Each new development of larger social relevance
brings new opportunities to the respective field (Kumbhar, 2009). The continuous learning is a
lifelong and ongoing process. The library professional advanced their career with the help of
resources and activities of continuous learning. Library Professionals can shift their job as per
their need and interest. For job satisfaction and career development continuous learning is
essential.
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Abstract:
Academic library services have now significantly developed and are applying some
knowledge management principles in the provision of library services. Knowledge Management
(KM)is about enhancing the use of organizational knowledge through sound practices of
Knowledge Management and organizational learning. Knowledge Management practices
encompass the capture and/ or acquisition of knowledge, its retention and organization, its
dissemination and re-use, and responsiveness to the new knowledge.
Introduction:
Knowledge Management requires the use of sophisticated technology, including
collaboration tools. Examples include data warehousing and data mining techniques, portals, web
mapping tools, social networking mechanisms (Web 2.0), and brainstorming applications.
Educational institutions and their libraries are social organizations where workers transform
resources for use by consumers for their teaching, research and community service (Townley,
2001). The academic library services have now significantly developed and are applying some
knowledge management (KM) principles in the provision of library services (Gandhi, 2004;
Pantry and Griffiths, 2003; Rowley, 1999; Singh, 2007). The reason for doing so is to try and
meet or anticipate new needs and demands that result from a new information environment.
Knowledge is embedded in the processes and documentation as explicit and in the heads of the
workers as implicit knowledge.
Thus KM in libraries can be defined as: not managing or organizing books or journals,
searching the internet for clients or arranging the circulation of materials. However, each of the
activities can in some way be part of the knowledge management spectrum and process.
Knowledge management is about enhancing the use of organizational knowledge through sound
practices of knowledge management and organizational learning. Thus knowledge management
is a combination of information management, communication and human resources (Trivedi,
2007).
Definition Of Terms And Concepts:
It is important to define the meanings of concepts when doing research because: concepts
form the basis for describing and explaining phenomena and processes in a field of study. Within
the field of information science, many of the concepts used need to be understood in terms of
research context, as a variety of meanings can be attached to most concepts (Ikoja-Odongo and
Mostert, 2006).
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Defining Academic/College librarian
According to the U.S. Department of Labor (2009), “Librarians are classified according
to the type of library in which they work”. This means that a librarian who supports members of
an academic community, such as students, researchers and lecturing staff, by managing,
organizing, evaluating and disseminating the information they need is an academic librarian. The
given definition suits this research since librarians tend to be defined by function.
• Defining Knowledge
The Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary and Thesaurus (2008) says: the fact or
condition of knowing something with familiarity gained through experience or association: (1)
the fact or condition of being aware of something (2) the range of one's information or
understanding. On the other hand, the Visual Thesaurus online defines it as the psychological
result of learning and reasoning. “When information is analyzed, processed, and placed in
context, it becomes knowledge” (Gandhi, 2004: 369).
• Defining Knowledge Management (KM)
Emerald Insight Staff (2005:2) says KM: is about exploiting and realizing knowledge in
the workforce, fostering a culture where knowledge sharing can thrive and how an organization
develops its people and their knowledge as individuals, as teams and at an organizational level.
In addition, KM emphasizes “collaborative learning, the capture of tacit knowledge, and
value-add obtained through best practices and data mining” (Gandhi, 2004: 373). Rowley (2003),
Singh (2007), and Wen (2005) highlight the fact that KM encompasses both the management of
people and of information. From the definitions given, it appears that there is not one standard
meaning. The concept of knowledge management is clearer as• Creating knowledge repositories which store knowledge and information in print and
electronic form.
• Improving knowledge access and disseminate. (connectivity, access and transfer of
knowledge)
• Enhancing the knowledge environment so that the environment is conductive to more
effective knowledge creation, transfer and use.
• Managing knowledge as an asset and recognizing the value of knowledge to an
organization.
•

Knowledge Management In Academic Libraries:
The new role of academic libraries in the 21stcentury needs to be as a learning and
knowledge center for their users as well as the intellectual commons for their respective
communities where, to borrow the phrase from the Keystone Principles, “people and ideas
interact in both the real and virtual environments to expand learning and facilitate the creation of
new knowledge.”
Knowledge management is a process aimed at creating, identifying, sharing and using
knowledge at the level of an organization. In the Indian context knowledge management in
Academic libraries were applied in five key areas such as research, curriculum development,
alumni services, administrative services and strategic planning. (Kidwell et al. 2000)
Knowledge
Management
Practices:
Thecontinuingeducationthroughprofessionaltrainingcoursesorworkshopsplaysasignificantroleinth
eimplementationofknowledgemanagementin allcontemporaryorganizations(Sanchez,2011).
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Librariesarenoexception,especiallyasintheircasethepaceandthevolumeofchangeswhichthe
yhavetodealwithisdoubledbythecomplexitywhichsatisfyingtheinformationneedsandrequestsofuser
sthroughuptodateproductsandservices(Sing and Kant 2013).
Knowledge management is an academic library therefore is to ensure an all-round
improvement of library staff capacity, promotion of relationship between libraries and library
users; it promotes knowledge innovation, strengthening knowledge inter-networking and
quickens knowledge flow.

Essential Knowledge Management Tools:
Knowledge management tools have changed over the years. However, they still address
the same basic needs. The following seven categories of tools are essential and used for
knowledge management practices in academic libraries in India.
• Content Repositories
• Knowledge Search
• Communication Tools
• Social Software (Including Library Software)
• Knowledge Visualization
• Decision Support and
• Big Data (Database and Information Products)
Benefits of knowledge Management:
Some benefits of knowledge management correlate directly to bottom-line savings, while
others are more difficult to quantify in the context of academic libraries. To get the most value
from a library’s intellectual assets, the knowledge must be shared and serve as the foundation for
collaboration. Therefore, effective knowledge management activitiesshould help the library do
one or more of the following:
• Cultivate innovation by encouraging the free flow of ideas (information),
• Improve user service by streamlining response time,
• Improve library employee retention rates by recognizing the value of employees’
knowledge and rewarding them for it,
• Streamline operations and reduce costs by eliminating redundant or unnecessary
processes.
To save the time of users and library staff is the main benefit of KM. Academic librarian
can give various information services with the help of KM activities. User’s satisfaction
increases and definitely it will be helpful to increase the footfall in the library.
Conclusion:
In the business world, knowledge management has been regarded as strategically
important for organizations to gain a competitive advantage over their competitors, to add value
to their products, and to win greater satisfaction from their customers. In the context of academic
libraries, there is a lesson to be learned from the business world. Knowledge management is an
important for academic libraries as for the businesses minus the competitive, proprietary, and
moneymaking concerns. In fact, academic libraries have had a long and rich experience in the
management of information. Many of such knowledge and skills of librarianship can be applied
to knowledge management.
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The best knowledge creators are academics. Knowledge creation is best performed by
universities. As a learning and knowledge organization, universities should empower their
libraries to develop campus-wide knowledge management systems. It is now time for libraries to
reposition themselves in the central stage of and as a leading player in knowledge management.
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Developing OPAC using WINISIS: A Complete Solution for Acquisition,
Circulation and Stock Verification
Dr. Sachin G. Mahajan
Librarian, Arts, Science & Commerce College, Chikhaldara
Abstract :
UNESCO’S window based CDS/ISIS (WINISIS) is used to develop OPAC. Complete
steps for designing and developing of module are discussed with screen shot. Methodology for
Data Entry, Searching Technique and Report generation is discussed. The database developed is
also used for Acquisition, Circulation and Stock Verification. One can easily develop his module
for Acquisition of books and OPAC using WINISIS.
Keywords: WINISIS, OPAC, Catalogue, Acquisition, Circulation, Automation, Library
Automation, Housekeeping Operations, Stock Verification, Library Statistics
Introduction :
Libraries are the heart of Education System and Learned Society. At present libraries are
facing the problems of funds and manpower and besides have to walk with the present scenario
of IT based library services. Because of information explosion, libraries have been growing in
size as well as complexity in terms of library management and library services. Accordingly,
libraries require a high degree of efficiency, which can be possible by proper Library
Automation. Library Automation refers to the use of computers in the routine and important jobs
and services of a library, such as budgeting, acquisition, cataloguing, circulation, serial control
and computer based information services.
Winisis: CDS/ISIS for Windows is an information retrieval package developed by UNESCO
(the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization) which runs under
Microsoft Windows.
Features of Winisis:
• It is intended to be used for structured non-numerical databases containing mainly texts.
• It is specialized in handling variable-length information.
• It may manage stand-alone as well as local network database systems.
• Unlike Dbase or MS-Access, CDS/ISIS is not a relational database system, although it
provides some relational facilities.
• CDS/ISIS may be expanded by advanced users (programmers) for adding new services
and tools.
Catalogue:
A catalogue is an organized record of the stock of a library. The main objective of a
catalogue is to give access to a library collection via number of access points, thus essentially
acting as a finding tool.
Functions of Cataloguing System:
• Importing the details of procured information sources from acquisition system.
• Addition of keywords for each document for retrieval process.
• Design of display formats as per the requirements.
• Printing of catalogue cards and catalogue.
• Printing of current arrivals.
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•
•

Printing and sorting according to author, title, subject and accession number.
Use of guided search or expert search.

OPAC (Online Public Access Catalogue):
Online Public Access Catalogue is the computerized or automated cataloguing service. It
is helpful to search the documents on author, title, subject, keyword, accession number, year of
publication, name of publisher and so on.
The module for OPAC is developed using WINISIS. In the very first step the researcher
identified the fields required for OPAC module. In the second step Field Definition Table and
Data Entry Worksheet is created. In the third step Print Format and Field Select Table is created
to complete the database structure. Sample data is entered in the database to test the correctness,
usefulness, report generation and searching techniques.
The database designed for OPAC is useful for Acquisition of Books, Circulation of
Books, Stock Verification and other various statistical reports related to these in-house
operations. Thus, the database created for OPAC is useful or cover the utility of above four inhouse operations.
Field Definition Table for Online Public Access Catalogue (OPAC) Menu.
Sr. Tag
Field Name
Field Type
Repeatable Pattern/
No. Number
or Not
Subfields
1
1
Record ID
Alphanumeric a
2
5
Funding Agency
Alphanumeric abc
3
15
Bibliographical level Alphanumeric a
4
20
Location
Alphanumeric a
5
22
Date of Entry
Alphanumeric abc
6
40
Language
Alphanumeric R
at
7
50
Physical Medium
Alphanumeric a
8
60
Type of Material
Alphanumeric a
9
100
ISBN
Alphanumeric a
10 120
Document / Report Alphanumeric a
No.
11 200
Title
Alphanumeric abl
12 210
Parallel Title
Alphanumeric al
13 230
Other Title
Alphanumeric a
14 260
Edition
Alphanumeric al
15 300
Name of Person
Alphanumeric R
ab
16 310
Name of Corporate Alphanumeric ab
Body
17 320
Name of Meeting / Alphanumeric ab
Conf.
18 400
Place & Name of Alphanumeric abcd
Publisher
19 420
Place & Distributor
Alphanumeric abcd
20 440
Date of Publication
Alphanumeric a
21 460
Physical Description Alphanumeric abc
22 465
Price & Binding Alphanumeric ab
Type
23 466
Bill No. , Date & Alphanumeric abcde
Amount
24 480
Series Statement
Alphanumeric abc
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25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

490
500
510
530
610
620
900
901
902

Part Statement
Alphanumeric ab
Note
Alphanumeric a
Bibliographic Note
Alphanumeric R
a
Contents Note
Alphanumeric R
a
Class Number
Alphanumeric R
a
Subject Descriptor
Alphanumeric R
a
Accession Number
Alphanumeric R
abc
Blank
Alphanumeric Stock
Verification Alphanumeric R
Abcd
Position
Data Entry Window showing structure of Data Entry in OPAC Menu No. 1

Data Entry Window showing structure of Data Entry in OPAC Menu No. 2
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The data entry windows show the fields and data entry elements. The toggle switch given
at the right bottom of window, allows editing of empty fields from the screen (normally when a
record initially displayed, empty fields are kept hidden). However, it allows inputting all the
thirty-three fields given in the Field Definition Table.
The second data entry window shows the style of data entry for the Stock Verification
Position. The field “902-Stock Verification Position” is kept repeatable to input the status of
each copy of book and divided into subfields like “a, b, c and d”. Subfield “a” shows the
accession number, “b” shows the status of stock verification position, “c” shows the details
about loss if any and “d” shows the details about recovery if there is any loss.
The database also shows the Issue, Reservation and Stock Verification position of the
books. The database is designed in such a way that, more than one copies of a same book does
not requires adding separate bibliographical details each time. In case of more copies, only
separate accession numbers for each copy is to enter at the time of data entry. The Stock
Verification position for each copy is displayed separately by using “If and Then” logic in the
print format; it will provide display as shown in the Database Window 3.

Print Format For Online Public Access Catalogue (POAC) Menu.
cl6,fs40,'Welcome to Book Acquisition Module / Circulation Module'/#
fs30,link(('Open retbok'),'BROWSE retbok')/
link(('Open isubok'),'BROWSE isubok')/
link(('Open userdb'),'BROWSE userdb')/#
fs30,cl0,{b,'Author
:'}c11v300^a/{b,'Title
:'}c11,v200^a,",",v260^a"
ed."/{b,'Keywords :'}c11,(v620^a|;|)/
{b,'Acc.No :'}c11(v900^a|;|)/{b,'Price :'}c11,v465^a/#
(if p(v900^a) then {cl4,fs24,i,'I/R Status. :'}tab(2523),v900^a,if p(v900^i) then
{cl4,fs24,i,'
Issued to.:'},v900^i,if p(v900^r) then {cl4,fs24,i,'
Reserved
for.:'},v900^r/fi/fi/fi)#
(if p(v902^a) then {cl4,fs24,i,'Stock Veri. Po.:'}tab(2523),v902^a,if p(v902^b) then
{cl4,fs24,i,' : '},v902^b,if p(v902^c) then {cl4,fs24,i,' Loss by :'},v902^c,if p(v902^d)
then {cl4,fs24,i,' Money Recovered :'},v902^d/fi/fi/fi/fi)#
link(('Back to Acquisition Module'),'BROWSE acqm')/
link(('Back to Circulation Module'),'BROWSE circum')/
link(('Back to SDI Service'),'BROWSE sdi')/
link(('Back to Library Service Module'),'BROWSE libser')/
link(('Back to Main Menu'),'BROWSE main')/##
qc,fs20,'Design & Developed by Sachin G. Mahajan'/
The print format provides display as shown in database window 3. With the given print
format the Database is also provided with other print formats to have outputs in various forms
and for other utility and reports.
The “If and Then” logic provided in red color in the print format and the data entry style
as shown in the data entry window 1 and 2 helps to display the stock verification position of
each and every copy of the document as shown in the database window No. 3
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Database Window No.3: For OPAC Module

Access Points
to Submenu

Display of
Bibliographic
Details of Document
Recorded

Access to
Modules

Showing Stock
Verification Position

As per the database window 3 the stock verification status of book having accession
number “1356” is “available” and issued to the user having ID “sgm/01/2006-07” and kept
reserved for the user having ID “ugt/2007-08”. Whereas the book having accession number
“1357” is lost by the user having ID “sgm/2006-07” and its recovery was done as shown in the
next position.
Database Window No. 4 Use of OPAC (Online Public Access Catalogue).

Step 5

Search showing 37 hits for
the author entitle “pande”
Step 4

Search expression step 1

Step 2

Step 3
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The database window 4 of OPAC module shows the expert search carried out for the
book of particular author. The search can be carried out with four steps as shown in the database
window. The window shows the search carried out for the author entitled “Pande”. The first
step is to put the search expression using “And, Or, Not and Truncation” operations denoted
respectively by “*, +, ^ and $”. In this step the researcher has put the query for author using
truncation operation for example, “pande$”. The step two is to “execute” the search, step three
is to “display” the result, step four is to select the specific item from the searched item and step
five is observe the bibliographical details of the specific selected item.
In the above search result shows, the author ‘pnade’ having thirty seven books to his
credit and step four displays the bibliographical details of the particular selected book. The word
in the search expression is highlighted in red colour. In this step the searcher can also list down
the items in left side as per title, author, publisher, accession number and so on as per the
predefined data entry elements.
Database Window No. 5 Use of OPAC (Online Public Access Catalogue).

Search
Operations

Search showing hits for
book having access
number 1356

Search expression step 1

Step 2

Step 3

The Database Window no.5 shows the simple search of book having accession number
“1356”. The search is carried out using the four steps as discussed earlier in the database
window 4. The search carried out for the book having accession number “1356” shows
bibliographical details of one book and produce its issue & stock verification status as shown in
the window.
Database Window No. 6 Use of OPAC (Online Public Access Catalogue).
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Step 5

Search showing 2 hits for the
book having author “pande”
and subject “chemistry”

Step 4

Search
Operations

Search expression step 1

Step 2

Step 3

The database window no. 6 shows the two hits for the book having author “pande” and
subject “chemistry”. The search expression used for the search includes combination of twosearch expression and two search operations at a time. The first search expression “pande$”
means book of author having surname “pande”, the second search expression “*chemistry”
means book having subject “chemistry” and the combination of the both i.e.
“pande$*chemistry” means the book must be having author “pande” and subject “chemistry”
only.
The search expression includes two search operations, first is “$” to search the word
“pande” and words followed to it. The second was “*” to express the specificity in search,
means book having words “pande and chemistry” only.

Utility and Reports from the Acquisition/ Cataloguing Menu:
• It works as a book database providing bibliographical details of books.
• It allows search for each record on each element entered in the data entry worksheet.
• It works as a part of Circulation Module, SDI Service Module, OPAC and Acquisition
Menu.
• It avoids duplication of work or repetition in data entry.
• It allows sorting and printing of list of books in various forms.
• It helps to provide statistical information about book collection.
• It provides field specific search, guided search and expert search for the documents or
books.
• It provides report about number of books of a particular author.
• It provides report about number of books of a particular subject.
• It provides report about number of books of a particular title.
• It provides report of books in increasing or decreasing order of accession number.
• It provides report of books in increasing or decreasing amount of books.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

It provides report of books in chronological sequence.
It provides report of books purchased in a year.
It provides report of books purchased form publisher / vendor.
It provides report of books available language wise.
It provides report about stock verification position.
It provides the status about Issue and Reservation of each copy of book.
It helps to frame book selection policy.
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Abstract:
Paper aims to give an overview of library discovery system from search to discovery and
its availability of open source tools of academic library system. Author also discussed
advantages and disadvantages of discovery system. Paper will useful to know the discovery
system for Library and Information Science professionals and helps to make self sufficient and
confident about his information need in the new era of information age.
Keywords: Discovery Tools, Federated Search, Single Search Interface
Introduction:
Discovery solutions have become a critical element within most library systems, playing
a vital role in the effort to showcase the value of a library’s collection, providing a unified index
and changing the way resources are searched. As libraries have shifted focus from print
catalogues and resources to OPACs, e-journals, eBooks, subject indexes and full-text databases,
it’s become necessary for the perception and habits of the search experience to evolve as well as
for both end users and library administrators.
The beginning, discovery solutions were focused on being a faster approach to searching
a library’s collection through a single search box, without regard to the quality of the search
experience. Librarians in the academy who work to optimize collection access face an onerous
task given the complex nature of information and the information world.
Library Discovery System:
Definition: it combines all the internal resources resource available in library in different recital
silos plus external resources combines into a single point search interface.
According to Marshall Breeding (2015)
“A discovery interface includes features such as relevancy-based search results, faceted
navigation, and other feature consistent with web-based resources and multiple areas of
functionality”.
Open Source examples of discovery tool:
1. VuFind: VuFind, originally developed at Villanova University, is based on a PHP
programming codebase and Apache SOLR indexing search and retrieval technology. VuFind
has been implemented in thousands of libraries. Many of the projects work with forks of the
original codebase and the development efforts can be characterized as independent and
fragmented.
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Fig.1: VuFindWebsite by Villanova University
2. eXtensible Catalog: eXtensible Catalog, “a research project launched in April 2006 by the
River Campus Libraries of the University of Rochester, with funding from the Andrew W.
Mellon foundation, has created a number of tools that complement the development of
discovery products and services. The main outcomes of the project include a set of
connectivity tools, including toolkits for the Open Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata
Harvesting (OAIPMH) and for NISO Circulation Interchange Protocol as well as the XC
Metadata Services ed from repositories, such as library management systems, and loaded into
discovery services. The eXtensible Catalog project has also created the XC Drupal Toolkit
that provides a discovery interface with customizable faceted navigation based on content
from repositories and the library website.
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Fig.2: eXtensible Catalog

3. Blacklight: Blacklight, originally developed by the University of Virginia, is based on a
Ruby on Rails programming framework and Apache SOLR indexing, search, and retrieval
technology. Blacklight provides a flexible toolkit for a wide variety of record types and is the
predominant search interface to the Hydra Project digital asset management system.

Fig.3: Blacklight

4. WorldCatLocal: OCLC’s discovery services build on the foundation of WorldCat to
make sure that information seekers find the library materials available from their own
institutions and from other libraries worldwide.

Fig.4:WorldCatLocal

Advantages of Discovery Tool :
1. Increased use of library resources
2. Connect users with the content from different sources
3. Those services capable of searching quickly and seamlessly across a vast range of local
and remote pre-harvested and indexed content
4. Its searches multiple databases and aggregates the results with federated search in a
single interface.
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5. Provide relevancy-ranked results in an intuitive interface expected by today’s information
seekers
6. Save the time of the users and relevant information show their needs.

Disadvantages of discovery tool:
According to Research quoted by Aaron Tay from the National University of Singapore
shows that on average about 40% of hits of databases come from discovery tools, meaning that
60% come from other routes. Faculty and research staff are also much less likely to use
discovery tools, often preferring either open web sources such as Google Scholar or Mendelay or
searching publisher databases directly.
Conclusion:
Discovery tool is essential tool for effective searching from multiple sources. Discovery
interface combines with integrated library solutions with OPAC, Meta searching discovery tool,
one stop resource portals, multilingual support etc. it is predicted that the discovery tool in
Indian Libraries could prove to be the ultimate reincarnation of one of the most familiar and most
enduring of all library information retrieval devices.
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Abstract :Rural tourism is increasingly being used as a development strategy to improve the social
and economic well being of rural areas. In the past few decades, rural tourism has grown
rapidly as a result of more income, higher levels of education, globalization processes that make
the world a smaller place, technology, the effects of media and telecommunications and new
types of cultural attractions. Libraries, as public and cultural institutions, may contribute
significantly to the development of rural tourism.
Keywords - Rural tourism, culture, libraries.
Introduction
Rural tourism is increasingly being used as a development strategy to improve the social
and economic well being of rural areas. Rural tourism encompasses a huge range of activities,
natural or manmade attractions, amenities and facilities, transportation, marketing and
information systems. Benefits of Rural Tourism have been expressed as employment growth and
broadening a regions' economic base, there is repopulation, social improvement, and
revitalization of local crafts. Libraries can play a vital role in the development of rural tourism by
attracting the tourists providing access to the literature on a particular place of the tourists'
interest. Certainly libraries which are important and valuable elements of the cultural landscape
can be considered as a tourism asset, attraction, or even a product.
This paper aims to briefly show the role of libraries in the development of tourism based on
cultural and artistic resources of a region.
Objectives :i) The main objective of the study is to examine the role of libraries in the development of
rural tourism.
ii) To determine the scopes and challenges of the libraries in supporting the rural tourism
development.
Hypothesis :In order to carry out the study and achieve the stated objectives, a number of hypotheses were
advanced:
1. Rural Tourism is the key to rural development.
2. Rural development is necessary to build a strong and prosperous nation.
3. Libraries can play a key role in the rural tourism development.
Methodology :Data regarding the study were collected from secondary sources.
Role of Library as a Tourism Asset :-
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A library is primarily a building, often architecturally distinct, with a variety of functions,
or a number of rooms, adapted for storing and lending books. The situation, size, furnishing and
functionality of a library used to be determined by the changing form of the book, the quantity of
books, architectural styles and construction techniques as well as the role and tasks it performed.
The functions of libraries changed over the centuries. Originally books and maps were
only collected and ordered while at present the main task is to satisfy the reading needs and to
inform. However, a library is often a museum and an art repository and therefore even the
earliest libraries were treated as buildings worth visiting.
From a tourist point of view, a library can be visited for its collection (manuscripts, old
prints, books, and maps), architecture and interiors, or temporary exhibitions and cultural events.
Therefore, a library can be interesting for a tourist and stimulate the development of a tourism
space, and the tourist can be interested in the book collection or the library building itself.
Libraries play a number of roles supporting rural tourism:The library building as tourist attraction :Tourism journeys to libraries can be included in educational or sightseeing tourism, and the
libraries themselves can be classified as tourism assets. Tourism assets include architectural and
historical monuments, contemporary characteristic academic-and culture-related buildings, as
well as museums and art collections. Some libraries can certainly be included in this group, and
many of them are presented to the standards of a tourism attraction.
Many libraries are of interest to visitors because of outstanding architecture, their history, or
their contribution to a streetscape.
Many libraries are part of multipurpose complexes or cultural precincts which attract
visitors both to see the local community on display and to find information.
Many libraries become attraction to the visitors as they share premises with museums and
galleries.
The library as a source of tourist information :All libraries specially the public libraries provide tourist information as they are the
compendium of knowledge. Public libraries provide worldwide information as well as the
information of a local area. Hence the tourists can get the information about a local area,
cultural heritage of that area, its geographical information, etc., etc.
The library as communication centre :Public libraries are often the only providers of public access computers in small
communities. These can be used by tourists, particularly longer term travelers to keep in
touch with friends and family. Libraries play a vital role for visitors during times of natural
disaster, both by providing the means to access current conditions and warnings via the
internet and as a post disaster communication post.
Libraries as providers of reading material for tourists :Public libraries have traditionally tried to cater for nonresident reading needs through
provision of temporary memberships, and for those passing through quickly, exchange
collections which do not need to be borrowed.
Libraries as research centers for tourists :-
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Many tourists like to undertake research as part of their holidays. This can arise from
a desire to learn more about the community being visited. As local collections of oral
histories, manuscripts, maps, books, artworks, objects and photographs are generally
available in the public libraries; they can play a vital role in the research of the tourists.
The library as a participant in cultural events :Most of the public libraries play a role in promoting special community events. And
the tourists can be attracted by such events. Public libraries usually play a key role in
organizing such events. Libraries can also be actively involved in celebrations and festivals.
Library Resources in the Development of Rural Tourism :In terms of rural tourism, culture should be seen as part of tourism development. It means
that culture, based on its links with life style, geographic area and close link between education
and society, is a necessary prerequisite for tourism development.
Culture and tourism are in terms of their basic characteristics two complex and layered fields of
the modem civilization, and they have a positive effect on the overall social development.
Making culture less important in terms of tourism is neither logical nor justified, because culture
is overall intellect of society, and tourism is a sum of all material and spiritual resources and
lifestyle of a nation.
Libraries, as social and cultural institutions, are an important factor behind the
development and improvement of rural tourism. By digitizing their book holdings, libraries have
become an important factor behind the social progress based on knowledge managed by digital
technology. In such a way, they enable a direct online access to library material, studying
accessories and other information that take an active part in the presenting a specific region to
tourists.
The role of libraries in the development of rural tourism has rapidly increased in the last
several years, because tourists more and more gather a lot of information on a destination before
deciding to visit it. There are numerous ways for libraries to attract tourists. An example may be
an organization of tourist visits providing them to get to know with cultural and historical
heritage of a region, the history and structure of the library itself, its book holdings and its
services. If libraries organize exhibitions, they should be part of the tourists' visit. Before the
very visit tourists can be provided with a short video presentation as an introduction to the things
they are about to see. Visits should be organized on several occasions during the day and adapted
to different types of visitors. The programs of the visit should involve both adults and children
and they should be made according to the type of visitors.
Role of library professionals :In terms of the development of rural tourism, not only technical equipment and
capabilities of the library but also the library staff, play an important role, primarily librarians.
The main asset of a library is its educated and experienced staff. In order to provide high quality
service both managers of the institution and the employees should be highly skilled. A librarian
should be well-educated and well-informed.
An excellent communication skill is a necessary prerequisite for getting the work done
successfully. As a combination of digital technology and the proficiency of the librarian resulted
in the appearance of the service "Ask a librarian" in many countries all over the world. Libraries
form networks and closely cooperate in order to provide a service. Auser can write the
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information he/she needs and ask questions on the question page which are, then, forwarded to
the department of one of the libraries that are part of the system in the form of an e-mail.
A user is given a reply, also, in the form of an e-mail. The aim of this service is to make
information available all the time, which is best achieved when libraries from different time
zones are included in the system. Therefore, if a local library is closed, another one may provide
a reply.
Challenges :For the libraries in a third world country like India it is very much difficult to provide all the
library services due to some unavoidable lacunas. Some of these are:
1.Training:- With the changes in the information network, it is necessary to train up the library
professionals so that they can provide information smoothly to the users at right time. But
developing countries like India can not afford the luxury of training librarians.
2. Infrastructure:- To carry out its operations library needs proper infrastructure. But in most of
the cases insufficient infrastructure becomes the culprit in providing information.
3. Funding:- For the effective functioning of the library, adequate fund is needed. But poor
funding has been a major challenge in front of the libraries.
4. Manpower:- Insufficient manpower has been a problem for libraries in providing services.
Recommendations :1. Training of Librarians: Librarians and other library professionals should be provided with
higher training for the betterment of their skill in providing information.
2. Infrastructure: Proper infrastructure should be developed for the better functioning of
libraries.
3. Funding: Government should take interest in landing the libraries. If adequate funding is
provided, training of libraries and equipping of the library will be effectively achieved
and this will enhance the whole process of digitization of library materials.
4. Internet: Provision of internet infrastructure with large bandwidth to ensure adequate
network connectivity,
5. Heritage Resource: Integrating heritage resources in contextual community development
by building in incentives for the local population to protect the heritage.
Conclusion :Libraries may be a significant factor in the rural tourism development of a region. There
is an increasing number of tourists who lookup the information on a destination prior to the trip,
chiefly via the internet. Libraries have a lot of material that can be presented through web sites.
Role of the other staff of libraries is invaluable in information providing. In order to introduce all
the library services to tourists and the local community it is important to develop an excellent
strategy. It involves a well-designed and accessible web-presentation, since it can be accessed to
from all over the world: the sending of e-mails to potential users; visiting travel agencies,
educational institutions and companies; active part of the staff.
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Abstract:
In this paper, efforts have been complete to suggestion the different applications of
Artificial Intelligence to the libraries. The different concept such as expert system natural
language processing pattern recognition and robotics and their application to the libraries
have enumerated. The advantages and disadvantages of Artificial Intelligence have also been
discussed.
Keywords: Artificial Intelligence Expert System Natural Language Processing Pattern
Recognition and Robotics
Introduction:
The first industrial revolution attempted to create machines that could replace man’s
physical power. Industrialization has to transform rimed society totally and brought immediate
crises in later development. Infect there are machines that can outperform human beings over the
century’s man’s working ability and thinking process have seen a sea change. The general public
is becoming progressively more centered on information handling processing storage and
dissemination using microelectronic based technologies today’s computers can stimulate many
human capabilities such as understanding grasping calculating language remembering comparing
numbers drawing making judgments and even interactive learning. Researchers are working to
expand these capabilities and therefore the power of computers by developing hardware and
software that can initiate intelligent human behavior. For example, researchers are working on
the systems that have the ability to reason to learn or accumulate knowledge to strive for selfimprovement and to stimulate human sensory and mechanical capabilities.
Artificial Intelligence
Artificial Intelligence mainly focuses on understanding and performing intelligent tasks
such as reasoning learning new skills and adapting to new situations and problems. Artificial
Intelligence orArtificial Intelligence for short is a combination of computer science psychology
and philosophy. It is concerned with the concept and methods of symbolic inferences by
computer and the symbolic representation of knowledge to be used in making inferences
(Nilsson 1998). The most popular Artificial Intelligence programs are the Expert systems which
are computer programs that embody human mention of Artificial Intelligence which creates a
vision of electro-mechanical devices replacing human beings.
Some Applications on Artificial Intelligence:
These algorithms help the system to determine the expected response which will basically
tell the computer what to expect and work for that reason. Here are some of the greatest artificial
Intelligence applications that we are probably using in our daily life without knowing:
 Adaptive Manufacturing:
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Ai optimized hardware
Biomatters
Decision management
Deep learning platform
Machine learning platform
Robotic process automation
Text analytics and NLP
Virtual agents:
Voice recognition

Areas of Artificial Intelligence
Artificial Intelligence focuses on symbolic non-algorithmic problem-solving methods.
Intelligence relies on the ability to manipulate symbols. Artificial Intelligence though is a young
discipline has transformed the society beyond imagination. The goal of its sub-areas i.e. expert
system natural language processing pattern recognition and robotics is to simulate human
Intelligence with computers. Some of the recent computational techniques and areas that are
utilized in developing fields of Artificial Intelligence are discussed below;
Expert System
Natural Language Processing
Pattern Recognition
Robotics
Artificial Intelligence and its applications in Libraries
Computers provide the perfect medium for the experimentation and application of
Artificial Intelligence technology in the present era. Artificial Intelligence has more success at
intellectual tasks such as computer-based game playing and theorem proving than perceptual
tasks. Sometimes these computer programs are anticipated to simulate human behavior and they
are build for technological applications also such as Computer-aided instruction (CAI).In many
cases, the main goal is to find any technique that does the task quick in a better way.
Application of Expert System in Library Activities
Library activities are related to the reading materials users and staff. The application of
professional Systems where tween staff and users and database appear quite promising. An
Expert System will help the librarian in realizing the need for an improvement in productivity. A
well automatic Expert System will also improve the quality.
i). Applications of Expert Systems in Reference Service:
Reference service is a prime activity of any library and the Expert System will work as a
substitute for a reference librarian. Following are some of the examples of Expert Systems used
for Reference Service.
(a)
RESEARCH: It is a system that supplies patrons the recommended sources to lookup for
certain question. The system can be used to teach students reference skills or as a computerized
aid for working reference librarians and information specialists.
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(b)
POINTER: It was the early successful working submission of the computer system in
the area of reference work. It directs the users to the reference sources; It is not a KnowledgeBased System but a computer-assisted reference program.
(c)
ONLINE REFERENCE ASSISTANCE (ORA): This system intended to stimulate the
services of an academic reference Librarian for questions of the low and medium level by using
(d)ANSWER MAN: A Knowledge-based system to help users for reference questions on
agriculture topics. It uses a series of menus to narrow down the subject of the questions and the
type of tool needed. It can function as either a consultation system or as a front end to external
databases and CD-ROM reference tools.
(e)PLEXUS: This is a referral tool used in Public Libraries. It includes knowledge about the
reference process information retrieval about certain subject areas reference sources and Library
users. All the above systems are advisory systems for locating reference source books and factual
data.
ii). Application of Expert System in Cataloguing:
Cataloging is one of the oldest library crafts. Recent attempts to automate cataloging
through Expert Systems have focused on descriptive cataloging because it is considered rulebased(AACR2). There are two approaches for applying artificial intelligence techniques to
cataloging
a)
A human-machine interface where the intellect effort is divided between the intermediary
and the support system; and
b)
An Expert System with full cataloging capability linked into electronic publishing system
so that as a text is generated online it can be passed through knowledge-based systems and
cataloging process is done without any intellectual input from an intermediary.
iii)

. Application of Expert System in Classification:
Classification is a fundamental activity in the organization of knowledge. For this reason,
it is prominent in all systems for organizing knowledge in libraries and information centers.
Application of Expert System in the area of classifications in libraries includes the following:
(a).Coal SORT: It is a conceptual browser designed to serve either as a search or an indexing
tool. Coal SORT consists primarily of a frame-based semantic network and the software needed
to allow users to display portions of it and to move around in the Conceptual structure. The
expert knowledge in the system is embodied almost entirely in the semantic network. There is no
procedural knowledge in the system.
(b)
EP-X: The Environmental Pollution Expert(EP-X) has certain things in common with
coal SORT in that both are concentrating on enhancing interface using a Knowledge-Based
approach. The knowledge base of EP-X consists of a hierarchical frame-based semantic network
of concepts and a set of the template that express the patterns called the pragmatic relationship
among concepts. These patterns are referred to as conceptual information.
(c)
BIOSIS: BIOSIS uses a knowledge base including a significant amount of procedural
knowledge to assign documents to categories automatically. It is designed as an indexer aid.
BIOSIS uses the information in the titles of biological documents to assign as many categories as
possible of those that would be assigned by human indexers. The indexing languages are a
structured and practical representation of information that can be used to the very good
advantage of Artificial Intelligence applications.
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Applications of Natural Language Processing in Library Activities:
When we think of the term NPL the first thought one might have is of being able to speak
or write in a complete sentence and have a machine process the request and speak. NPL can be
applied to many disciplines. To apply this to the field of Library and Information science and
more specifically to the searching database such as online public access catalogs.
Indexing is the basis for document retrieval. The aim of indexing is to increase precision
the portion of the retrieved documents that are relevant and recall the proportion of relevant
documents that are retrieved. Keywords which have been weighted by the indexer as being basic
to human thinking on a particular subject will be fed into the electronic database in the way that
will trigger the sighting of an article or book on the computer screen when these keywords are
strung together in the proper sequence by the searcher. The main constraint is the variability in
the ways a concept can be expressed this variability is partly a matter of semantics i.e. using the
word mobile home vs. trailers. The word trailer has been replaced by the word mobile home in
most parts of the country.
Library patrons may not recognize the ambiguity of their search strategy. The use of
natural language for Dialog database searches would allow the library patrons to search Dialog
database directly without the assistance of information professional. A patron using an electronic
catalog in a library may prefer to have the catalog understand a complete sentence like “Find all
your sources which contain a mention of natural language processing for the use of Library and
information science.” The human librarian has the advantage of being trained in search & query
as well as natural language and can act as an intermediary between the machine and the library
patron. Some URLs are also case sensitive. In the future, it may be possible to use natural
language to access the Website also. Library patrons must become computer literate to take
advantage of this new technology.
Application of Pattern Recognition in Library Activities:
In this era of the Internet and distributed multimedia computing new and emerging
classes of information systems, applications have swept into the lives of office workers and
everyday people. New applications ranging from digital libraries multimedia systems geographic
information systems and collaborative computing to electronic commerce have created
tremendous opportunities for information researchers and practitioners.
As the application becomes more overwhelming pressing and diverse several well-known
information retrieval problems have become even more urgent in this network-centric
information age. The most fundamental techniques in IR involves identifying key features in
objects. For example, automatic indexing & natural language processing are frequently used to
automatically extract meaningful words. Texture color or shape-based indexing and
segmentation techniques are often used to identify images. For audio and video applications
voice recognition speech recognition and scene segmentation techniques can be used to identify
meaningful description in audio and video stream.
One of the major trends in almost all emerging information systems applications is the
focus on the user-friendly graphical &seamless Human-Computer Interactions. The Web-based
browsers for texts images and videos have raised user expectation on the rendering and
manipulation of information. Recent advances in the development of languages and platforms
such as Java OpenGL and VRML and the availability of advanced graphical workstations at
affordable prices have also made information visualization a promising area for research.
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Applications of Robotics in the Library Activities:
A robot is “An automatically controlled reprogrammable multipurpose manipulator
programmable in three or more axes which may be either fixed in place or mobile for use in
automation applications.” The rowboats are on scrambling rolling flying and climbing. They are
figuring out how to get here on their own.
As libraries provide a growing array of digital library services and resources they
continue to acquire large quantities of printed materials. This combined pressure of providing
electronic and print-based resources and services has led to severe space constraints for many
libraries especially academic research libraries
Conclusion:
The numerous applications of Artificial Intelligence have been deployed that
demonstrated for the time-saving money to Business sectors Industrial sectors Military sectors
scientific sectors Academic and Research organizations. Artificial Intelligence applications and
their utilities will be increasing day by day in many IT-oriented educational Institutions which
are contributing to Artificial Intelligence related recorded information on its Artificial
Intelligence technology and its utilities in various areas/subject fields. The success in Expert
systems field Natural Language Processing field Pattern Recognition field Robotics field has
precipitated substantial commercial activity including the formation of many ventures. The
practicability of artificial intelligence in the areas such as cataloging classification
documentation collection development etc appears to be improving year after year. It is sure that
in the near future artificial intelligence will occupy in all the spheres with the introduction of
competent models with Artificial Intelligence techniques. Library and Information Science will
be greatly benefited by the development of the efficient expert system for technical services as
well as Information processing and management.
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Introduction:
Information plays a vital role in Veterinary and animal sciences education, teaching,
research, and extension. As a veterinary science covers various subject disciplines and various
forms of literature like books, research reports, patents, standards, thesis, dissertations, eresources, audio-visual materials, etc., it is difficult to trace the relevant information in a limited
time. The developments in ICT have changed the users' expectation from the academic libraries
in different ways. The ways to build collection and services to the end users vary from the recent
past practices. To meet the end-users demands effectively, the veterinary libraries need to
identify and adopt good practices and benchmarks.
Library played an important role as input to an output of veterinary and animal science
researches; resources are the base for teaching, research, n and extension. Veterinary resources
are also the basis for maximizing the veterinary and animal sciences production and improving
the different breeds and productivity. This is a great initiative in promoting the libraries in
identifying and sharing good or best practices that can be adopted in the Indian farm university
environment. These practices may serve and may as one of the ways to strengthen the library
and information services among veterinary university libraries.
Challenges before veterinary university libraries
The veterinary university libraries are today facing various challenges which are as follows• Information explosion
• Information Literacy about new technology
• Challenging role of the Librarian
• Information sharing in electronic formats.
• The increased cost of the library documents
• Database creation and maintenance
• Marketing of library and information products.
• Increased requirements of the users.
• Time management
• Faculty development Programme
Review of Literature
3.1 Vyas, S.D. (2017) it defined best practices as an application of procedures to yield superior
results which mean way of doing things in a particular organization as guidelines for good
practices. Explains NAAC's concern for the quality of library practices as well as NACC's set of
best practices in academic libraries. Some features which should have been included in the set
meant for improving the services of the college libraries are being proposed here while
evaluating the criteria of selection of the best academic libraries.
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3.2 Bhattacharjee, Nilratan and Gautam, Awadhesh Singh (2016). Attempted about the use
of electronic resources in libraries began with the development of the machine-readable
cataloging (MARC) format in the mid-1960, a full 30 years before the introduction of the World
Wide Web and its subsequent ubiquity. Web-based electronic resources were widely available
beginning in the mid- 1990, and there has been a sharp rise in the number and complexity of eresources in library collections in the last decades. Moreover, use patterns are shifting from print
to electronic materials. Because of the proliferation of e-resources and user preferences for the
electronic format, these resources are becoming essential mainstays of any library collection. Eresources are a very broad term that includes a variety of different file formats such as E-book,
journal, E-theses, Full-text Databases, Partially full-text databases, aggregator databases CDROM, etc
3.3 Rathinasabapathy, G. and Veeranjaneyulu, K. (2016) have attempted Institutional
repository is an online archive for collecting, preserving and dissemination digital versions of the
intellectual output of an institution. The development of IR felt necessary in 2002 and emerged
as a new strategy that allows universities and research organizations to apply serious, systematic,
leverage to accelerate changes taking place in scholarship and scholarly communication. The
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) took the lead in the development of DSpace
institutional repository system in collaboration with the Hewlett Packard corporation for which
the Andrew W.Meoon Foundation extended its funding support. Finally, DSpace, the
institutional repository software has been released publically under an Open Source arrangement
which significantly lowered the cost and development barriers to implementing repositories
across the globe. Though many other open source software like Eprints, Greenstone, etc. are
available for the creation of IRs, DSpace is the most widely used software globally. Institutional
Repository is becoming prevalent in academic and research sector to support open access
movement; to provide access to the public funded research; to open access to the institution's
output; to support preservation and so on. It will support research, learning, scholarly
communication processes of an organization.
3.4 Chander, Romesh, and Gupta, Arun (2015) highlighted in his work about to solution of
the problem of library cooperation started long ago such as interlibrary loan, document delivery,
library network. At present, the more preferred system of resource sharing is called library
consortia. Consortia approach is one of the ways of maintaining cooperation and coordination
among the libraries and in fact; it has emerged as the ‘state of the art' in library cooperation in
recent years. Consortia are commonly formed to increase the purchasing power of collaborating
institutions to expand resource availability and offer automated services. The idea of the
consortium is not new. There were instances of several libraries coming voluntarily for the
mutual benefit of respective users, just like a cooperative, it was the earliest stage of library
cooperation. In the second stage, electronic networks come into vogue for the sharing of
resources. With the advent of e-resources, the concept of consortia has been mooted mainly for
the acquisition of e-journals.
3.5 Jotwani, D (2008) has worked on best practices are the best ways to perform a process, a
function, or an activity that leads to a superior performance. These pertain to the processes,
practices, and systems identified in public and private organizations that perform exceptionally
well and are widely recognized as improving an organization's performance and efficiency.
Successfully identifying and applying best practices can reduce costs and improve quality. Best
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Practices are how leading organizations in any field have achieved top performance, and they
serve as goals for the other organizations striving for excellence.
a) The need for the Study
The veterinary libraries are collecting and processing the resources and then making
available to its users and guiding them in getting the relevant information at the right time. The
veterinary library serves the needs of researcher, scientists, students and extension professionals
about veterinary and other allied disciplines.
To success and to achieve the goal of best practices of veterinary libraries in India are
the need of hour to fulfill the requirements of stakeholders by acquiring, and organizing the
information resources in various forms to serve a academic communities by providing a valuable
resources in conservation of veterinary knowledge and ideas, as an active force in teaching,
research and extension programs of veterinary universities.
c) An objective of the Study
The objectives of best practices of veterinary university libraries are
• To increase the use of veterinary information,
• To provide personalized database system among the Veterinary faculties, students,
researchers and farmers
• To improve the quality of education, research and extension activities of the veterinary
Universities,
• To increase the level of cooperation with other Veterinary universities to use information
resources.
d) Statement of the problem
Knowing of the present status of Veterinary libraries and realized about practices continuing
in veterinary libraries and still, there is enormous scope to develop the library practices in this
competitive era. With this context, the investigator is aimed to develop a good library practice
model for best practices of Veterinary libraries for best use of stakeholders. Hence the statement
of the problem selected and proposed a topic for the present study as “Best Practices in
Libraries of Veterinary Universities in India."
e) Methodology
Methodology for this study is the combination of an earlier study of literature which was applied
for past studies for different libraries. In this study, an investigator has given priority and
collected the relevant information related to the topic of the study and analyzed existing
literature. The Investigator has studied different models of best practices which were applied for
different libraries and based on the other studies; investigator has considered an ideal model for
best practices in Veterinary libraries in India for best use of available information resources
among all stakeholders in the field of veterinary groups.
f) Limitations of the study
The chosen topic for study is unique and may become a prototype model among the
Veterinary field for best use of recent and newly available library resources in India. Hence,
proposed a project makes a special attention about Proposed Best Practices in Libraries of
Veterinary Universities in India under NARES systems.
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g) Best Practice: - Definition & Meaning
Oxford Advanced Learners Dictionary Best practices as a quality of high standard,
excellence, highly improved outstanding par with excellence in service. It means a way of doing
something usual or expected way in a particular organization or situation, guidelines for good
practices. In this process of developing best practices we took action rather than good ideas & we
improve our skills.” According to Webopedia “Best practices are guidelines which are used to
obtain the most efficient & effective way of completing a task using repeatable & proven
procedures.”
According to Indian Council of Agricultural Research-Peer Review Team for
Accreditation ( ICAT-PRT) “Best practices may be innovative and be a philosophy, policy,
strategy, program, process or practice that solve a problem or create new opportunities and
positively impact on organizations. Institutional excellence is the aggregate of the best practices
followed in different areas of institutional library activities.”
From the above definition, best practice means, it is a method or technique used to improve
the current workflow of an organization to obtain its objectives effectively & with predetermined
standards. In simple works the practice that is giving best results in terms of its usefulness and
appreciation feedback from its user group.
h) Why Best Practices in Veterinary University Libraries?
Best practices are developed in the library for the following purpose.
c) To execute the library purpose.
d) To requirement meet the user demand.
e) To maximum utilization of the library resources.
f) To identify the needs of the users.
g) To marketing library services and products.
i)

Present Scenario of Veterinary Libraries in India
Indian Council of Veterinary Research, Education Division, is provided funds to
strengthening and streamlining of the higher agricultural/ veterinary education system to enhance
the quality of library resources to meet future challenges in veterinary education, research and
extension sector in the country. Time to time ICAR provides strengthening the Library
professionals through conduct training, workshop programs to achieve the goals, and also calls
for regular planning, development, coordination and quality assurance in farm university
libraries in India.
Presently, 25 state Veterinary and Agricultural, 02 Deemed universities offering
veterinary courses like B.V. Sc. & A.H., and these university libraries are extending the library
services to the users and provide all resources, e-Resources, and other library-related services.
j)

Library Management for Best Practices in Libraries of Veterinary
University
Library and Information System Management is the basic and core activity which helps the user
community in identifying and accessing knowledge resources in an academic institution. It also
comprises the activities performed in relation to the development of vision, mission, goals and
policies of the library, working hours, stock verification methods, copyright issues, membership,
budgeting and reporting, resource mobilization, technical processing methods, manpower
development, basic amenities and facilities as well as collection development management or
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information resources development, technical services, information services generation,
technological, legal and copyright issues, to name a few. It also concerns with strategic planning
of LIS in the present and future operations.
As the management and administration of the library are pivotal in collection
development and delivery of information products and services to the end users, adoption of best
practices in this area leads to continuous improvement in overall performance. The global
changes particularly the Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) have an impact on
the functioning of Veterinary libraries. The traditional role of libraries as custodian of recorded
knowledge is convened into the gateways of the knowledge. In the era of IT, due to information
explosion and different kind of information needs of the library users are the major impact to
bring changes in library services and activities. In order to cope with this changing environment
and to meet the user's expectation effectively, it became necessary for the veterinary university
libraries to adopt some best practices in their overall management & service areas.
Here following are the best practices which are to be adopted in veterinary university
libraries are described briefly. For convenience, we can group best practices into five categories.
a) Traditional Best practices,
b) IT-based Best Practices,
c) Library Extension services,
d) General Best Practices,
e) Other Best practices.
(d)
Traditional Best Practices
1)
Book Exhibition: In the library organized time to time book exhibition to increased
awareness among students, scientists and researchers which are available in the library.
2)
Library Orientation: Library orientation is one of the best practices to create awareness
among the users and library resources, library activities, services providing to the library. It is
beneficial and useful to all the users.
3)
New Arrivals: Library displays new arrival books and resources for awareness of new
resources and reading materials to know the various types of Information resources available on
a particular aspect in the library.
4)
Library Information Broachers: Library Information Broachers is one of relevant
sources for creating awareness about the faculties, services & collection of the library include
information about the library facilities, like Xerox, internet etc, latest publications, late additions
to the library, CD / DVD list, book bank facilities, library rules & regulations, electronic
resources & online information services etc.
5)
Training to use e-Resources: Training programmes should be conducted for student,
researcher, and scientists every year for two to three day as per their need. In this programme,
how to find out library books by using Library OPAC, use of CABI database, CeRA free online
journals, link to various useful websites, etc. training should be given so that library resources,
services use more effectively & efficiently.
6)
Book review: User asks to read the book and give his review on the book. In the end, the
Librarian should collect it & displays it on notice board under the name of the reviewer.
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7)
Readers Club: Library establishes a reader club. This club maintains a good relation
between library & outside users.
8)
Best Library User award: This practice should encourage students to make maximum
use of library resources & services.
9)
Counseling Center Regarding Competitive Examination: All of us very well know
that the library is the soul of every educational institute; users are also the main part of the
library. User comes to the library for searching for information regarding their carrier or
educational development. Today competition is going on the top level, and students must
become aware of this situation. In this context Library and Librarian should play an important
role to solve their problems. The library should have a vibrant collection of competitive
examination. The library should invite to the guest lecturer for guiding students for preparing the
competitive exam.
(e)

IT-based Best Practices
The impact of Information Technology (IT) is enormous and global in its magnitude. IT
has become an integral part of all aspects of the library. Today, the success of a modern library is
increasingly dependent on the most effective utilization and strategic management of new
technologies in libraries. It is believed that the versatility and power of Information Technology
which include accommodation of increased workload, achievement of greater efficiency in
improving existing services, the ability for generation of new services. However, The veterinary
library is the main information center which can make use of IT for the benefits of teaching,
research and extension purpose. The librarian's preference of IT should include all those
technologies which are expected to be used in the library activities/ operations and other library
services for collection, processing, storage, retrieval and dissemination of recorded information,
the fast developing information technologies have showered almost every areas of application
including libraries.
IT has virtually unlimited potential for a variety of useful applications in libraries as it
significantly contributes to improved quality, increased productivity, more efficient operations,
better resource sharing, and more effective services to the users.

1.

Online Information Retrieval ( Internet Access Facility): To provide online access to
globally generated information to the students and researchers. One of the most important roles
the libraries play in society is providing access to information. Access to current and
comprehensive information is essential to improve teaching and learning activities. Library staff
members monitor this service during the working hours of the Library.

2.

Free Browsing Unit ( Internet Access Facility): To provide access to Web resources, to
facilitate students easily access web resources, to educate the users for the systematic approach
to the current information to support their projects, assignments, etc.

3.

Broad Band Internet Centre ( Internet Access Facility): To provide Internet access
facilities to the users in the library for e-mail, browsing the Internet, accessing e-journals,
databases, institutional repository, Web OPAC and accessing other libraries, etc.
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4.

Library homepage for Information dissemination: To disseminate current information
on various subjects to all the library users in time both online and physical. Regular display of
information about the latest additions and other current information like job opportunities,
fellowships, training, student placement, academic, research, and scientific news are displayed
on the notice board as well as the library website.

5.

Dynamic Library Website: To allow the users remote access to the library and feel
acquainted with the services of the library and to get satisfactory answers to their queries from
the remote access. The library has developed its website linking its OPAC

6.

User feedback through library homepage: To disseminate library resources to the
users’ desktops and to receive user feedback one based services. To create a new environment
and use innovative means to maximize use on the investment in technology and to deliver online
services with remote access facility.

7.

Access to e-resources: To provide uninterrupted online access to the library resources
searchable from anywhere, anytime, by anyone. All the veterinary l libraries should have a highend server in a distributed network model. The library resources must be available in these
servers including the CD Net/cloud server are available on the Intranet. Library database server,
web server, digital library server are available on the Internet. These servers are available for
access on a 24/7 basis. The infrastructure and the resources are maintained in-house by the
library staff

7.1
Consortium for e-Resources in Agriculture (CeRA): Consortium for e-Resources in
Agriculture (popularly known as CeRA) is an e-Consortium of Agricultural and other allied
disciplines Libraries under the Indian Council of Agricultural Research for National Agricultural
Research and Education System (NARES) Libraries. CeRA established in November 2007, the
Consortium for e-Resources in Agriculture (CeRA) is the first of its kind for facilitating 24x7
online accesses of select journals in veterinary and allied sciences to all researchers, teachers and
students, policy planners, administrators and extension specialists in NARS through IP
authentication.
The
152
Consortium
members
consist
of
ICAR
institutes/NRCs/Directorate/Project Directorates/National Bureau etc. and State Agricultural
Universities. CeRA is now the most sought after online platform by scientists/ teachers in NARS
for literature search for their professional pursuit.

https://jgateplus.com
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7.2

IDEAL (Indian Digital Ensemble of Agricultural Libraries):
IDEAL is a ready platform for Agricultural Libraries of Indian National Agricultural
Research & Education System (NARES) which enables them to adopt Integrated Library
Management System for their day to day operations of all their library functionality. It is a
software platform built on ‘Software as a Service’ (SaaS) concept to provide hassle free, ready to
use, international standards-based platform for sharing library holdings through a union catalog
(AgriCat). An integrated digital library delivered at the desk of researchers, faculty, and students
of NARES can boost the quality of research output and save time. Libraries can reduce the cost
incurred in procuring books & other library resources by sharing through this digital system. At
present 38 libraries of NARES as a part of an e-Granth project supported by National Agriculture
Innovation Project (NAIP) of Indian Council of Agricultural Research (ICAR) have endeavored
to establish an IDEAL platform which is easily extendible to more libraries covering whole
NARES. Vast resources spread all over NARES can be made accessible by a few clicks. For
library users all over NARES, an Online Public Access Catalog (OPAC) of their library provides
a secure and enhanced experience of using the library online, sitting at their desk either in lab or
home. All circulation data can be easily uploaded to the central server for maintaining the full
record as soon as connectivity is restored. Any library under NARES willing to be part of
IDEAL needs to bring their catalog data to standard format and learn how to use Koha ILMS for
library functioning. It is not necessary to run any server or koha software locally.

agricat.egranth.ac.in/
8.
Access to Digital repository through library website: To create the digital center of the
faculty publications, research outputs, and University publications and locate the same on the
website of the University Library. All most all veterinary university libraries have installed a
web server on Linux platform and installed DSpace digital library software for creating different
repositories. At present, the faculty publications, thesis, and rare books repositories are created. It
is proposed to create other repositories.
9.
Digital Repositories: To create in-house generated publications and other information
resources in digital format in a repository for wider access. University generates many
information resources every year as internal publications apart from faculty publications, theses
& rare books documents regularly. These resources are presently accessible widely.
9.1
Krishikosh: Krishikosh - is a digital repository of accumulated knowledge in veterinary
and allied sciences, having collection of old and valuable books, old journals, thesis, research
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articles, popular articles, monographs, catalogues, conference proceedings, success stories, case
studies, annual reports, newsletters, pamphlets, brochures, bulletins and other grey literatures
spread all over the country in different ICAR Research Institutions and State Agricultural
Universities (SAUs). Under the ICAR's Open Access policy, Krishikosh provides a ready
software platform to implement all aspects of the open access policy, similar to ‘Cloud Service'
for individual institution's self-managed repository with central integration. These two products
of e-Grant (i) Krishikosh and (ii) IDEAL are used by all SAUs/DUs/CUs & ICAR Institutes.

http://krishikosh.egranth.ac.in/
9.2
Krishishiksha (e-learning Portal on Agricultural Education): e-krishishiksha elearning portal provided an online/offline veterinary, dairy and fisheries sciences courses
materials for the benefit of undergraduate students already enrolled in Indian Agricultural
Universities.

https://ecourses.icar.gov.in/
10.
Campus-Wide Local Area Network (LAN) facility
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11.1 EZProxy: The Veterinary University Libraries have implemented EzProxy middleware
software to provide remote access to web-based licensed resources offered by the library. The
EZproxy server authenticates library users against local authentication authorization. It is useful
to access all the Library subscribed online resources in a single platform and to download fulltext articles through EZProxy server without having any IP Address.
11.2
OPAC: The Veterinary University Libraries are providing Online Public Access
Catalogue to the Teachers, Scientists, Extension Specialists, and Students. Three all in one touch
computers were placed on searching OPAC of the library to search and retrieve the information
of the holdings of University Library.
11.3
IndiaStat - Statistical Database: Indiastat.com is an authentic storehouse for socioeconomic statistics about India. Provides statistical data, current happenings with a statistical
approach, articles from scholars on subjects of social and economic importance, etc.
11.4 E-Books: The Veterinary University Library has purchased from top most eBook service
providers (Elsevier, CRC, Taylor & Francis, CABI, etc.) every year on agriculture and allied
sciences for the benefit to the Teachers, Scientists, Researchers, and Students.
11.5
Institutional Repository: Library should develop an institutional repository of
University Publications, Newsletters, Reports, Proceedings, rare documents, bibliography,
Question paper, Syllabus, Research papers, Notes, etc. can be made available for Students,
Scientists, Teachers, and Researchers.
11.6
Use of Social Media: Veterinary University Library can use web 2.0 applications like
social media such as Blogs RSS, Wikis, Web forms SMS, E-mail and Twitter, etc. for the
dissemination of Library Services.
11.7. Library Website: Library Website serves as digital gates to library resource and services
and also the importance of user awareness of library resources. In this context every University
Library has a library website for providing Library Information.
11.7
Wi-Fi Access can be given so that users can use the e-resources anywhere from the
institute.
11.8
Digital Reference Service: This is a new form of traditional reference service. In this
type of service, users may get the answers to their queries online. Users can submit their queries
through online or may directly chat with concerned Library staff.
11.9
Digital Library: Every Veterinary University Library created a Digital library is access
to the collection of electronic documents over the network. It is an electronic library consisting
of information in the digital, analog and digitized form. Digital library plays an important role in
providing more appropriate information in less time with easy access.
C) Library Extension Services
In the library context, the ‘best practice' may be viewed as one that enhances user
satisfaction contributing to the full realization of one's academic, research and extension
potential. Listed below is a suggestive and unique set of best practices.
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Library Brochure/Dairies /Information Packs.
Feedback from stakeholders through scientifically designed and analyzed questionnaire,
at least twice a year.
Compiling and displaying of student/teacher attendance statistics (graphic) on the notice
boards of the library as well as in the departments.
Communication of current awareness of different user groups.
Information literacy programs
The beginning of the academic year with a general presentation
Periodically for need-based groups
Teaching library programs
Creation of Digital Repositories
Publication Repositories
Question paper Repositories
Courseware Repositories
Displaying new arrivals of books/journals and circulating a list to different departments
that use the library.
Suggestion box and timely response.
Development of a website/web page for the library including all the services and
necessary information.
Establishing linkage with other libraries and avail free/ nominal fee services.
Initiatives for research projects/ turnkey projects from the library.
Development of electronic environment on the campus and encouragement to edeliveries.
I am developing linkage with the functional units of the universities.
Information Center
Conducting Exhibitions/Demonstrations/Lectures on Current Issues.
Building a Network of College Libraries under the aegis of the University
Document Delivery Service External Membership Facility
jjj)
Inter-Library loan
kkk) Reprography.
lll)
Library Help Desk
mmm) Current Awareness service
nnn) Newspaper clipping services
ooo) Suggestion Box
ppp) Provision separate desk for Discussion.
qqq) Career Notification
rrr)
Feedback registers
sss) Journal Alert
Library security: Library collection is increasing with additions of documents every year.
The library is kept open for more than 16 hours a day, and it is proposed to open round the clock.
It is necessary to create a system that can arrest pilferage of books from the library. All the books
are inserted with EM tags that are invisible, and a security gate is installed with an
electromagnetic field that detects unauthorized books are going out from the library with a beep
sound to alert the staff.
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D) General Best Practices
Following are additional practices to be conducted in the library as a routine practice.
1) Regular Library Advisory Committee Meeting.
2) Binding of books & periodical Volumes.
3) Inclusive of Library Information in prospects & College Websites.
4) Intercom facility for easy communication among various departments.
5) Pasting of barcode, spine label and stamping in a definite place on the books.
6) Question sets of previous examinations.
7) Library Calendar of Activity & Events.
8) Use of pesticides for keeping away book worm & damage of books.
9) Display of various library chart.
10) Keeping the library premises neat & clean.
E) Other Best Practices
1.
Book Bank Facility: Under this scheme, the students who are from the very weak
economic background and promising can be granted two books free of cost for the complete
academic years, so that it will result in increased performance in academic by them.
2.
Unique Facility Scheme: In this scheme, Librarian may provide special concession to
students like for the students getting more marks in the previous examination he can allow to
take extra two books for the whole semester to study. This will lead to an increased study
environment.
3.
Reading Room Facility: Reading Room can be kept open for 24 x 7 or else at least late
hours in the night during examination time so that it will be beneficial for the students to study
correctly.
4.
Compilation of Bibliography for students & staff for reference.
5.
Apart from the regular study book, an additional book such as Fiction, Novel, etc.
can be issued to students to motivate their extracurricular reading habits.
k)

Implications, Suggestions, and Recommendations
1. The collection of reading materials must reflect the current development in all subject
fields.
2. Formulate the collection development policy for online information sources and acquire
such sources for accessing more literature by scholars. Changes can be made in the
collection development policies at the time to time
3. Provide user ID enabled service for remote access of full-text and bibliographic
databases.
4. Provide more computer workstations and network ports and outlets for portable
computers
5. Introduce computer-assisted instructional user-friendly manuals for enhancing the users'
skill for effective searching and retrieval. Conduct workshops and orientation
programmes for research scholars, students, and faculty when new services and resources
are incorporated.
6. The library may be kept open for long hours in the night to facilitate continuous reading
and learning.
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7. There is a need for improving the facilities for Internet access in university libraries. The
application of technologies like Wi-Fi can be introduced in the library building for
enabling wireless connectivity to the web and web-based services.
8. Initiatives for building institutional repositories can be encouraged so that the knowledge
created in a University can be preserved and made accessible to users.
9. Digitization programmes may be initiated for the convenient use of documents.
10. Formulate policies to preserve digital materials. Libraries shall create digital archives, a
system designed for locating, storing, and providing access to digital materials.
11. Implement Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology to control the movements
of documents effectively and save the time of staff who can focus their time on the varied
needs of patrons
Conclusion
The best practices will help in improving the quality of veterinary university library
services in India under the NARES system. With the global village concept, the veterinary
university libraries need to orient to the highly qualitative information collection and services.
The current networked environment enables the libraries to outreach any users at remote
locations. Thus the libraries need to be dynamic and extend their services beyond the traditional
ones, which were confined to book and other print collections. The best practices adopted should
bridge the gap between library & user for maximum utilization of the resources.
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Abstract:
The paper describes the historical development of LIS education in India. It deals with
the emerging challenges in LIS education in the Indian context. It also discusses the recent
emphasis given on e-learning in LIS education in India, the impact of LIS education on the work
and career of graduates, the job market for LIS professionals, competencies needed and
continuing professional development of LIS professionals.
Keywords: Library and Information Science (LIS) education; Library Schools; Library
professionals; Information professionals; ICT in libraries
Historical Development of LIS Education in India.
"Libraries were in existence in India since ancient period which was illustrated from the
travel diary of famous Chinese traveler fa-Hsien who visited India in 399 AD and stayed for 15
years". But their numbers increased rapidly when libraries were recognized as integral part of
education and research. "In those days library management was a matter of rule of the thumb and
library systems were developed on trial and error basis. Library science emerged as a discipline
only towards the end of 19th century. The need for professionally trained personnel to organize
the libraries was first recognized by the dynamic librarian Melvil Dewey, when the first
introduced the library education in Columbia University (U.S.A.) in 1887 (that time the course
was called library economics). But the foundations for the library education in India was laid
down much latter than it was done at the global level.
Library science education in India before Independence
• In service training
The first formal education for training librarianship in India was started in 1911 for which the
credit goes to William Alonson Borden, a student of a great librarian, Melvil Dwey.
• Baroda School (1911)
Maharaja Sayajirao Gaikwad has the credit for initiating the state wise library system in Baroda
in the 1st decade of this century which was the first in its nature in the country. The credit for
starting the first formal training course in library, routine also goes to this state. year of practical
work in the central library. In 1913 Borden started a summer school for the benefit of the city
librarians.
• Punjab University (1915)
The second Library training course was stated in 1915 by Don Dickenson who was appointed as
the librarian of Punjab University, Lahore (now in Pakistan). This happened to be the first
university course in India.
• Andhra Desa Library Association School: (1920)
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In 1920 the Andhra Desa Library Association started a Library School at the Ram Mohan
Granthalay in Vijayawada. The duration of the course was one month.
• Mysore State (1920)
In the same year i.e. in 1920 a course for the training of Librarians was conducted at Banglore
under the programme of library development initiated by the Dewan of Mysore Sir M.
Visweswarayya.
• Madras Library Association (1928)
The Madras Library Association (MALA) soon after its foundation in 1928 started a "summer
school" for few college librarians or lecturer in charge of college libraries.
• University of Madras (1931)
In 1931, the University of Madras stated a Diploma course under the leadership of Dr.
Ranganathan. This was the first full time course in the country.
• Imperial Library School (1935)
In 1935, Khan Bahadur Asadullah, a product of Punjab Library School sponsored and organized
a regular full time Diploma course in Librarianship in the Imperial Library (Now the National
Library) Calcutta.
• Bengal Library Association School (1930)
During 1930s, the Library movement in the West Bengal received its stimulation from the
Bengal Library Association under the inspiring leadership of its president Kumar Monider Deo
Rai Maharaj.
• Andhra University (1935)
The Andhra University started a certificate course in 1935 under the guidance of Dr. M.O.
Thomas.
• Post Graduate Diploma Course (1936)
With the experience in conducting the diploma course. Rangnathan proposed to the University of
Madras to introduce a Post-Graduate degree course in 1936. The second University to start a
postgraduate diploma course was the Bananas Hindu University in 1942.. Bombay University
started the Diploma course in the year 1943, with the initiative of Dr. P.M. Joshi Librarian. This
was followed by Calcutta University (1946) and University of Delhi in 1947. .
Growth of Schools after Independence
• Delhi University (First Independent department)
Sir Mayrice Gwyer the vice chancellor of University of Delhi invited Dr. S.R. Rangnathan to
organize a department of Library Science at the University in 1945. The department was started
in 1947 to conduct Post-Graduate Diploma in Library Science. Dr. S.R. Rangnathan worked as
Hon. Professor at the University during 1947-1955.
• First Degree Course
The University of Delhi instituted the first degree course in Library Science in 1948. For which
the credit goes to Dr. S.R. Rangnathan "After USA it was only in our country where post
graduate programme was started"
• M.Lib.Sc. Course
A two years course for the M.Lib.Sc. Degree was introduced to replace the previous programme
of M.Lib.Sc. in University of Delhi.
• Doctoral Studies
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Dr. S.R. Rangnathan moved for starting a Ph.D. programme in Library Science. It met a stiff
opposition from the members of the academic Council. But support of Sir Morris Gayer silenced
the critics and doctoral studies were introduced in the University of Delhi.
• GOI's In-service training course
The Government of India Libraries Association approached the Union Government to start an inservice training course for the staff working in various Government organizations to meet the
shortage of qualified librarians. Accordingly, a training course was started in 1953. This course
was recognized as equivalent to the University diploma course.
• Institute of Library Science
An Institute of Library science was established at the University of Delhi with a grant from the
Union Ministry of Education. Its main objectives were to train public Librarians and to prepare
teaching aids and materials. This Institute was inaugurated in 1959. Mr. S. Dasgupta was
appointed as its Director.
• Diploma to Degree
The full time one year diploma course was converted to degree course B.Lib.Sc. in 1960 by
Madras University.
• U.G.C. Review Committee
The U.G.C. set up a Review Committee on Library Science in 1961 under the chairmanship of
Dr. Rangnathan to assess and suggest measures to improve the standard of library science
education in India. The Committee submitted its report in 1965. This report reviewed the state of
Library Science education in India and made several recommendations regarding level of
courses, contents standards etc. many universities converted their Diploma course to Degree
course following the recommendation of this committee.
• First B.Lib.Sc. Course
In 1957 Aligarh Muslim University started B.Lib.Sc. Course for the first time in the Country. It
had been conducting certificate course since 1951.
• Polytechnic Diploma Course
The Government polytechnics at Ambala, Banglore, Chandigarh, Delhi, Jallunder and Rourkela
started post-matric Diploma course of 2 years duration in late 1960s.
• INSDOC Course
In 1956 INSDOC organized a six-week training course for librarians and document lists in
South Asia. Seven Librarians from Ceylon, Burma, Thailand and India were sponsored by
UNESCO.
• I.A.S.L.I.C. Course in special librarianship
The IASLIC has started a six months part time post graduate course in special librarianship and
documentation leading to an award of certificate of special librarianship in 1966.
• DRTC Course
Dr. S.R. Rangnathan started Documentation Research and Training Centre (DRTC) at Banglore
in January 1962, under the auspices of Indian statistical Institute (ISI) Calcutta.
• M.LIB.Sc. Courses
There were only three schools offering M.Lib.Sc. Course till the end of 1960s. There was the
University of Delhi (1948). The Banaras Hindu University (1966) and the University of Bombay
(1967) however, a large number of schools initiated course in 1970s. Four Universities namely
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Aligarh, Karnataka, Mysore and Vikram had started in M.Lib.Sc. Course in 1971. Today there
are about 87 universities offering this programme.
• M.Phil. programmes
With the recommendation of the Sen Committee (U.G.C.) M.Phil programmes were initiated in
various disciplines in different Universities. University of Delhi was the first to introduce M.Phil
programe in Library and Information Science in 1980. Today 22 more Universities are offering
this programme.
• Ph.D programme
University of Delhi instituted doctoral programme leading, Ph.D. in 1951 Dr. D.B. Krishnarao,
was the first award of Ph.D in Library Science from University of Delhi in 1958. Then it could
be only after 19 years in India that Dr. Pendey, S.K.Sharma became the second person to receive
Ph.D in Library Science from Punjab University in 1977. Seventies marked the beginning of
research programme in Library Science at several Universities. Today there are 50 Universities
in India offering Ph.D programme.
• D. Litt. Programme
Two universities, Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi and Utkal University,Bhubaneswar offers
D.Litt.programme in library science.So far only one D.Litt.degree had been awarded in India
since 1992 by Utkal University,Bhubaneswar,to Dr. D.B. Shukla on the topic “ The work and
impact of a pioneer in library and information science:a critical study of the works of Prithvi
Nath Kaula’( Kumar)
Emerging Trends in LIS Education in India
With the growth and development of LIS education, various trends are emerging, as
listed below Departments are carefully viewing their curriculum to put more emphasis on
emerging areas like computer and communication technologies, and reducing emphasis on
traditional techniques like classification and cataloguing. Departments have started establishing
their own computer labs and are emphasizing upon practical training on the use of IT, making
the students competent to work effectively and efficiently in the electronic information
environment. The trend of offering two year integrated courses is emerging to eliminate
duplication of course contents of BLISC and MLISC levels and providing sufficient time for
teaching computer and communications technologies, and relating it to library work through
practical training.
Like industrial and production management, quality standards are also now being applied
to libraries, leading the trend of emergence of ISO certified libraries in India. Therefore, LIS
departments are also introducing components of total quality management in curriculum. More
LIS departments are getting independent status and privileges like other departments of the
university in terms of full time teachers and full time head. To face the technological challenges,
more existing faculty members are engaging themselves in computer and IT related courses.
New faculty positions are created and filled up with the LIS professionals having computer and
IT related qualifications.
More continuing education programmes (CEP) are being organized in the field of
computer and related technologies and LIS departments are playing an active role in organizing
such courses.
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A growing number of LIS departments are developing their own websites to provide information
about them. With the growing impact of the internet on LIS, new areas such as digital libraries,
electronic publishing, online resources, and metadata and information architecture are reckoning
as nascent fields of LIS research.
LIS education in India, which is now at crossroads, due to the changing demands on the
one hand and lack of qualitative change in the educational system, doing necessary to take some
clear but hard decisions and implement them with utmost priority and sincerity.
These should include
• Consolidating and strengthening of some selected LIS schools to make them capable of
implementing fully. IT oriented and for building up manpower needed in the new
environment.
• Introduction to separate courses suitable for building manpower for running traditional
Libraries and modern Libraries.
• Specialized information science courses should be started in LIS education.
• Gradual discontinuation of distance education courses, except a few master degree
courses meant for working professions, which should be run on virtual class-room
principle with the aids of IT.
• The UGC must fund the LIS Departments to strength their infrastructure and provide
necessary support in this new technological environment.
Curriculum Revision
In many universities the LIS syllabus in quite old and need to be restructured with
redefined objectives to accommodate emerging changes in the libraries and expectations of
users. Adoption of well designed curricular will ensure quality education, resulting in quality
products, suitable both for the practicing librarianship as well as teaching staff. There is wide
disparity in the courses, their duration, number and name of papers, contents, number of lectures
and practical periods, methods of teaching and evaluation, and grading system. The period after
1980’s has witnessed a great transition due to the impact of computer and communication
technology which is responsible for the emergence of an Information Society and Global Village.
Revised curriculum should be capable of preparing the future professionals in order to meet the
challenges enforced upon them time to time.
Required Skills for LIS Professionals
In the Indian context, the scope of the subjects taught varies from university to university
and the students who come out of these universities with degrees mostly fail to perform in a
technical or a research library. The electronic environment of the 21st century demands a range
of skills from library and information science (LIS) professionals, which include technical skills,
IT skills and managerial skills. Library users are turning towards the LIS Professionals for help
and advice on search techniques, database development, quality of online databases, and choice
of databases that are available. As a result, LIS professionals need organized training programs,
which can be in the form of workshops, conferences, seminars, symposia, and so forth.
Role of the Government, UGC, Professional Bodies and LIS Professionals India’s LIS education
system requires a strategic planning, in order to develop a comprehensive LIS curriculum at the
national level. The Government of India has encouraged the application of computers and use of
telecommunication through various policy decisions. But the role of the Government in LIS
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education is not satisfactory. The Government should play a leading role in promoting LIS
education in India, in creating more job opportunities for LIS professionals and removing
disparity in pay scales among LIS professionals. LIS professionals’ pay are low in India and they
should be paid more in the present scenario. The role of University Grants Commission (UGC) is
very important in designing the curricula and in providing guidelines for developing LIS
education in the country. The role of UGC is becoming more challenging in the context of
growing information society and fast growing information technology. The professional bodies
like Indian Library Association (ILA) and State Library Associations should organize useful
courses, seminars and conferences so that the library professionals may increase their knowledge
and efficiency in the application of ICT in their work. The library professionals should also put
pressure on the Government of India to form a National Commission on Libraries and
Information Science. In this context, the role of LIS schools and faculties is extremely important
to improve LIS education. Similarly, University Grants Commission (UGC), the National
Information
System
for
Science
and
Technology
(NISSAT)
(www.dsir.nic.in/vsdsir/division/nissat/nissat.html), the National Social Science Documentation
Centre (NASSDOC), NISCAIR (National Institute of Science communication and Information
Resources) earlier known as Indian National Scientific Documentation Centre (INSDOC)
(www.insdoc.org), the Defence Scientific Information & Documentation Centre (DESIDOC)
(www.drdo.org/labs/compsci/desidoc/index.shtml), university libraries, library associations,
library and information science departments should play a pivotal role in this direction. 8.
Significant Features of Indian LIS Courses Academic institutions act independently in such
activities as admission, tenure, curriculum development, and educational grading. Organizations
such as the University General Allocation Commission (UGC) merely serve an advisory role.
Although in general all educational departments suffer from inadequate or inappropriate levels of
faculty memberships, financial assets, equipment, special library and even accommodation, a
handful of universities are in a
The followings are some suggestions for improving LIS education in India:
• LIS schools/departments may be provided with IT laboratories fully equipped with the
latest hardware and software including Internet connectivity, networking and library
management software.
• National centre for education and research should be established to plan and coordinate
cooperative programmes, like exchange of personnel, curriculum planning, extension
lectures, continuing education programmes and so forth.
• LIS departments provide training programmes with ICT specialisation for teacher
librarians. • Seminars, tutorials, assignments and field tours should be effectively
integrated with curricula involving outside experts and agencies.
• Syllabus should be revised from time to time with the advent of the information
technology changes.
• The syllabi in the LIS departments should view the developments taking place in
information technology, information resources, information access and their impact on
libraries and library profession.
• It is necessary for the University Grant Commission (UGC) to see how these LIS
departments could come up to international standards and the students coming out of
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these Departments excelled in their work. • There are many standards and protocols such
as Z39.50 standard, Inter library loan Standards, Circulation Interchange Protocol, and
the teaching of them in classrooms is necessary.
Continuing education/in-service training facilities should be recognized as an essential
part of manpower development programmes and sufficient financial resources may be
allocated for this.
All the present librarians, who completed their LIS education ten year before, should be
provided with computer/information technology training through these new LIS schools
or through some refresher courses.
There is a great necessity of funds for the acquisition of new technology in order to
enhance the services in the library. •
There is a need for strong networking of libraries for resource sharing.
The library professionals need more recognition and they are responsible for planning
new information system.
More orientation courses and refresher courses should be conducted for the LIS
professionals and teachers.
The LIS students may have training in libraries, which should have IT environment for
gaining practical experience.
ICT environment may be created in all types of libraries and information centres in the
country.
Short term and long-term programmes such as seminars, conferences, and workshops be
organized at regular intervals by library schools and library associations.
National centre for education and research should be established to plan and coordinate
cooperative programmes, like exchange of personnel, curriculum planning, extension
lectures, and continuing education programmes and so forth.
To improve quality of research, talented scholars should be provided financial assistance
by research organizations.

Conclusion
Today, the LIS profession has attained the status of a full-fledged discipline in India.
Effective application of information technology in library transmits users’ satisfaction. The
present scenario demands the updated technology for the faster and approachable library
services. Gradually, new technologies are developed; consequently there is the need to develop
our skills and capacity to provide enhanced library services. Library resources must be used at a
large amount. The successfulness of a library and the library professional always depends on the
quality of the service. The emergence of ICT is the new paradigm to extend the level of library
operation and services. So, it is inevitable for the library professionals to be updated with the
technology for the own existence. National However, it has low recognition and has not been
regarded at par with other well known professions.As a result,most students do not opt for
librarianship as a first choice of study bodies such as ILA,IATLIS and IASLIC should give
serious thinking to find the timely solutions for the problems prevailing today. There should be a
National Accreditation Body to apply rigorous parameters before granting accreditation to a
library.
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Introduction:
Information is considered as the fulcrum for power and prosperity and very essential for
Economic and social development of the society. The revolution in Information and
Communication Technology has bridged knowledge gap by providing free flow of
information. With this technology driven revolution, information was started delivering in
digital format with greater speed and economy which triggered in development of digital
library. It has provided wider opportunities in archiving accessing digitizing and preserving the
traditional knowledge. The open source software movements added weight age in proliferation
of digital libraries worldwide. Traditional knowledge available in one and another form was
being explored, documented preserved and made accessible through networks of digital
archives. The formal project of digital library under the Digital Library Initiative (DLI) was
started in 1994 as a joint initiative of the National Science Foundation (NSF), Department of
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), and the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA), in 1994. Six universities were given the funds for investigation
and development of underlying technologies for digital libraries. The second phase of the
project was initiated in February 1998. The landmark initiatives that led the path towards the
Digital Library movement are the CMU, MERCURY project; CORE project at Cornell
University he TULIP project and ENVISION, Cornell Institute of digital collection, Yale
University Open Book Project, Networked Digital Library of Theses and Dissertation
(NDLTD), National Science, Mathematics, Engineering and Technology (SMET) Education
Digital Library (NSDL), National Policy,
Digital Library development in emerging country like India is taken up with preserving art
culture and heritage of India in mid 1990s. India became de-facto signatory of the UNESCO
Universal Declaration on Cultural Diversity, adopted unanimously by the UNESCO General
Conference at its 31st session held on 2 November 2001 to strengthen the access to diverse
cultural resources available across the country. Indian state and non-state agencies in
collaboration with the Carnegie Mellon University, Universal Digital Library project of the
US-NSF (under and Indo-US Science and Technology collaboration initiatives) have taken
significant initiatives in digitization and preservation of vast pool of knowledge available in the
physical forms of manuscripts, rare books, out-of-print books and archival materials and also
with neighboring South Asian countries and shared to a networked community using an online
platform. Indian universities are participating as members in the Networked Digital Library of
Theses and Dissertations (NDLTD). Library and information centre of higher education and
research institutes have taken up task for creating website with in- house digital content like
research reports, publications of researchers, theses and dissertation etc. Later on eminently
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practical approach was evolved for building operational digital library, their maintenance,
operations and services. The problem encountered for digitization initiatives in India, National
Policy and existing digital library initiatives of India are discussed below.
National Policy on Digital Library
The National Task Force on IT and Software Development (2003) has given some valuable
recommendations for development of DLs in the country related to development of pilot
project on Digital Library, preservation of vast wealth of Indian traditional knowledge,
digitization of Indian Theses and Dissertations and copyright protection. However, there is no
any clear cut national policy on Digital Libraries. In India digitization initiatives are in need of
national policy on Digital Library to indentify framework and best practice in all spheres for
development of Digital Libraries. There is also need of preservation policy, Intellectual
Property Rights policy for content development, collection development policy, digital
information rigidity in the publishers’ policies and data formats etc.
Current Digital Library Initiatives in India
Government institutions of national importance, national level institutions, research
Organization, universities, state government institutions, financial institutions, private
Institutions are key player for initiating digital libraries in India. Some of the important digital
library initiatives and programmes initiated across the country are as follow
A Digital Library of Books
a. Digital Library of India: Digital Library of India was formally launched by the then
president of India Dr. A. P. J. Abdul Kalam in 8th September 2003 to preserve knowledge and
cultural heritage of India. It is part of Universal Digital Library Project of the US-NSF and
Million Books Project envisaged by Carnegie Mellon University, USA. The project is
supported by Ministry of Communications and Information Technology, Government of India
and coordinated by Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore. It digitizes and preserves all
significant library, artistic and scientific works in its three regional mega scanning centre and
21 scanning centers and makes it freely available to world for education and research. The
structured metadata of scanned document is created and uploaded to Digital Library Portal
which provides searchable interface to access full-text contents. At present, Digital Library of
India hosts 4,80,335 books containing about 168 million pages. The books came from about 48
different languages in various subjects. Participating Institutions are Indian Institute of
Information Technology Hyderabad; ERNET (Education and Research Network) India; Centre
for Development of Advanced Computing (CDAC)
b. Vigyan Prasar Digital Library
Vigyan Prasar, an autonomous organization under Department of Science and Technology,
Government of India, was established in 1989 for communication of science and technology.
Vigyan Prasar maintains an open access digital library to spread scientific knowledge, where
the digital collection contains digitized full-text versions of all significant scientific works that
are being published by VigyanPrasar.80 books in English, 49 books in Hindi and 17 books in
other languages and audio video scientific content in CD ROM are available in this digital
library. Dream 2047, a popular science magazine and an open access periodical, is also
archived in Vigyan Prasar Science Portal from volume one issue one. Participating Institutions
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are National Council for Science & Technology Communication (NCSTC), New Delhi;
NCSTC Network, Delhi; National Children's Science Congress.
c. NCERT Online Text Books
National Council of Educational Research and Training (NCERT) was established by the
Government of India in 1961 as an autonomous organization to assist and advise the state and
central governments in the implementation of their policies for education, especially to bring
about qualitative changes in school education. The NCERT has initiated a national portal
where school textbooks, based on the National Curriculum Framework 2005, are freely
available on the Internet for students and teachers. This portal provides easy navigation to
textbook chapters by title/subject of the book for a particular class. The entire book or
individual chapters can be downloaded as per the terms of use as mentioned in the Copyright
Notice. The service provides easy access to textbooks of all subjects published by NCERT for
classes I to XII in Hindi, English and Urdu.
B Digital Library of Manuscripts
a.
Kalasampada: Digital Library Resources for Indian Cultural Heritage
The Indira Gandhi National Centre for the Arts (IGNCA) in collaboration with the Ministry of
Communication and Information Technology initiated a digital library on indigenous cultural
heritage named Kalasampada (Digital Library: Resources of Indian Cultural Heritage (DLRICH)) for the development of a databank of cultural heritage. DL-RICH provides online
access to digital images of cultural heritage resources such as manuscripts, rare photographs,
rare books, rare painting, sculptures, handicrafts, monuments, artifacts, festivals, as well as
varieties of textual, graphical, audio-visual and multimedia resources. This portal provides
access to different segments of its collection with English interface and English transliterated
metadata information. Kalasampada facilitates scholars' access to the materials including
272,000 manuscripts, 100,000 slides, thousands of rare books, 4,000 rare photographs, 400
hours of audio and video along with research publications, fifty tutorials produced by the
IGNCA. It also hosts a Sanskrit text repository, called Gaudiya Grantha Mandira that covers
more than 400 chapters from different oriental texts. Kalasampada received the 'Golden Icon:
Award for Exemplary Implementation for e-Governance Initiatives' under the category, Best
Documented Knowledge and case study, given by India's Department of Administrative
Reforms and Public Grievances in 2005.
3.2.2 National Databank on Indian Art and Culture (NDBIAC)
http://ignca.nic.in/ndb_0001.htm)
3.2.2 National Databank on Indian Art and Culture (NDBIAC)
http://ignca.nic.in/ndb_0001.htm)
b.
National databank on Indian Art and Culture
In its second phase of digitization project, INGCA started National Databank on Indian Art and
Culture (NDBIAC), a pilot project of Department of Information Technology, Ministry of
Communication and Information Technology (MCIT), and Archaeological Survey of INDIA,
Government of India with an aim to enhance the accessibility of Indian cultural resources using
digital technology. NDBIAC provides access to digitized images and audio-visuals provided
by ASI and state archaeology departments. It also gives access to virtual walkthroughs of
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archaeological monuments, back issues of ASI journal “Indian Archaeology - A Review”, ASI
reports and rare books in Indic languages (Hindi and Sanskrit) and English. The project is pilot
project and aim to cover over 1 lakh visual, 1000 hours of audio and video, 25000 rare books
on art and culture and walk-through of some of the archaeological monuments.
c. National Mission for Manuscripts
The Department of Culture, and Ministry of Tourism and Culture, Government of India,
launched the National Mission for Manuscripts in February 2003 with an aim to locate,
document, preserve and render vast collection of manuscripts which are available in variety of
themes, textures and aesthetics, scripts, languages, calligraphies, illuminations and illustrations.
NMM established a network of 47 MRCs (Manuscript Resource Centers), 32 MCCs
(Manuscript Conservation Centers), 32 MPCs (Manuscript Partner Centers) and more than 200
MCPCs (Manuscript Conservation Partner Centers) across the country for identifying,
inventorying, preservation and conservation of endangered documentary heritage collections
available in the form of manuscripts. NMM maintains a National Database of Manuscripts
named ‘Kritisampada’. At present total 20 lakh data are available on NMM Website.
d. Mukta bodha: Digital Library and Archiving Project
The Mukta bodha Digital Library and Archiving Project is initiated by Mukta bodha
Indological Research Institute in July 2003 to preserve scriptural texts related to the Tantric
and Agamic traditions, as well as India's oral tradition of Vedic chanting and the ritual and
philosophical knowledge associated with it. The goal of the Digital Library is to preserve rare
Sanskrit manuscripts and texts in multiple digital formats, and make them accessible through
website for study worldwide. Paper Transcripts of Shaiva Siddhanta, from the French Institute
of Pondicherry including 210,000 digitized pages in over 2,000 texts, Vedic Manuscripts of
Gokarna, 24 volumes of the Shaiva Siddhanta Paripalana Sangha Devakottai in the South
Indian scripts, 75 volumes texts of the Kashmir Shaivism.
C National Digital Library of Electronic Thesis & Dissertation
a.
Shodh Ganga: Indian ETD Repository
Shodh Ganga is a national repository of electronic theses and dissertation. It was launched on
20th May 2010 by INFLIBNET Centre under support of University Grants Commission with
an aim to facilitate open access to Indian theses and dissertations to the academic community
world-wide. UGC in its notification dated 1st June 2009 mandates submission of electronic
version of theses and dissertations by the researchers in universities..Shodh Ganga stands for
the reservoir of Indian intellectual output stored in a repository hosted and maintained by the
INFLIBNET Centre. 151 Universities have signed MOU with INFLIBNET Centre to join in
Shodh Ganga project and deposit their theses. INFLIBNET Centre also maintain repository of
approved synopsis submitted by research scholars to the universities for registering themselves
for the Ph.D programme called Shodh Gangotri (http://shodhgangotri.inflibnet.ac.in/) with an
aim to measure trends and directions of research being conducted in Indian universities and to
avoid duplication of research. Shodh Ganga provides access to more than 11000 electronic
theses and dissertations. Shodh Ganga Received the E-INDIA JURY CHOICE Award for Best
ICT Enabled Higher Education Institute of the Year 2011. Shodh Gangotri provides access to
more than 1712 synopsis submitted research scholars.
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b.
Vidyanidhi Digital Library
Vidyanidhi is a portal of doctoral research in India. Implemented by department of Library
Science, University of Mysore. Supported by NISSAT, DSIR, Government of India, Ford
Foundation and Microsoft India. It began as a pilot project in 2000 with support from
Government, the Ford Foundation and Microsoft India archive of dissertations, as well as a set
of resources for doctoral research in India. Vidyanidhi also has strategic support from the UGC
(University Grants Commission). The Vidyanidhi Digital Library has two layers: a metadata
database and the full text of theses. More than 5000 full text and 50,000 bibliographic records
of theses submitted to the universities in India have been hosted in Vidyanidhi.
D Digital Library of Institutional Repositories
An Institutional Repository (IR) is a digital collection or archives of a university’s intellectual
output. Universities and other institutions are producing digital information base of their Ph.D.
theses& dissertations, articles, reports, conference proceedings, lecture notes, presentational,
audio-video records using open source software and making them available to their end users.
There are 92 institutional and subject wise repositories have been registered in Registry of
Open Access Repository (ROAR). Institutional repositories initiated in India can be viewed at
http://roar. eprints.org/
E Digital Library of Journals-Initiatives by Scientific Society and Publishers
a.
Indian Academy of Sciences
The Indian Academy of Sciences (IAS) is a scientific academy funded by the Government of
India. Digital platform is developed to provide online access to 11 peer reviewed journals with
all back files and other publications including reports, newsletter, patrika, year book and
annual report etc. published by Indian Academy of Science. It provides access to 11 journals
with back files
Indian National Science Academy
The Indian National Science Academy (INSA) was established in 1935. It is funded by
Government of India. INSA, under the support of NISSAT, has initiated e-journal@insa
project in 2002 to facilitate conversion of INSA journals from print to digital format and host
these materials online. This portal provides access to current and back volume full-text
literature of INSA journals, organizes scientific discussions, proceedings and monographs
annual report, year book etc. It provides access to 7 journals with back files.
b.
NISCAIR Research Journals
NISCAIR has developed Online Periodicals Repository (NOPR) to preserve its 7 research
journals, working papers, preprints, technical reports, conference papers and data sets in
various digital formats. All publications can be access full-text in PDF format through NOPT
platform. National Science Digital Library (NSDL) was then established to provide
comprehensive S&T information to students of science, engineering and technology. NSDL
provides curriculum based access to e-books and lecture notes, presentation for the
undergraduate students of science.
c.
Indian Meddlers Centre
National Informatics Centre (NIC) and Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR) had
collaborated to setup Indian Meddlers Centre to provide information support and services to
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medical research community. The Centre produced two important resources; the first is
INDMED@NIC, which indexes more than 100 prominent biomedical journals of India from
1985 onwards. This bibliographic database is accessible online. The second resource is
MEDIND@NIC that provides open access to the full text articles of 62 Indian biomedical
journals. Different publishers, mainly learned societies in the respective specialized areas,
publish these journals in print-on-paper format. The new project entitles “National Databases
of Indian Medical Journals” is in process for maintaining, updating and improvising these two
important national resources.
d.
Open Journal System @ INFLIBNET
Open Journal System @ INFLIBET Centre provides digital platform for hosting of electronic
version of journals into open access mode with all processes of submission, peer-reviewing,
editing, layout designing and publishing built into it. It encourages universities and institutions
that are publishing journals in print format to use the OJS @INFLIBNET for hosting electronic
version of their journals free-of-cost on server at the INFLIBNET Centre. The
OJS@INFLIBNET provides full-text access to 14 journals published by universities and higher
education institutions. It provides access to 14 open access journals.
e.
Indianjournals.com
IndianJournals.com implemented by Divan Enterprises, New Delhi. It provides single
window access to multidisciplinary Indian journals published by different scholarly societies
and institutions. It provides access to eleven open access journals and periodicals. This journal
gateway also provides access to subscription-based content.
f.
Medknow Publications Pvt. Ltd.
Medknow Publications Private Limited is a publisher of high-quality peer-reviewed scholarly
open access journals in India. It publishes, maintains and hosts 48+ open access peer reviewed
scholarly journals, mainly in the biomedical subject areas on behalf of learned societies and
associations. It provides access to 48 journals.
h. Kamla-Raj Enterprises
The Kamla-Raj Enterprises is a Delhi-based publisher established in 1933. Kamla-Raj
Publishes seven print-based peer-review scholarly journals mainly in the areas of social
sciences which are also available in electronic format on open access. These journals are
OAI-compliant. The publisher maintains an archive of each of these open access journals
starting from volume one.
F Digital Library of Online Courseware
a.
NPTEL
The National Programme on Technology Enhanced Learning (NPTEL) is an open courseware
initiative by seven Indian Institutes of Technology (IITs) and the Indian Institute of Science
(IISc). This initiative is funded by the Ministry of Human Resource Development (MHRD).
The main objective of this programme is to enhance the quality of engineering education in the
country by developing more than 200 curricula-based video and web courses.
b.
e-Gyankosh
Indira Gandhi National Open University (IGNOU) is a mega open university that offers
distance and open education to millions of learners in India and other countries. It produces
self-instructional study materials for various programmes and also hosts a number of
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educational broadcasting channels. IGNOU has initiated the establishment of a National
Digital Repository of learning resources E-Gyankosh. This repository envisages to store, index,
preserve, distribute and share the digital learning resources of open and distance learning
(ODL) institutions in the country: The repository supports seamless aggregation and
integration of learning resources in different formats such as self-instructional study materials,
audio-video programmes, and archives of radio and television-based live interactive sessions.
c.
Learning Object Repository CEC
Consortium for Educational Communication (CEC) is an inter-university centre on electronic
media, established by the University Grants Commission (UGC). The CEC in coordination
with its 17 Educational Multimedia Research Centers, has been producing television
programmes in various subject categories in English, Hindi and regional languages. Some of
the audio-visual programmes are based on syllabus-based topics at the school, polytechnic,
college and university levels. CEC established the Learning Object Repository (LOR) and the
Digital Video Repository (DVR) to provide worldwide access to these qualitative learning
resources. The LOR is a bank of short duration reusable learning objects for special benefits to
students and teachers for face to face learning as well as to other users globally. The streaming
video technique is used for online viewing of these learning objects. The LOR portal can be
searched by subject, topic, title of the learning object, and keywords. This portal can also be
navigated through subject categories.
d.
e-PG Pathshala
The MHRD, under NME-ICT has allocated funds to the UGC for development of e-content in
77 subjects at postgraduate level. The INFLIBNET Centre is assigned the responsibility for
technical and administrative coordination of the programme as per the guidelines of Standing
Committee, e-PG Pathshala. High quality, curriculum-based, interactive content in different
subjects across all disciplines of social sciences, arts, fine arts & humanities, natural &
mathematical sciences, linguistics and languages is being developed under this initiative named
e-PG Pathshala.
e.
Indo-German e-Gurukul on Digital Libraries
The Indo-German e-Gurukul on Digital Libraries is a collaborative project of DRTC and
Goethe-Institute in New Delhi to facilitate self-paced learning on digital libraries.
G Library Consortium in India
Beside, accesses to e-resources to Indian institutions are also available through Library
Consortia. Some of the major example of library consortia in India which provides access to
peer reviewed journals to their member institutions is as follows.
a.
UGC-INFONET Digital Library Consortium
The UGC-INFONET Digital Library Consortium was launched by A. P. J. Abdul Kalam, the
then President of India, in December 2003. The consortium provides differential access to eresources to 206 universities and 150 institutions covered under associate membership
prgramme. These e-resources covers almost all subject disciplines including arts, humanities,
social sciences, physical sciences, chemical sciences, life sciences, computer sciences,
mathematics, statistics, etc. It provides current as well as archival access to more than 8,500
core and peer reviewed electronic journals and ten bibliographic databases from 28 publishers,
scholarly societies and aggregators, including university presses in different disciplines.
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b.
INDEST-AICTE Consortium
The Indian National Digital Library in Engineering Sciences and Technology (INDEST)
Consortium was set-up by the Ministry of Human Resource Development (MHRD) in year
2003 to provide access to selected electronic journals and databases to technical institutions
including IISc, IITs, NITs, IIMs and a few other centrally-funded Government institutions. The
total number of members in the Consortium has now gone up to 325 including 65 core member
institutions, 60 AICTE supported engineering college and 200 members under self-supported
categories. It provides access to 20748 peer reviewed journals and 10 bibliographical databases
to its member institutions.
c.
National Knowledge Resource Consortium (NKRC)
The National Knowledge Resource Consortium (NKRC), established in year 2009, is a
network of libraries and information centers of 39 CSIR and 24 DST institutes. NKRC's origin
goes back to the year 2001, when the CSIR set up the Electronic Journals Consortium to
provide access to 1200 odd journals of Elsevier Science to all its users. Over a period of time,
the Consortium not only grew in terms of the number of resources but also in terms of the
number of users as more like-minded institutes evinced interest to join the Consortium.
Currently, NKRC facilitates access to 8000+ e-journals of all major publishers, patents,
standards, citation and bibliographic databases. Apart from licensed resources, NKRC is also a
single point entity that provides its users with access to a multitude of open access resources. It
provides access to 8061 peer reviewed e-journals and 7bibliogapgical databases.
d.
MCIT Consortium
The Ministry of Communication and Information Technology (MCIT) Consortium caters to the
information requirement of 9 institutions including NIC, CDAT and CDOT (with its offices in
multiple locations). Set up in 2005 with funding from the Ministry of Communication and
Information Technology (MCIT), the Consortium subscribes to 5 electronic resources
including IEL Online, ACM Digital Library, Indian Standards, Science Direct and JCCC.
Other activities of the Consortium include establishing institutional repositories, national
making union catalogues, creation and maintenance of library automation software called eGranthalaya. It provides access to 1818 e-journals and 14,000 e-books to its member
institutions.
e.
DAE Consortium
The Department of Atomic Energy (DAE) Consortium, set up in 2003, caters to the
Information requirement of 36 institutions including BARC, TIFR and SAMEER. Funded by
the Department of Atomic Energy (DAE), Govt. of India, the Consortium subscribes to 2,000
e-journals from 4 publishers including Science Direct, Springer and MathSciNet. The
Consortium is administered by one of the DAE intuitions by rotation. It provides access to
2,000 peer reviewed e-journals from four publishers to its member institutions.
f.
ERMED Consortium
Electronic Resources in Medicine (ERMED) Consortium, set up at 2008, is an initiative taken
by Director General of Health Services (DGHS) to develop nation-wide electronic
information resources in the field of medicine for delivering effective health care for all. The
Consortium is being coordinated through its headquarter set up at the National Medical Library
(NML). DGHS provides fund for the purchase of electronic resources under the ERMED
consortium for Government medical colleges and institutions. Private medical colleges and
institutions can join the consortium under its self-supported category. ERMED e-journal
consortium has 98 members including ICMR, DGHS, AIIMS, NTR Health University and
government medical colleges / institutes across the country.
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g.
DRDO E-journal Consortium
Defense Research and Development Organization (DRDO), Ministry of Defense is the largest
government funded research and development organization in India with a chain of over 50
laboratories and establishments spread across the country. DRDO e-journal consortium was
established on January 2009 to provide access to e-resources to S&T community of DRDO.
The Consortium is governed by a Monitoring Committee having the representatives from
different subject clusters and headquarters. It provides access to 568 full text e-journals to 50
DRDO Labs. JCCC service was added to facilitate access to contents of all the journal titles,
universities, national research centers, agricultural institutions, national bureau, ICAR
institutions, etc. It provides access to 1766 peer reviewed e-journals and 3 bibliographic
databases.
h.
NLIST
The Project entitled "National Library and Information Services Infrastructure for Scholarly
Content (N-LIST)", being jointly executed by the UGC-INFONET Digital Library Consortium,
INFLIBNET Centre and the INDEST-AICTE Consortium, IIT Delhi, provides for access to
scholarly content to colleges, universities as well as centrally-funded technical institutions
through its four distinct components, i.e. i) UGC-INFONET e-resources to technical
institutions (IITs, IISc, IISERs, NITs, etc.); ii) INDEST e-resources to universities; iii) Eresources to 12,000 Govt.-aided and non-aided colleges; and iv) National Monitoring Agency
at the INFLIBNET Centre to manage access, monitor, promote and impart training to promote
optimal usage of e-resources and for monitoring all activities involved in the process of
providing effective and efficient access to e- resources to colleges. The N-LIST programmes
provides access to Web of Science for universities, Annual Reviews (33 journal titles), Nature
(27 journal titles), Project Muse (400+ journal titles), Taylor & Francis and JSTOR (2000)
journals for 35 technical institutions including selected IITs, IISc, IISERs and NITs. Besides,
provides access to more than 6,000 e-journals and 97,333 e-books to colleges. DAE
Consortium, IIM Consortium, RGUHS-HELINET, FORSA Consortium are also in operation
in India.
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